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TRIPLE PRODUCT p-ADIC L-FUNCTIONS FOR SHIMURA CURVES OVER
TOTALLY REAL NUMBER FIELDS
DANIEL BARRERA-SALAZAR AND SANTIAGO MOLINA
Abstract. Let F be a totally real number field. Using a recent geometric approach developed
by Andreatta and Iovita we construct several variables p-adic families of finite slope quaternionic
automorphic forms over F . It is achieved by interpolating the modular sheaves defined over some
auxiliary unitary Shimura curves.
Secondly, we attach p-adic L-functions to triples of ordinary p-adic families of quaternionic
automorphic eigenforms. This is done by relating trilinear periods to some trilinear products over
unitary Shimura curves which can be interpolated adapting the work of Liu-Zhang-Zhang to our
families.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Arithmetic, p-adic L-functions and p-adic families. Several recent works with important
arithmetic applications uses in a crucial way p-adic L-functions (see for example [12], [4], [31], [20]).
In contrast with its complex counterpart the theory of p-adic L-functions is far from being well
established. Thus depending of the context, their construction is performed with the available
technology. This work is devoted to the construction of the so called triple product p-adic L-
functions.
During the nineties Kato obtained deep results on the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture in
rank 0 for twists of elliptic curves over Q by Dirichlet characters. More recently, Bertolini-Darmon-
Rotger in [4] and Darmon-Rotger in [12] developed analogous methods to treat twists by certain
Artin representations of dimension 2 and 4. In [26], [25], [28] and [5] these methods were extended
in different directions, as for example bounding certain Selmer groups and treating finite slope
settings. We could say that in these situations a prominent role is played by the unbalanced p-adic
L-function attached to a triple of p-adic families of modular forms. Such p-adic L-functions were
constructed in [17], [11], [18] in the ordinary case and in [1] for Coleman Families. In other hand
balanced triple p-adic L-functions had been constructed in [18] and in [14].
This work grew up from the aim to generalize the methods mentioned above to totally real
number fields. In the present paper we furnish the p-adic L-functions that come into play in the
ordinary setting. Our main results are:
(i) the construction of several variables p-adic families of finite slope quaternionic automorphic
forms for over totally real number fields;
(ii) the construction of triple product p-adic L-functions for ordinary families obtained in (i).
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To achieve (i) we use a geometrical approach (developed in [1]) using the theory of overconvergent
modular forms in the generality needed. For (ii) we naturally work in a hybrid situation: unbalanced
in a single component of the weight and balanced in the rest of the components. Our strategy mix
the two approaches used in [1] and [14] and crucially adapts to our situation ideas and constructions
performed in [27].
1.2. Main results. Let F be a totally real number field of degree d = [F : Q]. We denote by ΣF
the set of real embeddings and fix τ0 ∈ ΣF . Let p > 2 be a prime number and let p0 the prime over
p associated to τ0 under a fixed embedding ιp : Q¯ →֒ Cp. We suppose F is unramified at p and the
inertia degree of p0 over p is 1.
Let B be a quaternion algebra over F split at τ0 and any prime over p, and ramified at any
τ ∈ ΣF \ {τ0}. As already mentioned, one of our goals is the construction of p-adic families of
automorphic forms on (B ⊗A)× using geometrical tools. One of the main obstructions to perform
this task working directly on Shimura curves of B is the lack of an adequate moduli problem. To
remedy this issue we work with D = B⊗F E for some CM extension E of F on which each prime of
F over p splits. Let X be the unitary Shimura curve attached to D of level prime to p and disc(B)
(see §4.1) and by π : A→ X its universal abelian variety (of dimension 4d). For each k ∈ N[ΣF ] a
precise piece of the sheaf of invariant differentials of A produces a modular sheaf ωk that gives rise
to modular forms for D.
The works devoted to develop the theory of p-adic families for unitary Shimura curves ([7], [22],
[13]) construct essentially 1-dimensional p-adic families. In fact those works only treat the p-adic
variation of powers of the invertible subsheaf of ω attached to τ0. Nevertheless, for applications it
would be better to have more variation, thus our first task is to provide a more general theory of
p-adic families in this context. The complexity to perform this was reflected for example in the fact
that the rank of ωk growths with k. Nowadays we have enough technology to perform this task.
The weight space for D is the d-dimensional adic space, denoted W, attached to the complete
group algebra Zp[[(OF ⊗Zp)×]]. The weight space for B is the d+1-dimensional adic space attached
to Zp[[(OF ⊗Zp)×× Z×p ]] and is denoted WG in the text. For each n > 0 we consider certain open
subspaces Wn ⊂ W and WGn ⊂ WG (see §6.2 and §7.1).
Let X be denote the adic analytic space attached to X. For r > 0 we denote by Xr the strict
neighborhood of the p0-ordinary locus of X where the universal abelian variety has a p0-canonical
subgroup of order ≤ r. We have (see §6.3, §7.5 and proposition 7.8):
Theorem 1.1. Let n ≤ r.
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(i) there exist a sheaf of Banach modules Fn over Xr ×Wn such that for each classical weight
k ∈ N[ΣF ] the map (id, k) : Xr → Xr×Wn induces a natural embedding ωk|Xr ⊂ (id, k)∗(Fn)
of Banach sheaves over Xr.
(ii) There exists an adic space En equidimensional of dimension d+1 and endowed with a locally
free and without torsion map w : En → WGn . Moreover, En parametrizes systems of Hecke
eigenvalues appearing in the space of automorphic forms for B.
The construction of the sheaves Fn is carried out using a slight modification of the machinery of
formal vector bundles with marked sections introduced in [1]. Then we exploit the description of
automorphic forms for B in terms of modular forms for D. Thus using the sheaves Fn (more pre-
cisely the dual of them) we produce the module of p-adic families of locally analytic overconvergent
automorphic forms on (B⊗AF )×. Such module is projective and the usual Hecke operator Up acts
compactly on it. Using the theory developed in [3, appendix B] we obtain the eigenvariety En.
Now we explain our result on triple product p-adic L-functions. We say that a triple (k1, k2, k3) ∈
Z[ΣF ]3 is unbalanced at τ0 with dominant weight k3 if k3,τ0 ≥ k1,τ0+k2,τ0 , k1,τ+k2,τ+k3,τ is even for
each τ ∈ ΣF and (k1,τ , k2,τ , k3,τ ) is balanced for each τ 6= τ0 (see definition 3.4). The interpolation
region for our p-adic L-functions is the set S3 of triples ((k1, ν1), (k2, ν2), (k3, ν3)) ∈ (Z[ΣF ] × Z)3
such that i) (k1, k2, k3) is unbalanced at τ0, ii) kτ,i > 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 and τ ∈ ΣF and iii) ν3 = ν1+ν2.
Let µ1, µ2, µ3 be three ordinary eigenfamilies of automorphic forms on (B ⊗AF )× for B and we
denote by Λ1, Λ2 and Λ3 the rings over which they are defined respectively. Let x, y, z be a triple of
classical points corresponding to ((k1, ν1), (k2, ν2), (k3, ν3)) ∈ S3. We denote by πx the automorphic
representation of (B ⊗ AF )× generated by the automorphic form obtained from the specialization
of µ1 at x, and Πx the corresponding cuspidal automorphic representation of GL2(AF ). Moreover,
we denote by αpx and β
p
x the roots of the Hecke polynomial at p. In the same way we obtain πy,
Πy, α
p
y, β
p
y , πz, Πz, α
p
z, β
p
z . We denote by µ◦z the newform of πz.
We have (see lemma 10.3 and theorem 10.5 for more details):
Theorem 1.2. There exists Lp(µ1, µ2, µ3) ∈ Λ1⊗ˆΛ2⊗ˆFrac(Λ3) such that for each classical point
(x, y, z) corresponding to a triple ((k1, ν1), (k2, ν2), (k3, ν3)) ∈ S3 we have:
Lp(µ1, µ2, µ3)(x, y, z) = K ·
∏
p|p
Ep(x, y, z)
Ep,1(z)
 · L (1−ν1−ν2−ν32 ,Πx ⊗Πy ⊗Πz) 12〈µ◦z, µ◦z〉 ,
where K is a non-zero constant depending of (x, y, z), Ep(x, y, z) = (1− βpxβpyαpz̟
−m
p
−2
p )(1− αpxβpyβpz̟
−m
p
−2
p )(1− βpxαpyβpz̟
−m
p
−2
p )(1 − βpxβpyβpz̟
−m
p
−2
p ), p 6= p0
(1− αp0
x
αp0
y
βp0
z
p1−m0)(1 − αp0
x
βp0
y
βp0
z
p1−m0)(1 − βp0
x
αp0
y
βp0
z
p1−m0)(1 − βp0
x
βp0
y
βp0
z
p1−m0), p = p0
,
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Ep,1(z) :=
 (1− (β
p
z)2̟
−k3,p−2
p ) · (1− (βpz)2̟
−k3,p−1
p ), p 6= p0,
(1− (βp0z )2p−k3,τ0 ) · (1− (βp0z )2p1−k3,τ0 ), p = p0,
m0 =
k1,τ0+k2,τ0+k3,τ0
2 ≥ 0, mp =
k1,p+k2,p+k3,p
2 =
(
k1,τ+k2,τ+k3,τ
2
)
τ∼p
and τ ∼ p means real embed-
dings τ corresponding to embeddings Fp →֒ Cp through ιp.
For the precise shape of the constant K see the end of the proof of theorem 10.5. The start-
ing point of our construction is a result of Harris-Kudla and Ichino relating the central value
L
(
1−ν1−ν2−ν3
2 ,Πx ⊗Πy ⊗Πz
)
in terms of certain trilinear period integrals defined in terms of auto-
morphic forms of π1, π2 and π3. These trilinear periods can be described in terms of some trilinear
products (see 3.10) which have a geometric interpretation in terms of trilinear products of sections
of modular sheaves over unitary Shimura curves (see 4.11). Adapting to our situation the p-adic
interpolation of the integral powers of the Gauss-Manin connexion in [27], and inspired by ideas
from [1] and [14] we perform a p-adic interpolations of the linear periods over the unitary Shimura
curves. This is enough to perform the construction of the p-adic L-functions.
1.3. About our hypothesis. The condition [Fp0 : Qp] = 1 is used to avoid subtleties about the
weight space. But it interesting to remark that several parts of the paper can be performed without
any condition.
The ordinarity condition allow us to follows the approach of [27] about the interpolation of
integral power of the Gauss-Manin connection. We believe that following [1] it is possible to
remove this hypothesis.
Acknowledgements. The authors are supported in part by DGICYT Grant MTM2015-63829-P.
This project has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement No. 682152).
Part 1. Background
2. Basic notations
Let A be adeles of Q and Af the finite adeles. Let F be a totally real field of degree d = [F : Q],
OF its ring of integers and ΣF the set of real embeddings of F . In all this paper we fix an embedding
τ0 ∈ ΣF . We denote by 1 ∈ Z[ΣF ] the element with each coordinate equals to 1. For x ∈ F× and
k ∈ Z[ΣF ] we put xk =
∏
τ∈ΣF τ(x)
kτ .
We fix a prime number p > 2, denote by Σp the set of the embeddings of F in Qp and we fix an
embedding ιp : Q¯ →֒ Cp. For each prime of p | p let Fp be the completion of F at p, Σp the set of its
embeddings in Cp, Op its ring of integers, κp its residue field, qp = ♯κp and ep the ramification index.
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We also fix uniformizers ̟p ∈ Op. Using the embedding ιp we identify ΣF with Σp :=
⋃
p|pΣp in
the natural way. Moreover we will use the notation O := OF ⊗ Zp which naturally decompose as
O =∏pOp.
In all this text we denote by p0 the prime corresponding to ιp and τ0 and we put F0 := Fp0 ,
O0 := Op0 and Σ0 := Σp0 . Moreover, we suppose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2.1. [F0 : Qp] = 1 and F unramified at p.
We denote Oτ0 := ∏p6=p0 Op. Thus we have the following decomposition O = O0 × Oτ0 =
Zp×Oτ0 .
We also fix a quaternion algebra over F denoted by B such that:
(i) split at τ0 and at each p | p,
(ii) is ramified at each τ ∈ ΣF \ {τ0}.
For τ ∈ ΣF we put Bτ := B⊗F,τR and fix an identification Bτ0 ∼= M2(R) and let B+τ0 ⊂ B×τ0 be the
elements of positive norm. Moreover for each τ ∈ ΣF r{τ0} we fix an isomorphism B⊗τ C ∼= M2(C)
and denote by ιτ : B
×
τ →֒ GL2(C) the embedding obtained. We denote by disc(B) the discriminant
of B.
Now we introduce the main reductive groups over Q used in this text. Firstly, we put G :=
ResFQB
× and we denote by G(Q)+ the subgroup of elements of G(Q) such that its image in Bτ0 is
contained in B+τ0 . Let det : G→ ResFQ Gm,F be the reduced norm and let G∗ = G×ResFQ Gm,F Gm,Q ⊆
G.
We choose from now on λ ∈ Q such that λ < 0 and p split in Q(
√
λ). Let E := F (
√
λ) and denote
z 7→ z the not-trivial automorphism of E/F . For each τ ∈ ΣF let τ˜ : E → C be the embedding
above τ such that τ˜(
√
λ) =
√
λ.
We denote D := B ⊗F E which is a quaternion algebra over E and D → D to the involution
defined by l = b⊗ z 7→ l := b¯⊗ z where b¯ is the canonical involution of B. We fix δ ∈ D× such that
δ = −δ1 and define a new involution on D by l 7→ l∗ := δ−1lδ. We denote by V to the underlying
Q-vector space of D endowed with the natural left action of D. We have a symplectic bilinear form
on V :
Θ : V × V → Q, (v,w) 7→ TrE/Q(TrD/E(vδw∗)).
Let GD := Res
E
QD
× and G′ be the reductive group over Q such that for each Q-algebra R we
have:
G′(R) = {D− linear symplectic similitudes of (V ⊗Q R,Θ⊗Q R)} .
1Our δ corresponds to the product αδ with the notation of [9]
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If d ∈ G′ ⊆ D×, as Θ(vd,wd) = µΘ(v,w) with µ ∈ Q, we have TrE/Q(TrD/E(vdδd∗w∗)) =
TrE/Q(dd¯TrD/E(vδw
∗)) = TrE/Q(µTrD/E(vδw∗)) then µ = dd¯. Thus, d = be ∈ B×E× ⊂ D× with
det(b)ee¯ = µ. Denote TE := Res
E
Q Gm.E /Res
F
Q Gm,F . The above computation show that we have
the exact sequence
(1) 0 −→ G∗ −→ G′ πT−→ TE −→ 0; πT (be) = [e].
Remark 2.2. If there exists a embedding ϕ : E →֒ B then D ≃ M2(E) and TE acts on G∗
given by conjugation of ϕ(e). In this situation, we have an isomorphism G′ = G∗ ⋊ TE given by
be 7→ (bϕ(e), e).
Let A ⊂ B be a OF -order, and let AD := A⊗OF OE . We introduce a way to cut certain modules
endowed with an action of AD. We denote ψ : Q(
√
λ) −→ D given by z 7−→ 1 ⊗ z and fix an
extension R/OE such that A⊗OF R = M2(R). For any R-module M endowed with a linear action
of AD, we define
M+ :=
{
v ∈M : ψ(e) ∗ v = ev, for all e ∈ Z(
√
λ)
}
,
M− :=
{
v ∈M : ψ(e) ∗ v = e¯v, for all e ∈ Z(
√
λ)
}
.
Each M± is equipped with an action of A ⊗Z R = M2(R) ⊗Z OF and we put M±,1 := ( 1 00 0 )M±
and M±,2 := ( 0 00 1 )M
±. Note that both are isomorphic R⊗ZOF -modules through the matrix ( 0 11 0 ).
Moreover, by construction we have:
M ⊇M+ ⊕M− =M+,1 ⊕M−,1 ⊕M+,2 ⊕M−,2,
and the inclusion is an equality if disc(Q(
√
λ)) ∈ R×.
3. Automorphic forms for G
In this section we recall some facts about quaternionic automorphic forms over F . Moreover,
we introduce some algebraic and analytic operations (triple products) and we recall the Ichino’s
formula which relate these operations to central L-values of certain complex L-functions. One the
main goals of the main body of this paper is to p-adically deform these algebraic operations.
3.1. Quaternionic Automorphic Forms. We start introducing some notations about local rep-
resentations. Fix k > 1 and ν integers such that k ≡ ν(mod 2).
On the one hand we write D(k, ν) for the (Gτ0 , O(2))-module of discrete series of weight k
and central character a 7→ aν . It is the sub vector space of C∞(GL2(R)+,C) generated by the
holomorphic element fk defined by:
fk
(
a b
c d
)
= (ad− bc) ν+k2 (ci+ d)−k
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Let R,L be the Shimura-Mass operators defined in [8, Proposition 2.2.5], then fk is also character-
ized by the relations
(2) ( cos t sin t− sin t cos t )fk = e
kitfk, afk = a
νfk, Lfk = 0.
On the other hand let P(k, ν) = Symk(C2) ⊗ C[ν−k2 ] be the space of homogeneous polynomials
of degree k endowed with the natural action of GL2(C) i.e. if γ = ( a bc d ) ∈ GL2(C) and P (x, y) ∈
P(k, ν) then we put:
γP (x, y) := det(γ)(ν−k)/2P (ax+ cy, bx+ dy).
For each τ ∈ ΣF r {τ0} we write Pτ (k, ν) to denote the C-vector space P(k, ν) endowed with the
action of B×τ given through the embedding ιτ . Remark that we have an isomorphism:
(3) Pτ (k,−ν)∨ ≃ Pτ (k, ν), µ 7−→ Pµ(X,Y ) = µ
(∣∣X Y
x y
∣∣k)
We denote by A(C) the C-vector space of functions f : G(A) −→ C such that:
(i) There exists an open compact subgroup U ⊆ G(Af ) such that f(gU) = f(g), for all g ∈
G(A).
(ii) f |B×τ ∈ C∞(GL2(R),C), here we use the fixed identification B×τ ≃ GL2(R) .
(iii) We assume that any f ∈ A(C) is O(2)-finite i.e. its right translates by elements of O(2) ⊂
B×τ span a finite-dimensional vector space.
(iv) We assume that any f ∈ A(C) is Z-finite, where Z is the centre of the universal enveloping
algebra of B×τ .
Write ρ for the action of G(A) given by right translation, then (A(C), ρ) defines a smooth G(A∞)×∏
τ∈ΣFr{τ0}B
×
τ -representation and a (Gτ0 , O(2))-module. Moreover, A(C) is also equipped with a
G(Q)-action: if h ∈ G(Q), g ∈ G(A), f ∈ A(C) we put (h · f)(g) = f(h−1g).
We denote Ξ = {k ∈ N[ΣF ]| kτ0 > 0, kτ ≡ kτ ′(mod 2) for all τ, τ ′} and for each ν ∈ Z we put
Ξν = {k ∈ Ξ| kτ0 ≡ ν(mod 2)}. If ν ∈ Z and k ∈ Ξν we put
Pτ0(k, ν) :=
⊗
τ∈ΣFr{τ0}
Pτ (kτ , ν) D(k, ν) := D(kτ0 , ν)⊗ Pτ0(k, ν).
It is a G(R)-representation i.e. it is a (Gτ0 , O(2))-module endowed with an action of
∏
τ∈ΣFr{τ0}B
×
τ .
Remark that the action of the centre (F ⊗ R)× is given by the parallel character a 7→ aν . Using
this module we consider the space of automorphic forms:
A(k, ν) := HomG(R)(D(k, ν),A(C)),
which is endowed with natural G(Q) and G(Af )-actions, that commute with each other.
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Definition 3.1. The elements of H0(G(Q),A(k, ν)) are called automorphic forms of weight (k, ν).
Remark 3.2. Fix φ ∈ H0(G(Q),A(k, ν)). By identifying B+τ0/SO(2)F×0 with the Poincare´ upper
half plane H, we define the holomorphic function fφ : H×G(Af ) −→
⊗
τ∈ΣFr{τ0} Pτ (kτ , ν)∨ by:
fφ(z, gf )(P ) := φ(fkτ0 ⊗ P )(gτ0gf )fkτ0 (gτ0)−1
here z = gτ0i ∈ H for some gτ0 ∈ B×τ0 , gf ∈ G(Af ) and P ∈
⊗
τ 6=τ0Pτ (kτ , ν). Then each γ ∈ G(Q)+
we have:
fφ(γz, γgf ) = det γ
−ν−kτ0
2 (cz + d)kτ0γ (fφ(z, gf ))
here γ = ( a bc d ) when considered in GL2(R) through τ0. As D(kτ0 , ν) is generated by fkτ0 then to
provide fφ is equivalent to provide φ.
Let n be an ideal of F prime to disc(B), we denote:
KB1 (n) :=
g ∈ G(Zˆ) : gn =
 a b
c d
 ∈ GL2(∏
ℓ|n
Zℓ), c ≡ d− 1 ≡ 0 mod n
 .
Definition 3.3. If χ : A×F /F
× → Q¯× is a finite character we denote M(k,ν)(Γ1(n), χ) for the
space of φ ∈ H0(G(Q),A(k, ν))KB1 (n) such that φ(f)(ag) = χ(a)|a|νφ(f)(g) for a ∈ A×F , g ∈ G(A),
f ∈ D(k, ν) and for | · | : A×F /F× → R× the usual norm character.
3.2. Archimedean trilinear products. Firstly we treat the local setting. Let k1, k2, k3 ∈ N>0
and ν1, ν2, ν3 = ν1 + ν2 ∈ Z such that ki ≡ νi(mod 2) for i = 1, 2, 3. We consider the following two
cases:
(1) Unbalanced: suppose that k3 ≥ k1 + k2 and m := (k1 + k2 + k3)/2 ∈ Z. We denote
m3 :=
−k1−k2+k3
2 ≥ 0 and consider the map tτ0 : D(k3, ν1 + ν2) −→ D(k1, ν1)⊗D(k2, ν2) given by:
(4) tτ0(fk3) =
m3∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
m3
j
)(
m− 2
k1 + j − 1
)
Rj(fk1)⊗Rm3−j(fk2).
This map is well defined since tτ0(fk3) also satisfies the relations (2).
(2) Balanced: suppose that for i = 1, 2, 3 we have 2ki ≤ k1 + k2 + k3 and m := (k1 +
k2 + k3)/2 ∈ Z. We denote mi := m − ki ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, 3, and for each τ ∈ ΣF r {τ0} let
t∨τ : Pτ (k1, ν1)∨ ⊗ Pτ (k2, ν2)∨ −→ Pτ (k3,−ν1 − ν2) be the map given for µ1 ∈ Pτ (k1, ν1)∨ and
µ2 ∈ Pτ (k2, ν2)∨ by:
t∨τ (µ1 ⊗ µ2)(x, y) = µ1
µ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ x yx2 y2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ x yx1 y1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ x1 y1x2 y2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m3 .
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Using the identification (3) we obtain a B×τ -equivariant morphism
(5) tτ : Pτ (k3, ν1 + ν2) −→ Pτ (k1, ν1)⊗ Pτ (k2, ν2).
Now we consider the global setting. Let k1, k2, k3 ∈ Ξ.
Definition 3.4. We say that k1, k2, k3 are unbalanced at τ0 with dominant weight k3 if for each
τ ∈ ΣF the integer k1,τ + k2,τ + k3,τ is even and
(i) k3,τ0 ≥ k1,τ0 + k2,τ0 ,
(ii) if i = 1, 2, 3 then 2ki,τ ≤ k1,τ + k2,τ + k3,τ for each τ 6= τ0.
Assume that k1 ∈ Ξν1 , k2 ∈ Ξν2 and k3 ∈ Ξν1+ν2 are unbalanced at τ0 with dominant weight k3.
The products (4) and (5) provide a morphism of G(R)-representations
t∞ : D(k3, ν1 + ν2) −→ D(k1, ν1)⊗D(k2, ν2)
Thus we obtain a global and G(Q)-equivariant linear product :
t : A(k1, ν1)⊗A(k2, ν2) −→ A(k3, ν1 + ν2)
given by t(φ1, φ2)(f) := φ1φ2(t∞(f)) for φ1 ∈ A(k1, ν1), φ2 ∈ A(k2, ν2) and f ∈ D(k3, ν1 + ν2).
Here φ1φ2
(∑
j f
1
j ⊗ f2j
)
:=
∑
j φ1(f
1
j )φ2(f
2
j ), for any f
i
j ∈ D(ki, νi). From this we obtain a trilinear
product between automorphic forms:
(6) t : H0(G(Q),A(k1, ν1))×H0(G(Q),A(k2, ν2)) −→ H0(G(Q),A(k3, ν1 + ν2)).
3.3. Test vectors and non-archimedean trilinear products. LetW be an spherical represen-
tation of GL2(Fv), where Fv is a finite extension of Qp, and write ǫ for the central character. Write
Ov for the integer ring of Fv with uniformizer ̟, let κ be the residue field, write q := #κ, and let
K := GL2(Ov), K0(̟n) :=

 a b
c d
 ∈ K, ̟n | c
 .
Assume that W is equipped with a hermitian (Petersson) inner product
〈·, ·〉 : W ×W −→ C, 〈gv, gv′〉 = |ǫ(det(g))| · 〈v, v′〉.
For a fixed spherical vector v0 ∈ V K , we construct the test vector vn =

 1
̟
n

v0 ∈ WK0(̟n).
Clearly we have
(7) 〈vn, vm〉 = |ǫ(̟)|n−m〈vn−m, v0〉, n ≥ m.
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Write T for the usual Hecke operator, and denote by Tv0 = a · v0 the corresponding eigenvalue.
Notice that
(8) a · v0 = 1
q
(
v1 +
∑
i∈κ
giv0
)
=: q−1v1 + Uv0; gi =
 ̟ i
1
 .
The relations
(9) gi = kig0, (i ∈ κ), ki =
 1 i
1
 ; g−10 = ̟−1
 1
̟

and the property k−1i vn = vn imply that
〈Uv0, vn〉 = q−1
∑
i∈κ
〈giv0, vn〉 = |ǫ(̟)|ǫ(̟)−1〈v0, vn+1〉 = |ǫ(̟)|−1ǫ(̟)〈v0, vn+1〉,
and analogously 〈vn, Uv0〉 = |ǫ(̟)|ǫ(̟)−1 · 〈vn+1, v0〉. Hence using previous equation
〈v1, v0〉 = |ǫ(̟)|−1ǫ(̟)〈v0, Uv0〉 = a¯|ǫ(̟)|−1ǫ(̟)〈v0, v0〉 − q−1|ǫ(̟)|−1ǫ(̟)〈v0, v1〉
= a¯|ǫ(̟)|−1ǫ(̟)〈v0, v0〉 − q−1〈Uv0, v0〉 = (a¯|ǫ(̟)|−1ǫ(̟)− aq−1)〈v0, v0〉+ q−2〈v1, v0〉.
Since a¯|ǫ(̟)|−1ǫ(̟) = a, we obtain that
(10) 〈v1, v0〉 = a
1 + q−1
〈v0, v0〉.
On the other side, 〈vn+2, v0〉 = |ǫ(̟)|−1ǫ(̟)〈vn+1, Uv0〉, hence
(11) 〈vn+2, v0〉 = a〈vn+1, v0〉 − q−1ǫ(̟)〈vn, v0〉
Lemma 3.5. Let χ = |ǫ(̟)|−1ǫ(̟). There exists ̺(X,Y ) ∈ Q(χ)[X,Y ] such that 〈vn, vm〉 =
̺(a, |ǫ(̟)|) · 〈v0, v0〉, for all n and m.
Proof. Follows directly from (7), (10), (11) and the fact that 〈φ1, φ2〉 = 〈φ2, φ1〉. 
Let Wi (i = 1, 2, 3) as above and assume that we have a trilinear product
t : W1 ⊗W2 −→W3, t(gv1, gv2) = gt(v1, v2), g ∈ GL2(Fv).
Write vi0 ∈ WKi for fixed spherical vectors. Let αi, βi be the roots of the Hecke polynomial
X2 − aiX + ǫi(̟)q−1. Write V v := g−10 v. By (8) and (9) the vector vαi := (1 − βiV )vi0 =
vi0 − βiǫi(̟)−1vi1 satisfies
Uvαi = aiv
i
0 − q−1vi1 − q−1βiǫi(̟)−1
(∑
i
̟kig0g
−1
0 v
i
0
)
= (ai − βi)vi0 − αiβiǫi(̟)−1vii = αi · vαi .
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Analogously,
(12) U∗v∗βi = βiv
∗
βi v
∗
βi := v
i
1 − αivi0, U∗v :=
1
q
∑
i
 1
i̟ ̟
 v.
It is easy to compute that 〈Uv, v′〉 = χ3 · 〈v, U∗v′〉, where χ3 := ǫ3(̟)|ǫ3(̟)| . Thus, since α¯3χ3 = β3, we
deduce that whenever α3 6= β3 the map v 7→ 〈v, v∗β3〉〈vα3 , v∗β3〉−1 provides the projection into the
subspace of W3 where U acts as α3.
We define the ̟-deplation v[p] = (1− V U)v. We aim to compute the expressions
〈t(vα1 , vα2), v∗β3〉
〈vα3 , v∗β3〉
,
〈t(v[p]α1 , vα2), v∗β3〉
〈vα3 , v∗β3〉
, in terms of
〈t(v10 , v20), v30〉
〈v30 , v30〉
.
Assume that v ∈WK0(̟)1 , v′ ∈WK0(̟)2 are test vectors, we compute using (9)
〈t(V v, V v′), v∗β3〉 = α−13 χ3〈V t(v, v′), U∗v∗β3〉 = α−13 〈t(v, v′), v∗β3〉(13)
Ut(v[p], V v′) =
1
q
∑
i
t(giv
[p], giV v
′) =
1
q
∑
i
t(giv
[p], v′) = t(Uv[p], v′) = 0(14)
〈t(v, V v′), v∗β3〉 = α−13 〈U(t(v[p], V v′) + t(V Uv, V v′)), v∗β3〉 = α−13 〈t(Uv, v′), v∗β3〉(15)
〈t(V v, v′), v∗β3〉 = α−13 〈t(v, Uv′), v∗β3〉.(16)
Thus we obtain
〈t(vα1 , vα2), v∗β3〉 = 〈t(v10 , vα2), v∗β3〉 − β1〈t(V v10 , vα2), v∗β3〉 = (1− β1α2α−13 )〈t(v10 , vα2), v∗β3〉
〈t(v10 , vα2), v∗β3〉 = (1− β2α−13 a1)〈t(v10 , v20), v∗β3〉+ q−1ǫ1(̟)β2α−13 〈t(V v10 , v20), v∗β3〉
〈t(V v10 , v20), v∗β3〉 = α−13 a2〈t(v10 , v20), v∗β3〉 − α−13 q−1ǫ2(̟)〈t(v10 , V v20), v∗β3〉
= α−13 β2〈t(v10 , v20), v∗β3〉+ α−13 α2〈t(v10 , vα2), v∗β3〉,
and therefore
〈t(vα1 , vα2), v∗β3〉 =
(1− β1α2α−13 )(1− α1β2α−13 )(1− β1β2α−13 )
1− α1β1α2β2α−23
〈t(v10 , v20), v∗β3〉.
Since t(v10 , v
2
0) = Cv
3
0 for some C ∈ C, we compute using (10):
〈t(v10 , v20), v∗β3〉 = 〈t(v10 , v20), v31〉 − α¯3〈t(v10 , v20), v30〉 =
(
a¯3
1 + q−1
− α¯3
)
〈t(v10 , v20), v30〉,
and similarly we compute
〈vα3 , v∗β3〉 = 〈v30 , v31〉 − β3ǫ3(̟)−1〈v31 , v31〉 − α¯3〈v30 , v30〉+ α¯3β3ǫ3(̟)〈v31 , v30〉
=
(
β¯3 − α¯3 + α¯3q−1(α¯3β¯−13 − 1)
1 + q−1
)
〈v30 , v30〉.
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Proposition 3.6. Assume that α3 6= β3, then we have that
〈t(vα1 , vα2), v∗β3〉
〈vα3 , v∗β3〉
=
(1− β1α2α−13 )(1 − α1β2α−13 )(1− β1β2α−13 )
(1− α1β1α2β2α−23 )(1 − β3α−13 )
· 〈t(v
1
0 , v
2
0), v
3
0〉
〈v30 , v30〉
〈t(v[p]α1 , vα2), v∗β3〉
〈vα3 , v∗β3〉
=
(1− β1α2α−13 )(1 − α1β2α−13 )(1− β1β2α−13 )(1− α1α2α−13 )
(1− α1β1α2β2α−23 )(1− β3α−13 )
· 〈t(v
1
0 , v
2
0), v
3
0〉
〈v30 , v30〉
.
Proof. The first equality follows directly from the previous computations. For the second equality,
〈t(v[p]α1 , vα2), v∗β3〉 = 〈t(vα1 , vα2), v∗β3〉 − α1〈t(V vα1 , vα2), v∗β3〉 = (1− α1α−13 α2)〈t(vα1 , vα2), v∗β3〉,
by (16). 
3.4. Ichino-Harris-Kudla formula and trilinear products. We recall a result of Harris-Kudla
and Ichino which gives a formula describing the central critical value of triple product L-functions
in terms of certain trilinear periods. Moreover, we relate those trilinear periods with the trilinear
products introduced above.
Let Π1,Π2 and Π3 be three irreducible cuspidal automorphic representations of GL2(AF ). As-
sume also that the corresponding central characters εi satisfy ε1 · ε2 = ε3. We denote by L(s,Π1 ⊗
Π2 ⊗Π3) the complex triple product L-function attached to the tensor product Π1 ⊗Π2 ⊗Π3.
Let π1, π2, π3 ⊂ H0(G(Q),A(C)) be the irreducible automorphic representations of G(A) as-
sociated respectively to Π1,Π2 and Π3 by the Jacquet-Langlands correspondence. Notice that
ε3 = χ ◦ | · |ν3 , for a finite character χ, being | · | : A×F /F× → R the usual norm. This implies that
ν3 = ν1 + ν2 and |ε3|2 = | · |2ν3 . Notice that Πi|det |−
νi
2 is unitary, and write Π˜3 for the contra-
gredient representation of Π3. Thus Π := Π1|det |−
ν1
2 ⊗Π2|det |−
ν2
2 ⊗ Π˜3|det |
ν3
2 defines a unitary
automorphic representation of GL2(AE), where E = F × F × F , which is trivial at A×F embedded
diagonally. Note that π := π1|det |−
ν1
2 ⊗π2|det |−
ν2
2 ⊗ π˜3|det |
ν3
2 is the Jacquet-Langlands lift of Π.
For each pair ϕ ∈ π, ϕ˜ ∈ π˜, where π˜ is the contragredient representation, we consider the trilinear
period :
I(ϕ⊗ ϕ˜) :=
∫
G(A)/G(Q)A×F
∫
G(A)/G(Q)A×F
ϕ(g)ϕ˜(g′)dgdg′,
here dg is the normalized Haar measure and in the integral we consider the natural diagonal
embedding AF →֒ AF ×AF ×AF . The following is the main result of Harris-Kudla-Ichino in (see
[15], [16], [19, Theorem 1.1, Remark 1.3]):
Proposition 3.7. For any ϕ ∈ π, ϕ˜ ∈ π˜, we have
I(ϕ⊗ ϕ˜)
(ϕ, ϕ˜)
=
1
23
· ζF (2)2 · L(1/2,Π)
L(1,Π,Ad)
·
∏
v
Iv(ϕv ⊗ ϕ˜v),
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where Iv(ϕv ⊗ ϕ˜v) := ξFv(2)2 · Lv(1,Πv,Ad)Lv(1/2,Πv) ·
∫
F×v \B×v
(πv(bv)ϕv,ϕ˜v)v
(ϕv ,ϕ˜v)v
dbv, for certain pairing ( , ) between
π and π˜ compatible with local pairings ( , )v.
In order to interpret this result in terms of the trilinear products introduced in §3.2 we in-
troduce some notations. If ν ∈ Z, (k, ν) ∈ Ξν and φ ∈ H0(G(Q),A(k, ν)) then we define
φ¯, φ∗ ∈ H0(G(Q),A(k, ν)) by:
φ¯(f)(g) := φ(f¯)(g) φ∗(f)(g) := sign(f)ν · φ(f)(g( 0 −1̟n 0 )) · χ(det(g))−1
here f ∈ D(k, ν) and g ∈ G(A), ̟n =
∏
v|n̟
vv(n)
v ∈ A×F , ̟v is a uniformizer of the finite place v,
and sign(f) is ±1 if f ∈ Gτ0f±kτ0 ⊗ Pτ0(k, ν). Observe that if φ ∈ M(k,ν)(Γ1(n), χ) then φ¯, φ∗ ∈
M(k,ν)(Γ1(n), χ
−1).
Definition 3.8. Write k = (kτ0 , k
τ0) ∈ N[ΣF ] and let φ1, φ2 ∈ H0(G(Q),A(k, ν)). Assume that
φi |A×F= ε, where ε = χ ◦ | · |
ν , for a finite character χ. We define the Hermitian inner product:
〈φ1, φ2〉 :=
∫
G(Q)\G(A)/A×F
φ1φ2(fkτ0 ⊗Υτ0)(g) |det(g)|−νdg,
where Υτ0 := |X1 Y1X2 Y2 |k
τ0 .
Returning to the notations from the beginning of this §, for i = 1, 2, 3 we suppose πi,∞ ≃ D(ki, νi)
for with k ∈ N≥2[ΣF ] and (πi)K
B
1 (ni)
f ≃ C for some ideal ni prime to disc(B). This implies that
we can realize πi |G(Af ) inside the space H0(G(Q),A(ki, νi)) and we denote a generator by φ0i ∈
M(ki,νi)(Γ1(ni), χi) for a certain character χi. Moreover, the contragredient representation π˜
B
i is
generated by φ0i |det |−νi ∈M(ki,−νi)(Γ1(ni), χ−1i ).
Lemma 3.9. For i = 1, 2, 3 there exists ci ∈ C× such that φ0i = ci · (φ0i )∗.
Proof. The result follows from the fact that both φ¯0i and (φ
0
i )
∗ generate irreducible automorphic
representations with the same Hecke eigenvalues at finite places not dividing nidisc(B). 
We denote m = (mτ )τ∈ΣF := (
1
2(k1,τ + k2,τ + k3,τ ))τ∈ΣF , m3,τ0 = (k3,τ0 −mτ0) and for i = 1, 2, 3
we denote mτ0i = (mi,τ )τ 6=τ0 = (mτ − ki,τ )τ 6=τ0 .
Proposition 3.10. Let n = mcm(n1, n2, n3). Assume that ν3 = ν1 + ν2 and k1, k2 and k3 are
unbalanced at τ0 with dominant weight k3. Then there are test vectors φi ∈ H0(G(Q),A(ki, νi))K
B
1 (n)
of πi |G(Af ) for i = 1, 2, 3, such that
〈φ3, t(φ1, φ2)〉2 = C·C(φ1, φ2, φ3)· (−1)
ν3
24−2m3,τ0
·
(
k3,τ0 − 2
k2,τ0 +m3,τ0 − 1
)2
·L
(
1− ν1 − ν2 − ν3
2
,Π1 ⊗Π2 ⊗Π3
)
,
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here t is the trilinear product introduced in §3.2, C is a non-zero constant independent of (k1,τ0 , k2,τ0 , k3,τ0)
and C(φ1, φ2, φ3) =
〈φ1,φ1〉〈φ2,φ2〉〈φ3,φ3〉
L(1,Π1,Ad)L(1,Π2,Ad)L(1,Π3,Ad)
.
Proof. By definition, we have:
〈φ3, t(φ1, φ2)〉 =
∫
G(Q)\G(A)/A×F
φ3 · t(φ1, φ2)(fk3,τ0 ⊗Υτ0)(g) |det(g)|−ν3dg.
The product of the morphisms tτ induces a morphism:
tτ0 =
⊗
τ 6=τ0
tτ : Pτ0(k3, ν3) −→ Pτ0(k1, ν1)⊗ Pτ0(k2, ν2).
Then by definition tτ0(Υτ0) = ∆τ0 ∈ Pτ0(k1, ν1)⊗ Pτ0(k2, ν2)⊗ Pτ0(k3, ν3), where:
(17) ∆τ0 :=
∣∣∣∣∣∣ x3 y3x2 y2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m
τ0
1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ x3 y3x1 y1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m
τ0
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ x1 y1x2 y2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m
τ0
3
.
This implies that
〈φ3, t(φ1, φ2)〉 =
∫
G(Q)\G(A)/A×F
(φ¯3φ1φ2)(f−k3,τ0 ⊗ tτ0(fk3,τ0 )⊗∆τ0)(g) |det(g)|−ν3dg.
Write v∞ := f−k3,τ0 ⊗ tτ0(fk3,τ0 )⊗∆τ0 ∈ D(k1, ν1)⊗D(k2, ν2)⊗D(k3, ν3).
Let us consider φ˜i ∈M(ki,−νi)(Γ1(ni), χ−1i ), defined by φ˜i(f) := sign(f)νi · φi(f) · (ǫi ◦ det)−1. By
Lemma 3.9 and the non-degeneracy of the inner product 〈·, ·〉, we have that φ˜i ∈ π˜Bi . It is clear by
definition that 〈φ3, t(φ1, φ2)〉 = 〈φ˜3, t(φ˜1, φ˜2)〉. Hence since ˜¯φ3 = (−1)ν3 φ˜3, one obtains
〈φ3, t(φ1, φ2)〉2 = (−1)ν3
∫ ∫
G(Q)\G(A)/A×F
(φ¯3φ1φ2)(v∞)(g1)(˜¯φ3φ˜1φ˜2)(v˜∞)(g2) |det(g−11 g2)|ν3dg1dg2,
where v˜∞ ∈ D(k1,−ν1) ⊗ D(k2,−ν2) ⊗ D(k3,−ν3) is defined analogously. Notice that, again by
Lemma 3.9, we can see ϕ = (φ¯3φ1φ2)(v∞)|det |−ν3 as an element of π, and we can see ϕ˜ =
(˜¯φ3φ˜1φ˜2)(v˜∞)|det |ν3 as an element of π˜. Hence we can apply Ichino’s formula (Proposition 3.7) to
obtain that
〈φ3, t(φ1, φ2)〉2
((φ¯03φ
0
1φ
0
2)(v
0∞), τn(
˜¯φ03φ˜01φ˜02)(v˜0∞)) =
(−1)ν3
23
· ξF (2)2 · L(1/2,Π)
L(1,Π,Ad)
·
∏
v
Iv(ϕv ⊗ ϕ˜v),
where τn = (τn1 , τn2 , τn3) ∈ G(A⊗A⊗A) with τni =
 −1
̟ni
,
v0∞ ⊗ v˜0∞ := (fk1,τ0 ⊗ f˜−k1,τ0 )⊗ (fk2,τ0 ⊗ f˜−k2,τ0 )⊗ (f−k3,τ0 ⊗ f˜k3,τ0 )⊗Υ
τ0
1 ⊗Υτ02 ⊗Υτ03 ∈ π∞ ⊗ π˜∞,
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and the local terms Iv(ϕv ⊗ ϕ˜v) = Lv(1,Πv,Ad)ξFv (2)2Lv(1/2,Πv) · Jv with
Jv =
∫
F×v \B×v
(π1,v(bv)φ1,v, φ˜1,v)v(π2,v(bv)φ2,v , φ˜2,v)v(π˜3,v(bv)φ¯3,v ,
˜¯φ3,v)vdbv
(φ1,v, τn1,vφ˜1,v)v(φ2,v, τn2,vφ˜2,v)v(φ¯3,v, τn3,v
˜¯φ3,v)v , (v ∤∞)
Jτ0 =
∫
F×τ0\B×τ0
(bτ0 f˜−k3,τ0 , f−k3,τ0 )τ0((bτ0 , bτ0)tτ0(fk3,τ0 ),
˜tτ0(fk3,τ0 ))τ0
(f−k3,τ0 , f˜k3,τ0 )τ0(fk1,τ0 , f˜−k1,τ0 )τ0(fk2,τ0 , f˜−k2,τ0 )τ0
dbτ0 ,
Jτ =
∫
F×τ \B×τ
((bτ , bτ , bτ )∆τ , ∆˜τ )τ
(Υτ,1)τ (Υτ,2)τ (Υτ,3)τ
dbτ , (τ 6= τ0).
Here ∆τ and ∆˜τ are both equal to
∣∣∣∣∣∣ x3 y3x2 y2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m1,τ
∣∣∣∣∣∣ x3 y3x1 y1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m2,τ
∣∣∣∣∣∣ x1 y1x2 y2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
m3,τ
as elements in
Pτ (k1,τ , ν1) ⊗ Pτ (k2,τ , ν2) ⊗ Pτ (k3,τ ,−ν3) and Pτ (k1,τ ,−ν1) ⊗ Pτ (k2,τ ,−ν2) ⊗ Pτ (k3,τ , ν3), respec-
tively, and
tτ0(fk3,τ0 )⊗ f˜−k3,τ0 ∈ D(k1, ν1)⊗D(k2, ν2)⊗D(k3,−ν3),
˜tτ0(fk3,τ0 )⊗ f−k3,τ0 ∈ D(k1,−ν1)⊗D(k2,−ν2)⊗D(k3, ν3).
By the B×τ -invariance of ∆τ we have that Jτ =
(∆τ ,∆˜τ )τ
(Υτ,1)τ (Υτ,2)τ (Υτ,3)τ
. Since we can easily compute
that (Υτ,i)τ = ki,τ + 1, we obtain by [18, Lemma 4.12] (see also [18, §4.9])
Iτ (ϕτ ⊗ ϕ˜τ ) = Lτ (1,Πτ ,Ad)
ξFτ (2)
2Lτ (1/2,Πτ )
·
(mτ+1)!m1,τ !m2,τ !m3,τ !
k1,τ !k2,τ !k3,τ !
(k1,τ + 1)(k2,τ + 1)(k3,τ + 1)
= π−1.
To compute Jτ0 notice that [30] and [29] the space Hom(Gτ0 ,O(2))(D(k1, ν1)⊗D(k2, ν2)⊗D(k3,−ν3),C)
is one dimensional, hence we have that∫
F×τ0\B×τ0
(bτ0f1, f˜1)τ0(bτ0f2, f˜2)τ0(bτ0 f˜3, f3)τ0dbτ0 = C · (f1 ⊗ f2, tτ0(f˜3))τ0 · (f˜1 ⊗ f˜2, tτ0(f3))τ0 ,
for f1⊗f2⊗f˜3 ∈ D(k1, ν1)⊗D(k2, ν2)⊗D(k3,−ν3), f˜1⊗f˜2⊗f3 ∈ D(k1,−ν1)⊗D(k2,−ν2)⊗D(k3, ν3),
and some constant C (depending on ki,τ0). We can compute C by considering f1 ⊗ f2 ⊗ f˜3 =
fk1,τ0 ⊗Rm3,τ0fk2,τ0 ⊗ f˜−k3,τ0 and f˜1⊗ f˜2⊗f3 = f˜k1,τ0 ⊗Rm3,τ0 f˜k2,τ0 ⊗f−k3,τ0 . Indeed by [18, Lemma
3.11] the left-hand-side is equal to
ξFτ0 (2)
2Lτ0(1/2,Πτ0 )
Lτ0(1,Πτ0 ,Ad)
· 21−2m3,τ0 ,
while the right-hand-side can be computed using the definition of tτ0 given in (4), and the fact that
〈fki,τ0 , f˜−ki,τ0 〉τ0 = 1, 〈Lf, f˜〉τ0 = −〈f, Lf˜〉τ0 and LRjfki,τ0 = j(ki,τ0 + j− 1)Rj−1fki,τ0 (see equality
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(28)). We obtain that
〈fk1,τ0 ⊗Rm3,τ0fk2,τ0 , tτ0(f˜−k3,τ0 )〉τ0 =
(
m− 2
k1,τ0 − 1
)
〈fk1,τ0 ⊗Rm3,τ0fk2,τ0 , f˜−k1,τ0 ⊗ Lm3,τ0 f˜−k2,τ0 〉τ0
= (−1)m3,τ0 (m3,τ0)!(m− 2)!
(k1,τ0 − 1)!(k2,τ0 − 1)!
,
and analogously for 〈f˜k1,τ0 ⊗Rm3,τ0 f˜k2,τ0 , tτ0(f−k3,τ0 )〉τ0 . Moreover, we can compute similarly:
〈tτ0(fk3,τ0 ), tτ0(f˜−k3,τ0 )〉τ0 =
∑
j
C2j 〈Rj(fk1,τ0 ), Lj(f−k1,τ0 )〉τ0〈Rm3,τ0−j(fk2,τ0 ), Lm3,τ0−j(f−k2,τ0 )〉τ0
= (−1)m3,τ0 (m− 2)!(m3,τ0)!
(k1,τ0 − 1)!(k2,τ0 − 1)!
∑
j
Cj,
where Cj =
(m3,τ0
j
)( m−2
k1,τ0+j−1
)
. Since
∑n
j=0
(A
j
)( B
n−j
)
=
(A+B
n
)
, we conclude that
〈tτ0(fk3,τ0 ), tτ0(f˜−k3,τ0 )〉τ0 = (−1)m3,τ0
(m− 2)!(m3,τ0)!
(k1,τ0 − 1)!(k2,τ0 − 1)!
(
k3,τ0 − 2
k2,τ0 +m3,τ0 − 1
)
.
Putting all this together, we conclude that
Iτ0(ϕτ0 ⊗ ϕ˜τ0) = 21−2m3,τ0 ·
(
k3,τ0 − 2
k2,τ0 +m3,τ0 − 1
)2
.
Finally, we can choose the explicit test vectors provided in [18] to obtain that Iv(ϕv ⊗ ϕ˜v) is an
explicit constant, which is equal to 1 if v ∤ n ([18, Lemma 3.11]). We obtain that
〈φ3, t(φ1, φ2)〉2
((φ¯03φ
0
1φ
0
2)(v
0∞), τn(
˜¯φ03φ˜01φ˜02)(v˜0∞)) = C · π1−d ·
(−1)ν3 · ξF (2)2
24−2m3,τ0
·
(
k3,τ0 − 2
k2,τ0 +m3,τ0 − 1
)2
· L(1/2,Π)
L(1,Π,Ad)
,
for some constant C not depending on ki,τ .
The result follows from the fact that L(12 ,Π) = L(
1−ν1−ν2−ν3
2 ,Π1⊗Π2⊗Π3) and the denominator
((φ¯03φ
0
1φ
0
2)(v
0∞), τn(
˜¯φ03φ˜01φ˜02)(v˜0∞)) is (up-to-constant) 〈φ1, φ1〉〈φ2, φ2〉〈φ3, φ3〉 by Lemma 3.9. 
4. Modular forms for G′
In this section we introduce unitary Shimura curves. The main reason to introduce these curves
is a well behaved moduli interpretation that they satisfies. We define the sheaves which give raise
to modular forms for these curves. Moreover, we interpret the triple product defined in §3 in more
geometric terms.
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4.1. Unitary Shimura curves. Let OB ⊂ B be a maximal order and let OD := OB ⊗OF OE .
Notice that OD ⊂ D may not be maximal in general. In fact, since disc(D) is an ideal of OF dividing
disc(B), for each ideal q of F over a odd prime and inert in E such that q | disc(B)disc(D)−1 then
(OD)q is an Eichler order of level q. Nevertheless, OD is maximal (locally) at every prime not
dividing disc(B)disc(D)−1. We denote also by GD the algebraic group attached to OD, namely,
GD(R) := (OD ⊗Z R)×, for any Z-algebra R.
Let n be an integral ideal of F prime to disc(B) and consider the open compact subgroup of
GD(Zˆ):
KD1 (n) :=
{(
a b
c d
) ∈ GD(Zˆ) : c ≡ d− 1 ≡ 0 mod nOE} .
Moreover, we denote KB1 (n) := K
D
1 (n) ∩G(Zˆ), K
′
1(n) := K
D
1 (n) ∩G′(Af ) and KB1,1(n) := KD1 (n) ∩
G∗(Af ). Since πT (K
′
1(n)) = (OˆF + nOˆE)×/Oˆ×F ⊆ TE(Zˆ) then from (1) we have K
′
1(n)/K
B
1,1(n)
∼=
(OˆF + nOˆE)×/Oˆ×F . We denote Pic(E/F, n) := TE(Af )/
[
(OˆF + nOˆE)×/Oˆ×F
]
TE(Q). For each
t ∈ Pic(E/F, n) we fix a representative btt ∈ G′(Af ) under πT and we denote Γt1,1(n) := G∗(Q)+ ∩
btK
B
1,1(n)b
−1
t and Γ
t
1(n) := G(Q)+ ∩ btKB1 (n)b−1t .
We define the unitary Shimura curve over C of level K ′1(n) as:
(18) X(C) := G′(Q)+\(H×G′(Af )/K ′1(n)) =
⊔
t∈Pic(E/F,n)
Γt1,1(n)\H.
the last decomposition comes from the fact that by strong approximation πT induces an isomor-
phism πT : G
′(Q)+\G′(Af )/K ′1(n) ≃−→ Pic(E/F, n).
Definition 4.1. We can define analogously KD0 (n), K
B
0 (n), K
′
0(n), K
B
0,1(n), Γ
t
0,1(n) and Γ
t
0(n). For
any p coprime with n, write also K ′1(n, p) := K
′
1(n)∩K ′0(p), and similarly for Γt1,1(n, p) and Γt1(n, p).
In order to deal with the moduli interpretation of X, we need to define OB,m ⊆ OB an Eichler
order of a well chosen level m | n such that KB1 (n) ⊆ Oˆ×B,m and Om := OB,m ⊗OF OE ⊂ D. We
write VZ := Om ⊂ V .
Lemma 4.2. For a good choice of δ ∈ B and possibly enlarging m, the involution l 7→ l∗ stabilizes
Om and
D−1E/FOm = {v ∈ V : Θ(v,w) ∈ Z, for all w ∈ Om},
where D−1E/F = {e ∈ E : TrE/F (eo) ∈ OF , for all o ∈ OE} ⊂ E. In particular, Θ has integer values
restricted to VZ.
Proof. Recall that l∗ = δ−1 l¯δ. Since the involution l 7→ l¯ stabilizes Om, we only have to check that
δOm is a bilateral ideal. Since we assume δ ∈ B, we have to check that δOB,m is a bilateral ideal.
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Let us consider the ideal
I = {b ∈ B : TrB/F (bα) ∈ OF ; for all α ∈ DF/QOB,m},
where DF/Q is the different of F/Q. By [34, Lemme 4.7(1)] I is a bilateral ideal of norm
m−1disc(B)−1D−2F/Q, hence (possibly enlarging m) we can assume that m−1disc(B)−1D−2F/Q is prin-
cipal generated by d ∈ F<0 and, by strong approximation, I = δOm. It is easy to check locally that
δ can be chosen to satisfy δ2 = d, hence δ¯ = −δ.
Since DE/Q = DE/FDF/Q, we obtain
D−1E/FOm = {w ∈ D : TrD/E(wv¯δ) ∈ D−1E/FD−1F/Q, for all v ∈ Om}
= {w ∈ D : Θ(d,w) ∈ Z, for all v ∈ Om},
hence the result follows. 
Let L/E be a finite extension such that B ⊗F L = M2(L). By [9, §2.3] the Riemann surface
X(C) has a model denoted X defined over L. This curve solves the following moduli problem: if
R is a L-algebra then X(R) corresponds to the set of the isomorphism classes of tuples (A, ι, θ, α)
where:
(i) A is an abelian scheme over R of relative dimension 4d.
(ii) ι : Om → EndR(A) gives an action of the ring Om on A such that Lie(A)−,1 is of rank 1 and
the action of OF factors through OF ⊂ E ⊆ L.
(iii) A Om-invariant homogeneous polarization θ of A such that the Rosati involution sends ι(d)
to ι(d∗).
(iv) A class α modulo K
′
1(n) of Om-linear symplectic similitudes α : Tˆ (A) ≃→ Oˆm.
Remark 4.3. (The curves Xc) Let [c] ∈ Pic(OK). Recalling that Pic(OK) ≃ A×F,f /F×+ Oˆ×F we
fix bc ∈ G(Af ) such that det(bc) = c. We put Γc1(n) := G(Q)+ ∩ bcKB1 (n)b−1c and Γc1,1(n) :=
G∗(Q)+∩bcKB1,1(n)b−1c . Thus Γc1,1(n) can be equal to Γt1,1(n) for some t ∈ Pic(E/F, n) and viceversa.
We denote by Xc the Shimura curve attached to the analogous moduli problem of X but ex-
changing the order Om by Ocm := bcOˆmb−1c ∩D. Then as above we can verify that the irreducible
components of Xc are in bijection with Pic(E/F, n). Moreover, observe that Γc1,1(n)\H naturally
appears as an irreducible component Xc(C).
We can give an alternative description of the points of Xc. In fact let (A, ι, θ, α) be a point in
Xc then there exists a unique isogenous pair (A0, ι0) with multiplication by Om such that ker(A→
A0) = {P ∈ A : bP = 0, for all b ∈ bcOˆm ∩ D}. From θ we naturally obtain a homogeneous
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polarization θ0 : A0 → A∨0 . Moreover, the composition:
α0 : Tˆ (A0)
ϕ−→ Tˆ (A) α−→ bcOˆmb−1c
· bc
degϕ−→ bc
degϕ
Oˆm,
lies in Oˆm, and provides a symplectic isomorphism between (Oˆm, c−1Θ) and (Tˆ (A0), θ0). Thus Xc
classifies quadruples (A0, ι0, θ0, α0), where (A0, ι0, θ0) is as forX and α0 is a symplectic isomorphism
between (Oˆm, c−1Θ) and (Tˆ (A0), θ0).
Remark 4.4. The universal abelian variety π : A → X can be described in a more explicit way
over C. In fact, we have:
A =
⊔
t∈Pic(E/F,n)
Γt1,1(n)\
(
H× (C2⊗F,τ0E)×M2(C)ΣFr{τ0}
)
/D ∩ t−1Oˆmb−1t ,
where m ⊗ s ∈ D ∩ t−1Oˆmb−1t , γ ∈ Γt1,1(n) act on (z, (v ⊗ e), (Mτ )τ 6=τ0) ∈ H × (C2⊗F,τ0E) ×
M2(C)ΣFr{τ0} by
(z, (v ⊗ e), (Mτ )τ 6=τ0) · (m⊗ s) = (z, (v ⊗ e+ τ0(m)
z
1
⊗ s), (Mτ + τ˜ (m⊗ s))τ 6=τ0),
γ · (z, (v ⊗ e), (Mτ )τ 6=τ0) = (γz, ((cz + d)−1v ⊗ e), (Mτγ−1)τ 6=τ0).
here τ0(γ) = ( a bc d ) and we use the identifications τ0 : B⊗F,τ0R ≃ M2(R) and τ˜ : D⊗E,τ˜C ≃ M2(C)
for τ 6= τ0. Its universal polarization is given by the restriction of the form Θ to D ∩ t−1Oˆmb−1t ,
whose group of Om-linear symplectic endomorphisms is G′(Q)∩btOˆmb−1t , and the class of Om-linear
symplectic similitudes α is given by α : Tˆ (A) = t−1Oˆmb−1t ≃−→ Oˆm sending t−1bb−1t 7−→ b. Recall
that btt ∈ G′(Af ), and notice that K ′1(n) ⊆ G′(Q) ∩ btOˆmb−1t .
Remark 4.5. Since p ∤ disc(B), a class α of Om-linear symplectic similitudes α modulo K ′1(n) is
decomposed as α = αp × αp where:
αp : Tp(A)
≃→ (Om)p ≃ M2(OE ⊗ Zp), αp : Tˆ (A)p ≃→ (Oˆm)p.
Θ induces a perfect pairing on VZp = (Om)p = M2(OE ⊗ Zp). As p splits in Q(
√
λ) then
G′(Zp)
≃−→ GL2(OF ⊗ Zp) × Z×p through b(t1, t2) 7−→ (bt2,det(b)t1t2) and this identifies K
′
1(n)p
with KB1 (n)p × Z×p .
The morphism αp identifies each Tp(A)
± with a copy of M2(OF ⊗ Zp). Hence αp provides a
M2(OF ⊗ Zp)-lineal isomorphism α−p : Tp(A)− ≃→ M2(OF ⊗ Zp) and, reciprocally, a M2(OF ⊗ Zp)-
lineal isomorphism α−p gives rise to a symplectic similitude αp = (α+p , α−p ), where α+p : Tp(A)+ →
M2(OF ⊗Zp) is provided by the rule Θ(α+p (v), α−p (w)) = ep(v,w) with ep the corresponding perfect
dual pairing on Tp(A) (Note that ep is characterized by its image in Tp(A)
+×Tp(A)− because, since
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the Rosati involution sends ι(
√
λ) to −ι(
√
λ), it vanishes at Tp(A)
+×Tp(A)+ and Tp(A)−×Tp(A)−).
The action of (γ, n) ∈ GL2(OF ⊗ Zp)× Z×p on αp is given by
α−p 7−→ α−p · γ, α+p 7−→ nα+p · γ¯−1.
Hence, to provide a αp modulo K
′
1(n)p amounts to giving α
−
p modulo K
B
1 (n)p, or equivalently,
the point P = (α−p )−1( 0 10 0 )(mod n) ∈ A[nOF ⊗ Zp]−,1 that generates a subgroup isomorphic to
(OF ⊗ Zp)/(nOF ⊗ Zp). We have an analogous description in case of Γ0(n)-structure.
4.2. Modular sheaves. We introduce the sheaves which give rise to the modular forms for G′.
Let L0/F be an extension such that B ⊗F L0 = M2(L0), write L = L0(
√
λ) ⊃ E, and denote by
XL the base change to L of the unitary Shimura curve X. Using the universal abelian variety
π : A→ XL we define the following coherent sheaves on XL:
ω :=
(
π∗Ω1A/XL
)+,2
ω− :=
((
R1π∗OA
)+,2)∨ H := (R1π∗Ω•A/XL)+,2
Note that we have ω− ≃ (π′∗Ω1A∨/XL)+,2 and the sheaf H is endowed with a Gauss-Manin connection
▽ : H → H⊗ Ω1XL . The natural OD-equivariant exact sequence:
(19) 0 −→ π∗Ω1A/XL −→ R1π∗Ω•A/XL −→ R1π∗OA −→ 0,
induces the Hodge exact sequence (see [13, §2.3.1]):
(20) 0 −→ ω −→ H −→ ω∨− −→ 0..
If L contains the Galois closure of F then the natural decomposition F ⊗Q L ∼= LΣF induces:
ω =
⊕
τ∈ΣF
ωτ H =
⊕
τ∈ΣF
Hτ
As the sheaves (Ω1A/XL)
+,1 and (Ω1A/XL)
+,2 are isomorphic then condition (ii)(2) of the moduli
problem of X imply that ωτ0 is locally free of rank 1, while ωτ is of rank 2 for τ 6= τ0. Moreover,
since the Rosati involution maps
√
λ to −
√
λ, we deduce that ω− is locally free of rank 1. Thus,
ωτ = Hτ for for each τ 6= τ0, and we have the exact sequence
(21) 0 −→ ωτ0 −→ Hτ0 ǫ−→ ω∨− −→ 0.
Let k = (kτ ) ∈ N[ΣF ], we introduce the modular sheaves over XL considered in this text:
ωk := ω
⊗kτ0
τ0 ⊗
⊗
τ 6=τ0
Symkτωτ
Hk :=
⊗
τ∈ΣF
SymkτHτ = Symkτ0Hτ0 ⊗
⊗
τ 6=τ0
Symkτωτ .
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Definition 4.6. A modular form of weight k and coefficients in L for G′ is a global section of ωk,
i.e. an element of H0(XL, ω
k).
4.3. Alternating pairings and Kodaira-Spencer. Notice that R1π∗Ω•A/XL is a Om ⊗Z OXL-
module of rank one, hence if we fix a generator w ∈ R1π∗Ω•A/XL (as Om ⊗Z OXL-module) we can
define the unique symplectic (OB,m ⊗Z OXL)-linear involution
c : R1π∗Ω•A/XL −→ R1π∗Ω•A/XL ,
such that c((b⊗ e)w) = (b⊗ e¯)w for all b ∈ OB,m and e ∈ OE .
Since π∗Ω1A/XL ≃ Lie(A)∨ and R1π∗OA ≃ Lie(A∨), the polarization θ : Lie(A) → Lie(A∨)
provides a OXL-linear morphism (see [13, Remarque 2.3.1]):
Θ : π∗Ω1A/XL ×R1π∗OA −→ OXL
satisfying Θ(λx, y) = Θ(x, λ∗y) for λ ∈ Om. From (19) it is equivalent to give an alternating pairing
Θ on R1π∗Ω•A/XL . The above involution c together with Θ, provide for each τ ∈ ΣF an alternating
pairing:
ϕ¯τ :
(
R1π∗Ω•A/XL
)+,2
τ
×
(
R1π∗Ω•A/XL
)+,2
τ
−→ OXL
given by ϕ¯τ (u, v) := Θ(u, δ
−1( 0 11 0 )c(v)). If τ 6= τ0, this provides an isomorphism:
(22) ϕτ :
2∧(
R1π∗Ω•A/XL
)+,2
τ
=
2∧
ωτ
≃−→ OXL
If τ = τ0, we obtain an isomorphism:
(23) ϕτ0 : ωτ0
≃−→ ω−
given by ϕ¯τ0(v,w) = ǫ(v)(ϕτ0(w)) for w ∈ ωτ0 ⊂ Hτ0 and v ∈ Hτ0 =
(
R1π∗Ω•A/XL
)+,2
τ0
. Thus, the
Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism (see [13, Lemme 2.3.4]) induces the isomorphism:
KS : Ω1XL
≃−→ ωτ0 ⊗ ω−
ϕ−1τ0−→ ω⊗2τ0 .
4.4. Katz Modular forms. Let R0 be a L-algebra and section f ∈ H0(X/R0, ωk). If R is a
R0-algebra, (A, ι, θ, α) is a tuple corresponding to a point of X(Spec(R)) and w = (f0, (fτ , eτ )τ 6=τ0)
is a R-basis of ωA =
(
Ω1A/R
)+,2
, then there exists f(A, ι, θ, α,w) ∈⊗τ 6=τ0 Symkτ (R2) such that:
f(A, ι, θ, α) = f(A, ι, θ, α,w)((fτ , eτ )τ 6=τ0) · f
⊗kτ0
0
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Thus a section f ∈ H0(X/R0, ωk) is characterized as a rule that assigns to any R0-algebra R
and (A, ι, θ, α,w) over R a polynomial:
f(A, ι, θ, α,w) ∈
⊗
τ 6=τ0
Symkτ
(
R2
)
such that
(A1) The element f(A, ι, θ, α,w) depends only on the R-isomorphism class of (A, ι, θ, α);
(A2) Formation of f(A, ι, θ, α,w) commutes with extensions R→ R′ of R0-algebras;
(A3) If (t, g) ∈ R× ×GL2(R)ΣF \{τ0} and w(t, g) = (te0, (fτ , eτ )gτ ) then:
f(A, ι, θ, α,w(t, g)) = t−kτ0 · (g−1f(A, ι, θ, α,w)) .
Considering the isomorphism ϕτ of (22) we can give an alternative description of a section f ∈
H0(X/R0, ω
k) as a rule that assigns to any R0-algebra R and (A, ι, θ, α,w) as above a linear form
f(A, ι, θ, α,w) ∈
⊗
τ 6=τ0
Symkτ
(
R2
)∨
such that f(A, ι, θ, α) = f(A, ι, θ, α,w)(P (x, y))f
⊗kτ0
0 with P (x, y) = P ((xτ , yτ )τ 6=τ0) =
∏
τ 6=τ0 | fτ eτxτ yτ |kτϕτ (fτ∧
eτ )
−kτ ∈ Symkτ (R2). This rule satisfy:
(B1) The element f(A, ι, θ, α,w) depends only on the R-isomorphism class of (A, ι, θ, α).
(B2) Formation of f(A, ι, θ, α,w) commutes with extensions R→ R′ of R0-algebras.
(B3) If (t, g) ∈ R× ×GL2(R)ΣF \{τ0}:
f(A, ι, θ, α,w(t, g)) = t−kτ0 · (g−1f(A, ι, θ, α,w)) .
Remark 4.7. We have two interpretations of a global section as a Katz modular form coming from
the fact that we have an isomorphism
(24) ωk ≃ ωkτ0τ0 ⊗
⊗
τ 6=τ0
(Symkτωτ)∨ ⊗
(
2∧
ωτ
)⊗kτ ϕτ≃ ωkτ0τ0 ⊗⊗
τ 6=τ0
(
Symkτωτ
)∨
,
since we are over a field of zero characteristic. This won’t be the case over other base schemes.
4.5. Modular forms for G′ vs automorphic forms for G. When L = C we have the following
more familiar interpretation for the space of modular forms for G′.
If t ∈ Pic(E/F, n) then we denote by Mk(Γt1,1(n),C) the C-vector space of holomorphic functions
f : H → ⊗τ 6=τ0 Pτ (kτ )∨ such that f(γz) = (cz + d)kτ0γf(z) for all γ ∈ Γt1,1(n) where Pτ (kτ ) =
Pτ (kτ , kτ ) was introduced in §3.1 (Notice that det(Γt1,1(n)) ⊆ O×F ∩Q+ = 1, hence there is no action
of the determinant).
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Lemma 4.8. We have a canonical isomorphism of C-vector spaces:
H0(XC, ω
k) =
⊕
t∈Pic(E/F,n)
Mk(Γ
t
1,1(n),C)
Proof. Firstly, for each t ∈ Pic(E/F, n) let Xt be the corresponding connected component of X.
From the explicit description of the universal object over C we have Lie(A) =
(
C2⊗F,τ0E
) ×
M2(C)ΣFr{τ0} and Lie(A)2 = ( 0 00 1 ) Lie(A) = (C⊗F,τ0E) × (C2)ΣFr{τ0}. Thus, (Ω1A/XC)
+,2
τ0 =
(Lie(A)+,2τ0 )
∨ = C dxτ0 where dxτ0 :=
√
λ(dx ⊗ 1) + dx ⊗ √λ ∈ (C⊗F,τ0E)∨ and
(
Ω1A/XC
)+,2
τ
=
〈dxτ , dyτ 〉 ∈ (C2)∨ for τ 6= τ0 . Then if ϕ ∈ H0(XC, ωk) then for each t ∈ Pic(E/F, n) the restriction
of ϕ to Xt is given by:
(25) f(z)
∏
τ 6=τ0
∣∣∣ dxτ dyτXτ Yτ ∣∣∣kτ
 dxkτ0τ0 ,
where f : H −→ ⊗τ 6=τ0 Pτ (kτ )∨ is a holomorphic function. Since γ∗dxτ0 = (cz + d)−1dxτ0 and
γ∗(dxτ , dyτ ) = (dxτ , dyτ )τ(γ)−1, for all γ ∈ Γt1,1(n) we deduce that f(γz) = (cz + d)kτγf(z) for
each γ ∈ Γt1,1(n). 
Now we are going to relate modular forms with coefficients in C for the groups G′ and G. Fix
ν ∈ Z and k ∈ Ξν . Let Un = {u ∈ O×F |u ≡ 1 mod(n)} and define an action of the group:
∆ := (OF )×+/U2n
on Mk(Γ
t
1,1(n),C) as follows: if [s] ∈ ∆ we fix γs ∈ Γt1(n) such that det γs = s, if we write
τ0γs =
(
a b
c d
)
, then for each f ∈Mk(Γt1,1(n),C) we put:
(26) s ∗ν f(z) := s
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 (cz + d)−kτ0γ−1s f(γsz).
It is not hard to verify that this action is well defined and in fact we have s ∗ν f ∈Mk(Γt1,1(n),C).
Proposition 4.9. We have a natural isomorphism of C-vector spaces
ιk,ν : H
0(G(Q),A(k, ν))KB1 (n) ≃−→
⊕
c∈Pic(OF )
Mk(Γ
c
1,1(n),C)
∆
Proof. To give an automorphic form φ ∈ H0(G(Q),A(k, ν))KB1 (n) is equivalent to give a holomorphic
function fφ : H×G(Af )/KB1 (n)→
⊗
τ 6=τ0 Pτ (kτ , ν)∨ as defined in (3.2). By strong approximation
we have an isomorphism det : G(Q)+\G(Af )/KB1 (n) ≃−→ A×F,f /F×+ Oˆ×F = Pic(OF ). Hence fφ is
characterized by the restrictions f cφ := fφ(·, bc) : H →
⊗
τ 6=τ0 Pτ (kτ , ν)∨, for all [c] ∈ Pic(OF ). We
can verify that f cφ(γz) = det γ
−(ν+kτ0 )/2(cz+d)kτ0 γf cφ(τ) if γ ∈ Γc1(n). Since any γ ∈ Γc1,1(n) ⊆ Γc1(n)
has reduced norm 1, we have that f cφ ∈Mk(Γc1,1(n),C). Since Γc1(n)/Γc11(n) ≃ (OF )×+/U2n = ∆, the
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extra condition for f cφ to be Γ
c
1(n)-invariant is translated to being ∆-invariant, and hence the result
follows. 
Now let [s] ∈ ∆ as above and fix γs ∈ Γc1(n) such that det(γs) = s. Then for a point (A, ι, θ, α) ∈
Xc we put γsα : Oˆm ·γs−→ Oˆm α−→ Tˆ (A) and:
[s] ∗ (A, ι, θ, α) = (A, ι, sθ, γsα).
This is well defined as the class γsα does not depend on the choice of γs, and if s = η
2 for η ∈ Un
then s ∗ (A, ι, θ, α) = (A, ι, sθ, ηα) = ι(η)∗(A, ι, θ, α) ≃ (A, ι, θ, α).
We define an action of ∆ on H0(Xc, ωk) using the description of §4.4. Let f ∈ H0(Xc, ωk) and
a tuple (A, ι, θ, α,w) over some ring R as in §4.4. For [s] ∈ ∆ we put:
(s ∗ν f)(A, ι, θ, α,w) := s
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 · f(A, ι, s−1θ, γ−1s α,w).
This is well defined as if s = η2 ∈ U2n , we have
f(A, ι, θ, α,w) = f(A, ι, s−1θ, γ−1s α, η
−1w) = τ0(η)kτ0
∏
τ 6=τ0
(τ(η)−kτ )f(A, ι, s−1θ, γ−1s α,w)
= NF/Q(η)
−νs
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 f(A, ι, s−1θ, γ−1s α,w) = s
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 f(A, ι, s−1θ, γ−1s α,w).
In Proposition 11.1 of the appendix we prove that both descriptions of the ∆-action coincide.
Moreover in §11, we describe the action of the Hecke operators from the perspective of Katz
modular forms due to the isomorphism ιk,ν of Proposition 4.9. Thus we obtain:
Corollary 4.10. We have the following decomposition compatible with Hecke operators:
H0(G(Q),A(k, ν))KB1 (n) ≃−→
⊕
c∈Pic(OF )
H0(Xc,0C , ω
k)∆,
where Xc,0C is the irreducible component of X
c
C corresponding to 1 ∈ Pic(E/F, n).
4.6. Connections and trilinear products. For k ∈ N[ΣF ] and m ∈ Z we consider the sheaves:
Hkm := ωkτ0−m0 ⊗ SymmHτ0 ⊗
⊗
τ 6=τ0
Symkτωτ .
Then from (21) we obtain the exact sequence:
(27) 0 −→ ωk −→ Hkm ǫ−→ ωk−mτ0 ⊗ ω−1− ⊗ Symm−1(Hτ0)
(23)≃ Hk−2τ0m−1 −→ 0.
By Griffiths transversality the Gauss-Manin connection (see [13]) induces a connection:
▽k,m : Hkm −→ ωk−(m+1)τ0 ⊗ Symm+1(Hτ0)⊗ Ω1X KS−→ Hk+2τ0m+1
Moreover, for each j we put ▽jk := ▽k+2(j−1)τ0,j−1 ◦ · · · ◦ ▽k,0.
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As in §4.4, a global section f of Hk is given by a rule that for each tuple (A, ι, θ, α) and w0 =
{(fτ , eτ )}τ 6=τ0 a basis of
⊕
τ 6=τ0 ωτ assigns a linear form:
f(A, ι, θ, α,w0) :
⊗
τ 6=τ0
Symkτ
(
R2
) −→ Symkτ0 (Hτ0),
such that f(A, ι, θ, α) := f(A, ι, θ, α,w0)
(∏
τ 6=τ0
∣∣ fτ eτ
xτ yτ
∣∣kτ). Thus, if f is in fact a section of ωk ⊆
Hk then for each P ∈⊗τ 6=τ0 Symkτ (R2) we have f(A, ι, θ, α,w0)(P ) = f(A, ι, θ, α,w)(P )f⊗kτ00 if
w = (f0, w
0)
Now let k1 ∈ Ξν1 , k2 ∈ Ξν2 and k3 ∈ Ξν1+ν2 be unbalanced at τ0 with dominant weight k3.
Recall the notations m = (mτ )τ∈ΣF := ((k1,τ + k2,τ + k3,τ )/2)τ∈ΣF , m3,τ0 = (k3,τ0 −mτ0) and for
i = 1, 2, 3 we denote mτ0i = (mi,τ )τ 6=τ0 = (mτ − ki,τ )τ 6=τ0 .
Recall from (6) we provided a trilinear product:
t : H0(G(Q),A(k1, ν1))×H0(G(Q),A(k2, ν2)) −→ H0(G(Q),A(k3, ν1 + ν2)).
The following result provides a geometric interpretation of this product in terms of the isomorphism
ιk,ν of Proposition 4.9.
Theorem 4.11. Let c ∈ Pic(OF ). There exists a well defined morphism tc : ωk1 × ωk2 −→ ωk3
such that if fi ∈ H0(Xc, ωki) for i = 1, 2 and (A, ι, θ, α) ∈ X we have:
tc(f1, f2)(A, ι, θ, α) =
m3,τ0∑
j=0
cj ▽jk1 (f1)▽
m3,τ0−j
k2
(f2)(A, ι, θ, α,w
0)(∆τ0)
where ∆τ0(x1, y1, x2, y2) =
∏
τ 6=τ0 | fτ eτx2,τ y2,τ |m1,τ | fτ eτx1,τ y1,τ |m2,τ |
x1,τ y1,τ
x2,τ y2,τ |m3,τ and cj = (−1)j
(m3,τ0
j
)( mτ0−2
k1,τ0+j−1
)
.
Moreover, if φi ∈ H0(G(Q),A(ki, νi))K
B
1 (n) for i = 1, 2 then we have:
tc(ιk1,ν1(φ1)c, ιk2,ν2(φ2)c) =
(
1
2i
)m3,τ0
ιk3,ν1+ν2(t(φ1, φ2))c.
Proof. By construction we have that Im(tc) ⊆ ωk3−m3,τ0 τ0 ⊗ Symm3,τ0 (Hτ0) then to prove that
tc is well defined we need to check that in fact Im(tc) ⊆ ωk3 . As from (27) we have ωk3 =
ker
(
ωk3−m3,τ0τ0 ⊗ Symm3,τ0 (Hτ0) ǫ−→ ωk3−(m3,τ0+1)τ0 ⊗ Symm3,τ0−1(Hτ0)
)
then we need to prove
that ǫ(tc(f1, f2)) = 0.
Firstly we will prove that for each k, f ∈ H0(Xc, ωk) and j ∈ N we have:
(28) ǫ▽jk (f) = j(kτ0 + j − 1)▽j−1k (f).
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Hence we will have:
ǫ(tc(f1, f2)) =
m3,τ0∑
j=0
cj
(
ǫ▽jk1 (f1)▽
m3,τ0−j
k2
(f2) +▽jk1(f1)ǫ▽
m3,τ0−j
k2
(f2)
)
=
m3,τ0−1∑
n=0
(cn+1(n+ 1)(k1,τ0 + n) + cn(m3,τ0 − n)(k2,τ0 +m3,τ0 − n− 1))▽nk1 (f1)▽
m3,τ0−n−1
k2
(f2) = 0,
and the first claim will follow.
To prove (28) it is enough to work locally, thus let U = Spec(R) be an open of Xc such that
trivializes the sheaves Hτ0 and ω. Let u1, u2 ∈ Hτ0 be a basis such that u1 ∈ ωτ0 is a basis and
ϕ¯τ0(u1, u2) = 1, and let {fτ , eτ} be an horizontal basis of ωτ for τ 6= τ0 (remark that it is possible
as ▽(ωτ ) ⊆ ωτ ⊗ Ω1U). Let D ∈ Der(R) be the dual of u1 ⊗ u1 ∈ ω⊗2τ0
KS≃ Ω1U . Since the Kodaira-
Spencer isomorphism is given by the composition ωτ0 →֒ Hτ0
▽−→ Hτ0 ⊗ Ω1U
(ϕτ0◦ǫ)⊗id−→ ω−1τ0 ⊗ Ω1U ,
we have that ▽(D)(u1) = (u2 + au1) for some a ∈ R. Moreover, from 0 = ▽(D)(ϕ¯τ0(u1, u2)) =
ϕ¯τ0(▽(D)u1, u2)+ϕ¯τ0(u1,▽(D)u2) we obtain▽(D)(u2) = (cu1−au2), for some c ∈ R. By changing
u2 by u2 + au1, we can suppose that a = 0, thus:
(29) ▽ (u1) = u2u21; ▽(u2) = cu31,
For any f =
(∑r
j=0 bju
kτ0−j
1 u
j
2
)
M ∈ ωk−rτ0 ⊗Symr(Hτ0), where M ∈
⊗
τ 6=τ0 ω
kτ
τ is a monomial in
wjτ , write f(X) :=
∑r
j=0 bjX
j ∈ R[X]. Hence
▽k,rf =
 r∑
j=0
(Dbj)u
kτ0−j+2
1 u
j
2 + (kτ0 − j)bju
kτ0−j+1
1 u
j+1
2 + jcbju
kτ0−j+3
1 u
j−1
2
M
corresponds to ▽k,r (f) (X) = Df(X)− (X2 − c)f ′(X) + kτ0Xf(X). Since ǫ is given by derivation
f(X) 7→ f ′(X), we compute that (ǫ ◦ ▽k,r −▽k−2,r−1 ◦ ǫ)f(X) = kτ0f(X). From this fact and a
simple induction we deduce equality (28).
Now we are going to prove the second statement of the theorem. Let ρ : H → Γt1,1(n)\H be
the projection to the connected component of XC corresponding to t ∈ Pic(E/F, n). Then, by the
Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, we have:
ρ∗R1π∗Ω•A/XC = ρ∗R1π∗ Z⊗COH = OH ⊗C Hom(D,C),
here OH is the sheaf of holomorphic functions of H and each element in Hom(D,C) provides a
horizontal section by inducing the corresponding linear form on H1(A,Z) = D∩Oˆmb−1t ⊂ D. From
this description we obtain:
ρ∗ωτ0 = OHdx0 ⊂ ρ∗Hτ0 = OHα+OHβ
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ρ∗Hτ = ρ∗ωτ = OHdx1τ ⊕OHdx2τ
for τ 6= τ0. In the formulae above we have dx0 = α+zβ, α(γ⊗e) = τ˜0(e)·d and β(γ⊗e) = τ˜0(e)·c
for e ∈ E and γ ∈ B such that τ0(γ) = ( a bc d ). Moreover if γ ∈ D, we have dx1τ (γ) = cτ and
dx2τ (γ) = dτ , where τ˜(γ) = (
aτ bτ
cτ dτ
). Remark that α, β, dx1τ and dx
2
τ are horizontal, in particular
we obtain ▽(dx0) = β ⊗ dz ∈ ρ∗Hτ0 ⊗ Ω1H.
Observe that (Lie(A))+τ0 is generated by the expressions s(γ) :=
1
2τ0(γ) ⊗ 1 + 12√λτ0(γ) ⊗√
λ for γ ∈ B. Since α(s(γ)) = d and β(s(γ)) = c if τ0(γ) = ( a bc d ) we obtain ϕ¯τ0(α, β) =
Θ(s( 0 00 1 ), δ
−1( 0 11 0 )s( 0 01 0 )) = −1 where s(γ) = 12τ0(γ)⊗ 1− 12√λτ0(γ)⊗
√
λ. We deduce from (23):
KS(dx20) = KS(dx0 ⊗ dx0) = ǫ▽ (dx0)(ϕτ0dx0) = ǫ(β)(ϕτ0dx0)dz = ϕ¯τ0(β, dx0)dz = dz.
Now let f ∈Mk(Γt1,1(n),C)∆ and denote by sf the section attached to f and given by the formula
(25), then we have:
(30) ▽jk sf (z) =
(
1
2i
)j φ(Rjf νkτ0 ⊗ (∏τ 6=τ0 | dx1τ dx2τXτ Yτ |kτ))
f νkτ0+2j
(gτ0)
dx
kτ0+2j
0 + dx¯0w,
where dx¯0 = α + z¯β and some w ∈ C∞(H) ⊗ Symk+2j−1(H1). Indeed, since β = (z − z¯)−1(dx0 −
dx¯0) = (2iy)
−1(dx0 − dx¯0) we obtain:
▽sf (z) = ∂
∂z
f(z)
∏
τ 6=τ0
| dx1τ dx2τ
Xτ Yτ
|kτ
 dxk1+20 + kτ0f(z)
∏
τ 6=τ0
| dx1τ dx2τ
Xτ Yτ
|kτ
 dxkτ0+10 β
=
( ∂
∂z
+
kτ0
2iy
)
f(z)
∏
τ 6=τ0
| dx1τ dx2τ
Xτ Yτ
|kτ
 dxkτ0+20 − kτ0f(z)
(∏
τ 6=τ0 | dx
1
τ dx
2
τ
Xτ Yτ
|kτ
)
2iy
dx
kτ0+1
0 dx¯0
 .
The claim follows from induction and the equality
φ(Rfνkτ0
⊗P )
2ifνkτ0+2
=
(
∂
∂z +
kτ0
2iy
) φ(fνkτ0⊗P )
fνkτ0
.
Finally since dx0 and dx¯0 are linearly independent, comparing formulas (30) and (4), we obtain
the second claim of the theorem. 
Part 2. p-adic families
We construct p-adic families of modular forms on the unitary Shimura curves X. From these
families we construct families of autmorphic forms of B. Moreover, we construct local pieces of an
adic eigenvariety.
5. Integral models and canonical groups
In this section we introduce the technical tools necessary to realize the p-adic variation of the
modular sheaves introduced in 4.2.
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5.1. Integral models and Hasse invariants. Let n be an integral ideal of F prime to p and
disc(B) and denote by X the unitary shimura curve of level K ′1
(
n,
∏
p6=p0 p
)
introduced in §4.1. By
[9, §5.3] X admits a canonical model over O0, representing the analogue moduli problem described in
§4.1 but exchanging an E-algebra by an O0-algebra R. Namely, it classifies quadruples (A, ι, θ, αp0)
over R, where αp0 is a class of OD-linear symplectic similitudes outside p0. We denote this integral
model by Xint, which has good reduction (see [9, §5.4]). Let π : A → Xint be the universal
abelian variety. Since we have added Γ0(p)-structure for all p 6= p0, A is endowed with a subgroup
Cp ⊂ A[p]−,1 isomorphic to Op/p by Remark 4.5.
Let X be denote the formal scheme over Spf(O0) obtained as the completion of Xint along its
special fiber which is denoted by X¯int .
The p-divisible group A[p∞] over Xint is decomposed as:
A[p∞] = A[p∞0 ]
+ ⊕
⊕
p6=p0
A[p∞]+
⊕A[p∞0 ]− ⊕
⊕
p6=p0
A[p∞]−
 ,
We are interested in the p-divisible groups G0 := A[p∞0 ]−,1 and Gp := A[p∞]−,1 if p 6= p0, which are
defined over Xint and endowed with actions of O0 and Op respectively. The sheaves of invariant
differentials of the corresponding Cartier dual p-divisible groups are denoted by ω0 := ωGD0 and
ωp := ωGDp if p 6= p0. By Lemma 4.2, the universal polarization θ is an isomorphism over O0. Hence
this notations are justified because θ induce the following identifications:
(31) ω =
(
π∗Ω1A/Xint
)+,2 θ∗≃ (π∗Ω1A∨/Xint)−,1 = ω0 ⊕⊕
p6=p0
ωp
The universal polarization provides a pairing (see Remark 4.5)
Θ : A[p∞]+ ×A[p∞]− −→ Gm[p∞].
Since p splits in Q(
√
λ), we have that OE⊗Zp ≃ O2, and the isomorphism that switches components
induces an isomorphism c : A[p∞]− → A[p∞]+. Analogously as in (23), we obtain an isomorphism
of p-divisible groups
(32) θ : G0 ≃−→ GD0 ; θ(P )(Q) := Θ
(
P, δ−1 ( 0 11 0 ) c(Q)
)
.
Hence we have an isomorphism of sheaves of invariant differentials ω0 ≃ ωG0 compatible with (23).
We denote by Oˆ a ring containing all the p-adic embeddings of OF →֒ OCp , hence if we extend
our base ring O0 to Oˆ then for each p 6= p0 we have a decomposition ωp = ⊕τ∈Σpωp,τ , moreover each
ωp,τ has rank 2. The alternating pairing Θ provides, as in the complex setting, an isomorphism
ϕτ :
∧2 ωp,τ ≃→ OXint .
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There is a dichotomy in Xint which says that any point in the generic fiber X¯int is ordinary or su-
persingular (with respect to G0), and there are finitely many supersingular points in X¯int. From [22,
Proposition 6.1] there exists Ha ∈ H0
(
X¯int, ω
p−1
0
)
that vanishes exactly at supersingular geometric
points and these zeroes are simple. This is called the Hasse invariant and it is characterized as
follows: For each open Spec(R) ⊂ X¯int fix w a generator of ω0 |Spec(R) and x a coordinate of G0 over
R such that w = (1+a1x+a2x
2 · · · )dx, then [p](x) = axp+ · · · for some a and Ha |Spec(R):= awp−1.
We denote by Hdg the locally principal ideal of OX¯int described as follows: for each U =
Spec(R) ⊂ X¯int if ω0 |U= Rw and Ha |U= Hw⊗(p−1) then Hdg |U= HR ⊆ R. Let Hdg the
inverse image of Hdg in OX, which is also a locally principal ideal. Note that Hapn extends canon-
ically to a section of H0(X, ω
pn(p−1)
0 ⊗ Z /pn+1 Z), indeed, for any two extensions Ha1 and Ha2 of
Ha we have Hap
n
1 = Ha
pn
2 modulo p
n+1 by the binomial formula.
Remark 5.1. From [7, Prop. 3.4] we obtain the existence of a p − 1-root of the principal ideal
Hdg. This ideal is denoted Hdg1/(p−1).
Now we introduce some formal schemes in order to vary p-adically the modular sheaves and to
produce p-adic families. For each integer r ≥ 1 we denote by Xr the formal scheme over X which
represents the functor (denoted by the same symbol Xr) that classifies for each p-adically complete
Oˆ-algebra R:
Xr(R) =
{
[(h, η)] | h ∈ X(R), η ∈ H0(Spf(R), h∗(ω(1−p)pr+1G )), η · Hap
r+1
= p mod p2
}
,
here the brackets means the class of the equivalence given by (h, η) ≡ (h′, η′) if h = h′ and
η = η′(1 + pu) for some u ∈ R. The formal scheme Xr turns out to be the p-adic completion of the
partial blow-up of X at the zero locus of Hdgp
r+1
and p (see [3, Definition 3.1]).
5.2. Canonical subgroups. The theory of the canonical subgroup originally developed in the
context of p-adic topology was generalized to the adic setting in [3]:
Proposition 5.2. [3, Corollaire A.2] There exists a canonical subgroup Cn of G0[pn0 ] for n ≤ r
over Xr. This is unique and satisfy the compatibility Cn[p
n−1
0 ] = Cn−1. Moreover, if we denote
Dn := G0[pn0 ]/Cn then ωDn ≃ ωG0[pn]/Hdg
pn−1
p−1 .
By [3, Proposition A.3], the cokernel of the map dlogGD0 [pn0 ] : G0[p
n
0 ] → ωGD0 [pn0 ] = ω0/p
n is killed
by Hdg1/(p−1). If we write Ω0 ⊆ ω0 for the subsheaf generated by the lifts of the image of the
Hodge-Tate map, we obtain a morphism
(33) dlog0 : Dn(Xr) −→ Ω0 ⊗OXr (OXr/In) ⊂ ω0/pnHdg
− pn−1
p−1 ,
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where In := pnHdg−
pn
p−1 .
In order to carry out the p-adic interpolation we work on covers of Xr. First notice that, by the
moduli interpretation, the p-divisible group
∏
p6=p0 Gp → Xr is e´tale isomorphic to
∏
p6=p0(Fp/Op)2.
Assume that r ≥ n. Firstly we add pn-level corresponding to the primes p | p such that p 6= p0: We
denote by Xr,n → Xr the formal scheme obtained by adding to the moduli interpretation a point of
order pn for each p 6= p0 whose multiples generate Gp[p]/Cp (see Remark 4.5). It is clear that the
extension Xr,n → Xr is e´tale and it Galois group contains
∏
p6=p0(Op/pnOp)× as a subgroup since F
is unramified at p by Hypothesis 2.1. Moreover, Xr,n has also good reduction (see [9, §5.4]). Now
we trivialize the subgroup Dn: Let Xr,n be the adic generic fiber of Xr,n. By [3, Corollaire A.2],
the group scheme Dn → Xr,n is also e´tale isomorphic to p−nO0/O0. We denote by IGr,n the adic
space over Xr,n of the trivializations of Dn. Then the map IGr,n → Xr,n is a finite e´tale and with
a Galois group (O0/pnO0)×. We denote by IGr,n the normalization IGr,n in Xr,n which is finite
over Xr,n and it is also endowed with an action of (O0/pnO0)×. These constructions are captured
by the following tower of formal schemes:
IGr,n −→ Xr,n −→ Xr,
endowed with a natural action of (O/pnO)× ≃∏p(Op/pnOp)×.
6. Overconvergent modular forms for G′
Following the approach introduced in [1] we deform the modular sheaves of G′ which allow us
to define overconvergent modular forms for G′ and families of them. We also construct other
overconvergent sheaves which will be usefull to construct triple product p-adic L-functions.
6.1. Formal vector bundles. In this subsection we slightly modify the construction performed
in [1, §2] which we briefly recall first. Let S be a formal scheme, I its (invertible) ideal of definition
and E a locally free OS-module of rank n. We write S¯ the scheme with structural sheaf OS/I and
put E the corresponding OS-module. We fix marked sections s1, · · · , sm of E , namely, the sections
s1, · · · , sm define a direct sum decomposition E = OmS¯ ⊕Q, where Q is a locally free OS¯-module of
rank n−m.
Let S − Sch be the category of the formal S-schemes. There exists a formal scheme V(E) over S
called the formal vector bundle attached to E which represents the functor, denoted by the same
symbol, S − Sch → Sets, and defined by V(E)(t : T → S) := H0(T, t∗(E)∨) = HomOT (t∗(E),OT ).
Crucial in [1] is the construction of the so called formal vector bundles with marked sections which
is the formal scheme V0(E , s1, · · · , sm) over V(E) that represents the functor S−Sch→ Sets defined
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by
V0(E , s1, · · · , sm)(t : T → S) =
{
ρ ∈ H0(T, t∗(E)∨) | ρ¯(t∗(si)) = 1, i = 1, · · · ,m
}
,
here ρ¯ is the reduction of ρ modulo I. The construction of V0(E , s1, · · · , sm) is as follows: the
projection map E → Q defines a quotient map ⊕k Symk(E) → ⊕k Symk(Q) whose kernel is the
ideal (s1, · · · , sm) and, hence, defines a closed subscheme C ⊂ V(E) = ̂Sym(E) with corresponding
ideal sheaf denoted by J . Then V0(E , s1, · · · , sm) is the I-adic completion of the open formal
subscheme of the blow up of V(E) with respect to the ideal J , open defined by the requirement
that the ideal generated by the inverse image of J coincides with the ideal generated by the inverse
image of I.
Given the fixed decomposition E = Q⊕〈si〉i, let us consider now the sub-functor VˆQ(E , s1, · · · , sm)
that associates to any formal S-scheme t : T → S the subset of sections ρ ∈ V0(E , s1, · · · , sm)(T )
whose reduction ρ¯ modulo I also satisfies ρ¯(t∗(m)) = 0 for every m ∈ Q.
Lemma 6.1. The morphism VˆQ(E , s1, · · · , sm) → V0(E , s1, · · · , sm) is represented by a formal
subscheme.
Proof. Since we have the direct sum decomposition E = Om
S¯
⊕ Q, we have the closed subscheme⊕
k Sym
k(Q) →֒⊕k Symk(E) and, hence, a closed subscheme V ⊂ V0(E , s1, · · · , sm). Let J be the
corresponding ideal sheaf. Then we write VˆQ(E , s1, · · · , sm) for the closed formal subscheme given
by the inverse image of J in V0(E , s1, · · · , sm).
Let U = Spf(R) be a formal affine open such that I is generated by α ∈ R and E|U is free of rank n
with basis e1, · · · , en such that ei ≡ si modulo I, for i = 1, · · · ,m, and Q = 〈em+1, · · · , en〉 modulo
I. ThusV(E)|U = Spf(R〈X1, · · · ,Xn〉) and V0(E , s1, · · · , sm)|U = Spf(R〈Z1, · · · , Zm,Xm+1, · · · ,Xn〉)
with the corresponding morphism V0(E , s1, · · · , sm) → V(E) given by Xi 7→ 1 + αZi, for i =
1, · · · ,m (see [1, §2]). Since the inverse image of J corresponds to (α,Xm+1, · · · ,Xn), we deduce
that VˆQ(E , s1, · · · , sm)|U = Spf(R〈Z1, · · · , Zm, Tm+1, · · · Tn〉) with the corresponding morphism
VˆQ(E , s1, · · · , sm)→ V0(E , s1, · · · , sm) given by Xj 7→ αZj , for j = m+ 1, · · · , n.
Given a formal scheme t : T → U , a section ρ ∈ V0(E , s1, · · · , sm)(T ) defined by the images
ρ∗(Zi) = ai and ρ∗(Xj) = bj provides the morphism ρ ∈ HomOT (t∗(E),OT ) satisfying ρ(t∗(ei)) =
1 + αai, for i = 1, · · · ,m, and ρ(t∗(ej)) = bj , for j = m + 1, · · · , n. Thus, sections coming from
VˆQ(E , s1, · · · , sm)(T ) will correspond to those ρ also satisfying bj = αcj , for j = m+ 1, · · · , n and
some cj ∈ R. Hence, to sections such that ρ¯(t∗(m)) = 0 for every m ∈ Q. 
Remark 6.2. Notice that this construction is also functorial with respect to (E , Q, s1, · · · , sm).
Indeed, given a morphism ϕ : E ′ → E of locally free OS-modules of finite rank and marked sections
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s1, · · · , sm ∈ E , s′1, · · · , s′m ∈ E ′ such that ϕ¯(s′i) = si and ϕ¯(Q′) ⊆ Q, we have the morphisms
making the following diagram commutative
VˆQ(E , s1, · · · , sm) //

V0(E , s1, · · · , sm) //

V(E)

VˆQ(E ′, s′1, · · · , s′m) // V0(E ′, s′1, · · · , s′m) // V(E ′)
Remark 6.3. In fact, V¯Q(E , s1, · · · , sm) depends on Q ⊂ E and the image of si in E/Q. Indeed,
given mi ∈ Q and t : T → S, since ρ¯(t∗(mi)) = 0,
VˆQ(E , (si +mi)i)(T ) =
{
ρ ∈ H0(T, t∗(E)∨); ρ¯(t∗(si +mi)) = 1, ρ¯(t∗(Q)) = 0
}
= VˆQ(E , (si)i)(T ).
6.2. Weight space for G′. We fix a decomposition:
O× ∼= O0 ×H,
where H is the torsion subgroup of O× and O0 ≃ 1 + pO is a free Zp-module of rank d. We put
ΛF := Zp[[O×]] and Λ0F := Zp[[O0]]. Then remark that the choice of a basis {e1, ..., ed} of O0
furnishes an isomorphism Λ0F
∼= Zp[[T1, ...., Td]] given by 1 + Ti = ei for i = 1, ..., d. Moreover, for
each n ∈ N we consider the algebras:
Λn := ΛF
〈
T p
n
1
p
, · · · , T
pn
d
p
〉
Λ0n := Λ
0
F
〈
T p
n
1
p
, · · · , T
pn
d
p
〉
The formal scheme W = Spf(ΛF ) is our formal weight space for G
′. Thus for each complete
Zp-algebra R we have:
W(R) = Homcont(O×, R×).
We also consider the following formal schemes W0 = Spf(Λ0F ), Wn := Spf(Λn) and W
0
n := Spf(Λ
0
n).
By construction we have W =
⋃
nWn and W
0 =
⋃
nW
0
n. Moreover, we have the following explicit
description:
W0n(Cp) = {k ∈ Homcont(O0,C×p ) : |k(ei)− 1| ≤ p−p
−n
, i = 1, · · · , d}
We denote by k : O× → Λ×F the universal character of W, which decomposes as k = k0⊗kf where:
kf : H −→ Zp[H]× k0 : O0 −→ (Λ0F )×.
Let k0n : O0 → (Λ0n)× be given by the composition of k0 with the inclusion (Λ0F )× ⊆ (Λ0n)× and we
put kn := k
0
n ⊗ kf : O× → Λ×n .
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Lemma 6.4. Let R be a p-adically complete Λ0n-algebra. Then k
0
n extends locally analytically to a
character O0(1 + pnλ−1OF ⊗R)→ R×, for any λ ∈ R such that λp−1 ∈ pp−2mR, where mR is the
maximal of R. In particular, k0n is analytic on 1 + p
nO.
Proof. By definition we have k0n (
∑
i γiei) =
∏d
i=1(Ti+1)
γi ∈ Zp[[T1, · · · , Td]] ≃ Λ0F ⊆ Λ0n. Formally,
we have that (Ti + 1)
γi = exp(γi log(Ti + 1)). For any m = p
n+sm′, (m′, p) = 1 we have:
pn
Tmi
m
=
T
m−(s+1)pn
i
m′
(
T p
n
i
p
)s+1
p ∈ pΛ0n,
and m− (s+ 1)pn = pn(psm′ − (s+ 1)) ≥ 0. Hence ui := pn log(Ti + 1) ∈ pΛ0n. We have that
k0n (p
nα) =
h1∏
i=1
exp(uiγi), α =
∑
i
γiei.
This implies that, for any adic Λ0n-algebra R, the character k
0
n can be evaluated at the Zp-submodule
O0⊗Zp λ−1pnR, for any λ with valuation ν(λ) < p−2p−1 . Note that, by means of the exponential map
we can identify O0⊗Zp λ−1pnR with (1+ λ−1pnO⊗Zp R) ⊂ (O⊗Zp R)×. We conclude that k0n can
be evaluated at O0 · (1 + λ−1pnO ⊗Zp R) ⊂ (O ⊗Zp R)×, and the result follows. 
Recall that hypothesis 2.1 imply a decomposition of rings O = Op0 ×
∏
p6=p0 Op = Zp×Oτ0 and
put Oτ0,0 := 1 + pOτ0 . Analogously as above we introduce:
Λτ0 := Zp[[Z
×
p ]] Λ
0
τ0 := Zp[[1 + pZp]] ≃ Zp[[T ]]
Λτ0 := Zp[[Oτ0×]] Λτ0,0 := Zp[[Oτ0,0]] ≃ Zp[[T2, · · · , Td]]
Λτ0,n := Λτ0
〈
T p
n
p
〉
Λ0τ0,n := Λ
0
τ0
〈
T p
n
p
〉
Λτ0n := Λ
τ0
〈
T p
n
2
p
, · · · , T
pn
d
p
〉
Λτ0,0n := Λ
τ0,0
〈
T p
n
2
p
, · · · , T
pn
d
p
〉
.
Thus, we have decompositions Λ0n = Λ
0
τ0,n⊗ˆΛτ0,0n and Λn = Λτ0,n⊗ˆΛτ0n . We denote by k0τ0,n :
(1 + pZp) −→ Λ0τ0,n, kτ0,0n : Oτ0,0 −→ Λτ0,0n , kτ0,n : Z×p → Λτ0,n and kτ0n : Oτ0× → Λτ0n the universal
characters. Then we have decompositions k0n = k
0
τ0,n ⊗ kτ0,0n and kn = kτ0,n ⊗ kτ0n . Moreover,
kτ0,n ⊗ kτ0n = kn = k0n ⊗ kf = k0τ0,n ⊗ kτ0,0n ⊗ kf .
6.3. Overconvergent modular sheaves. We fix L a finite extension of Qp containing all the
p-adic embedding of F and we work over the ring of integers of L. Let r ≥ n. As in §5.2, we denote
by In := pnHdg−
pn
p−1 considered now as an ideal of OIGr,n , which is our ideal in order to perform the
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construction of §6.1. Then using notations from §6.1 we put IGr,n for the corresponding reduction
modulo In. From Equation (33), we have an isomorphism
(34) dlog0 : Dn(IGr,n)⊗Zp (OIGr,n/In) ≃−→ Ω0 ⊗OIGr,n (OIGr,n/In),
where Ω0 is the OIGr,n-submodule of ω0 generated by all the lifts of dlog0(Dn). By construction,
there exist on IGr,n a universal canonical generator P0,n of Dn, and universal points Pp,n of order
pn in Gp[pn]. We put:
(35) Ω := Ω0 ⊕
⊕
p6=p0
ωp = Ω0 ⊕ Ω0
where Ω0 =
⊕
p6=p0 ωp, and we denote Ω the associated OIGr,n-module. Now we produce marked
sections in Ω in the sense of §6.1 as follows. Let p | p and we consider two cases:
• if p = p0 we denote by s0 ∈ Ω the image dlog0(P0,n) using the isomorphism (34).
• if p 6= p0 we firstly consider the decomposition ωp = ⊕τ∈Σpωp,τ over IGr,n and the dlog
map:
(36) dlogp : Gp[pn] −→ ωGp[pn]D = ωp/pnωp =
⊕
τ∈Σp
ωp,τ/p
nωp,τ .
Hence the image of Pp,n through dlogp provides a set of sections {sp,τ}τ∈Σp of ωp,τ/Inωp,τ ⊆
ωp/Inωp.
The following proposition allow us to use the constructions recalled in §6.1:
Lemma 6.5. We have the following facts:
• the OIGr,n-module Ω0 is locally free of rank 1, and Ω is locally free of rank 2d− 1.
• the OIGr,n-module generated by the set {s0} ∪
⋃
p6=p0{sp,τ}τ∈Σp is a locally direct summand
of Ω.
Proof. Follows directly from isomorphism (34) and the fact that, since Gp is e´tale, dlogp provides
an isomorphism between ωp/p
nωp and Gp[pn]⊗Zp (OIGr,n/pnOIGr,n). 
Applying the construction recalled in §6.1 to the locally free OIGr,n-module Ω and the marked
sections s := {s0} ∪
⋃
p6=p0{sp,τ}τ∈Σp of Ω we obtain the formal scheme V0(Ω, s) over IGr,n. By
construction we have the following tower of formal schemes:
V0(Ω, s) // IGr,n
gn
// Xr.
By construction for any Xr-scheme T we have:
V0(Ω, s)(T ) = {(ρ, ϕ) ∈ IGr,n(T )× Γ(T, ρ∗Ω∨); ϕ(ρ∗si) ≡ 1 mod In}
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Let s0 :=
⋃
p6=p0{sp,τ}τ∈Σp then from (35) we have:
V0(Ω, s) = V0(Ω0, s0)×IGr,n V0(Ω0, s0).
As we are interested in locally analytic distributions (rather than functions) we perform the
following construction. Let t0 ∈ Ω0∨ be such that t0(s0) = 1, tp,τ ∈ ω¯p,τ be any section such that
ϕτ (sp,τ ∧ tp,τ ) = 1 and Qs0 ⊂ Ω0 be the direct summand generated by the sections in s0. We put
t0 :=
⋃
p6=p0{tp,τ}τ∈Σp and we define:
V̂(Ω, s) := V0(Ω∨0 , t0)×IGr,n V̂Q
s
0 (Ω
0, t0)
f0−→ IGr,n gn−→ Xr.
The tp,τ are defined modulo Qs0 which is fine because remark 6.3. By construction we have
V̂(Ω, s)(T ) =
{(ρ, ϕ) ∈ IGr,n(T )× Γ(T, ρ∗(Ω∨0 ⊕ Ω0)∨); ϕ(ρ∗t0) ≡ ϕ(ρ∗tp,τ ) ≡ 1, ϕ(ρ∗sp,τ ) ≡ 0 mod In}.
Recall that the morphism gn is endowed with an action of (O/pnO)×. And then V̂(Ω, s)/Xr is
equipped with an action of O×(1 + InResOF /ZGa) ⊆ ResO/Zp Gm. In fact if (ρ, ϕ) ∈ V̂(Ω, s)(T )
and λ(1 + γ) ∈ O×(1 +OF ⊗Z InOT ) we put:
λ(1 + γ) ∗ (ρ, ϕ) = (λρ, λ(1 + γ) ∗ ϕ),
where ∗ denotes the extension of the natural action of O on Ω∨ given by λ ∗ ϕ(w) := ϕ(λw). This
action is well defined since for each τ 6= τ0 we have (λτ (1 + γτ )) ∗ ϕ)) ((λτρ)∗sp,τ ) ≡ λτϕ(ρ∗λτspτ ) ≡
λ2τϕ(ρ
∗spτ ) ≡ 0 mod In, and for each τ we have (λτ (1 + γτ ) ∗ ϕ)) ((λiρ)∗tτ ) ≡ λiϕ(ρ∗λ−1τ tτ ) =
ϕ(ρ∗tτ ) mod In.
Since r ≥ n by Lemma 6.4 (with λ = Hdg p
n
p−1 ) the character k0n extends to a locally analytic
character
k0n : O×(1 +OF ⊗Z InOXr ⊗Zp Λ0n) −→ OXr ⊗Zp Λ0n.
Definition 6.6. We consider the following sheaves over Xr ×Wn:
Fn :=
(
(gn ◦ f0)∗OV̂(Ω,s)⊗ˆΛn
)
[k0n] Ω
kf :=
(
g1,∗(OIG1)⊗ˆΛn
)
[kf ].
The formal overconvergent modular sheaf over Xr ×Wn is defined as Ωkn := Ωk0n ⊗OXr×Wn Ωkf ,
where
Ωk
0
n := F∨n = HomXr×Wn (Fn,OXr×Wn) .
Observe that Fn is the sheaf on Xr ×Wn given by the sections s of (gn ◦ f0)∗OV̂(Ω,s)⊗ˆΛn such
t ∗ s = k0n(t) · s, for all t ∈ O×(1 + IrResOF /ZGa).
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Definition 6.7. A section in H0(Xr×Wn,Ωkn) is called a family of locally analytic Overconvergent
modular forms for the group G′.
Remark 6.8. The present construction performs the p-adic variation of the modular sheaves for
unitary Shimura curves over a d-dimensional weight space. Compare with [7] and [13] where the
p-adic variation is essentially constructed over a curve inside our weight space.
Remark 6.9. Considering the adic generic fiber of Fn we obtain a sheaf of Banach modules over
Xr × Wn which by construction satisfies the properties stated in 1.1(i). The sheaves Ωkn are
introduced to construct of triple product p-adic L-functions.
6.4. Local description of Fn. We use the notations as in the last section and we consider the
sheaf over IGr,n × W0n given by F ′n =
(
(f0)∗OV̂(Ω,s)⊗ˆΛn
)
[k0n] where the action is that of 1 +
InResOF /ZGa.
Let ρ : Spf(R)→ IGr,n ×W0n be a morphism of formal schemes over W0n without p-torsion such
that ρ∗Ω∨0 and ρ
∗ωp,τ are free R-module of rank 1 and 2 respectively. We fix basis ρ∗Ω∨0 = Re0 and
ρ∗ωp,τ = Rfτ ⊕ Reτ for p 6= p0 such that fτ ≡ sp,τ , e0 ≡ t0, and eτ ≡ tp,τ modulo ρ∗In. Moreover
we also assume that ρ∗In is generated by some αn ∈ R.
We denote by e∨0 , e
∨
τ , f
∨
τ ∈ ρ∗(Ω∨0 ⊕ Ω0)∨ the dual R-basis, then by definition, we have that
V̂(Ω, s)(Spf(R)) =
∑
i=τ
aif
∨
i +
∑
i=0,τ
bie
∨
i ; b0, bτ ∈ (1 + αnR), aτ ∈ αnR
 ,
By Hypothesis 2.1 we have the isomorphism of algebras OF⊗ZR ≃ RΣp and, under this isomorphism
(1 +OF ⊗Z InR) corresponds to (1 + αnR)Σp .
By §6.1 we have that ρ∗OV̂(Ω,s) = R〈Yτ0 , (Zτ , Yτ )τ∈Σp,p6=p0〉, where∑
i=τ
aif
∨
i +
∑
i=0,τ
bie
∨
i ∈ V̂(Ω, s)(Spf(R)) ⊆ Γ(Spf(R), ρ∗(Ω∨0 ⊕ Ω0)∨),
corresponds to the point (Yτ =
bτ−1
αn
; Zτ =
aτ
αn
). Recall that the action of (1+λ⊗x) ∈ (1+OF⊗InR)
(corresponding to (1 + xτ(λ))τ ∈ (1 + InR)Σp) on φ ∈ V0(Ω, s)(Spf(R)) is given by
(1 + λ⊗ x) ∗ φ(w) = φ(w) + xφ(λw).
Hence, we deduce that (tτ ) ∈ (1 + InR)Σp acts on f∨τ and e∨τ by multiplication by tτ , and on e∨0
by multiplication by t0. Therefore (tτ )τ acts on the variables Zτ for τ 6= τ0 and Yτ for τ ∈ ΣF by
Yτ 7→ (tτ − 1)α−1n + tτYτ , and Zτ 7→ tτZτ .
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Lemma 6.10. There exists Pαn ∈ R〈xτ 〉τ∈Σp such that k0n(1 + αnzτ ) = Pαn((zτ )τ∈Σp) and:
ρ∗F ′n = Pαn((Yτ )τ∈Σp) ·R
〈
Zτ
1 + αnYτ
〉
τ∈Σp,p6=p0
.
Proof. It is clear that Pαn(Yτ ) · R
〈
Zτ
1+αnYτ
〉
⊆ ρ∗(F ′n). On the other side, if f ∈ ρ∗(F ′n) =
R〈Zτ , Yτ 〉[k0n], then f/Pαn(Yτ ) lies in
R〈Zτ , Yτ 〉(1+αnR)Σp = R〈Yτ0〉1+αnR⊗ˆ
⊗ˆ
τ∈Σp,p6=p0
R〈Zτ , Yτ 〉1+αnR.
Similarly as in [1, Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.13] one proves thatR〈Yτ0〉1+αnR = R andR〈Zτ , Yτ 〉1+αnR =
R〈Zτ/(1 + αnYτ )〉, hence the result follows. 
Remark 6.11. To obtain a description of Fn we need to consider the action of O× and descend
using the morphism gn : IGr,n → Xr in the same way as in [1, §3.2.1]
6.5. Overconvergent modular forms a` la Katz. Here we give a moduli description of the
families of overconvergent modular forms introduced above.
6.5.1. Notations. Let R be a complete local Oˆ-algebra.
Definition 6.12. Let k : Oτ0× → R be a character and n ∈ N. We denote by Ckn(Oτ0 , R) the
R-module of the functions f : Oτ0× ×Oτ0 → R such that:
• f(tx, ty) = k(t) · f(x, y) for each t ∈ Oτ0× and (x, y) ∈ Oτ0× ×Oτ0 ;
• the function y 7→ f(1, y) is analytic on the disks y0 + pnOτ0 where y0 below to a system of
representatives of Oτ0/pnOτ0 .
The space of distributions is defined by Dkn(Oτ0 , R) := HomR(Ckn(Oτ0 , R), R).
Remark 6.13. Note that Ckn(Oτ0 , R) ⊆ Ckn+1(Oτ0 , R) and if k = k ∈ N[ΣF r {τ0}] is a classical
weight then C
k
0 (Oτ0 , R) is the module of analytic functions and naturally contains Symk(R2). We
obtain a natural projection D
k
0 (Oτ0 , R)→ Symk(R2)∨.
We have a natural action of the subgroup K0(p)
τ0 ⊂ GL2(Oτ0) of upper triangular matrices
modulo p on Ckn(Oτ0 , R) and Dkn(Oτ0 , R) given by:
(g ∗ f)(x, y) = f((x, y)g) (g ∗ µ)(f) := µ(g−1 ∗ f),
where g ∈ K0(p)τ0 , f ∈ Ckn(Oτ0 , R) and µ ∈ Dkn(Oτ0 , R). Since y 7→ f(1, y) is analytic on the disks
y0 + p
nOτ0 this action extends to an action of K0(p)τ0(1 + pnM2(R⊗Zp Oτ0)).
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6.5.2. Locally analytic functions. For r ≥ n we are going to describe the elements of H0(Xr ×
Wn,Fn) as rules, extending the classical interpretation due to Katz.
Now let R be a Λn-algebra and P ∈ (Xr ×Wn)(Spf(R)) be a point corresponding to the iso-
morphism class of (A, ι, θ, αp0). By the moduli interpretation of Xr, A is endowed with subgroups
Cp ⊂ A[p]−,1 isomorphic to Op/p, for p 6= p0. Write w = (f0, {(fτ , eτ )}τ ) where f0 is a basis of
Ω0 and {eτ , fτ} is a basis of ωp,τ , for p 6= p0 and τ ∈ Σp, such that sections fτ generate ωCDp . We
suppose that reductions modulo In := pnHdg(A)−
pn
p−1 ⊂ R of f0 and (fτ , eτ ) lie in the image of:
dlog0 : Dn(R) −→ Ω0 ⊗R (R/In) and dlogp,τ : Gp[pn] −→ ωp,τ ⊗R (R/In),
here as above Gp = A[p∞]−,1, G0 = A[p∞0 ]−,1, Cn is the canonical subgroup of G0[pn0 ] and Dn =
G0[pn0 ]/Cn. Our assumptions imply that the elements pn−1dlog−1p,τ (fτ ) generate Cp.
Any linear combination of pre-images in A[pn]−,1 of f0 and {fτ}τ provides a point in IGr,n(Spf(R)).
Given (x, y) ∈ Oτ0××Oτ0 , we define Pw(x,y) ∈ IGr,n(Spf(R)) to be the point given by the combina-
tion: dlog−1(f0), ϕτ (fτ ∧ eτ )−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dlog
−1fτ dlog−1eτ
τ(x) τ(y)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
τ
 ∈ A[pn]−,1.
It is clear that 〈pn−1(τ(y)dlog−1fτ − τ(x)dlog−1eτ )τ 〉 generate A[p]−,1/Cp, thus the point Pw(x,y) ∈
IGr,n(R) lies above P ∈ Xr(R).
Thus for each s ∈ H0(Xr ×Wn,Fn) we assigns the rule mapping each tuple (A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) as
above to the locally analytic function s(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) given by:
s(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w)(x, y) := s(Pw(x,y), f0 +
∑
τ
(τ(x)f∨τ + τ(y)e
∨
τ )) ∈ Ck
τ0,0
n
n (Oτ0 , R).
To verify that it is well defined firstly observe that (Pw(x,y), f0+
∑
τ τ(x)f
∨
τ +τ(y)e
∨
τ ) ∈ Vˆ (Ω, s)(R).
In fact, we have s0 = dlog0(P
w
(x,y)) = f0, sp,τ = dlogp,τ (P
w
(x,y)) = ϕτ (fτ ∧ eτ )−1(τ(y) · fτ − τ(x) · eτ )
and tp,τ = τ(r) · fτ + τ(s) · eτ for any r, s ∈ Oτ0 such that rx+ psy = 1. Hence,
(f0 +
∑
τ
τ(x)f∨τ + τ(y)e
∨
τ )(sp,τ ) ≡ 0; (f0 +
∑
τ
τ(x)f∨τ + τ(y)e
∨
τ )(ti) ≡ 1 (i = 0, (p, τ)).
Moreover, by the local description of §6.4, the function y 7→ s(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w)(1, y) is analytic over
any open y0 + p
nOτ0 (where Pw(x,y) is constant). Finally if t ∈ Oτ0× then:
s(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w)(tx, ty) = s
(
tPw(x,y), f0 + t
(∑
τ
τ(x)f∨τ + τ(y)e
∨
τ
))
= s(t ∗ (Pw(x,y), f0 +
∑
τ
τ(x)f∨τ + τ(y)e
∨
τ ))
= kτ0,0n (t) · s(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w)(x, y).
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If t ∈ Z×p (1 + InR) and g ∈ K0(p)τ0(1 + InM2(R))ΣF \{τ0} then (tf0, {(fτ , eτ )g}τ ) satisfies the
same properties as w. If t ∈ Z×p we have:
s(A, ι, θ, αp0 , tw)(x, y) = s(t ∗ (Pw(x,y), f0 +
∑
τ
τ(x)f∨τ + τ(y)e
∨
τ )) = k
0
n,τ0(t) · s(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w)(x, y).
If g ∈ K0(p)τ0 we have Pwg(x,y)g = Pw(x,y) and then:
s(A, ι, θ, αp0 , wg)((x, y)g) = s
Pw(x,y), f0 +∑
τ
(τ(x), τ(y))τg · τg−1
 f∨τ
e∨τ
 = s(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w)(x, y).
These two last properties, and the fact that the action of Z×p ×K0(p)τ0 can be extended to an
action of R× × K0(p)τ0(1 + InM2(R)) analytically, allows us to extend the rule defined above to
any basis w of Ω satisfying the above properties but not necessarily lying in the image of the dlog
maps. Moreover, this rule characterizes the section s.
6.5.3. Distributions. Now let µ ∈ H0(Xr ×Wn,Ωkn) then using the construction above we ob-
tain a rule that assigns to each tuple (A, ι, θ, αp
0
, w) as above, a distribution µ(A, ι, θ, αp
0
, w) ∈
Dk
τ0
n
n (Oτ0 , R). The rule (A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) 7→ µ(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) characterizes µ and satisfies:
(B1) µ(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) depends only on the R-isomorphism class of (A, ι, θ, αp0).
(B2) The formation of µ(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) commutes with arbitrary extensions of scalars R→ R′ of
Λn-algebras.
(B3-a) µ(A, ι, θ, αp0 , a−1w) = kτ0n (t) · µ(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w), for all t ∈ Z×p .
(B3-b) g ∗ µ(A, ι, θ, αp0 , wg) = µ(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w), for all g ∈ K0(p)τ0 .
Remark 6.14. Note that this description fits with the classical setting of classical Katz modular
forms explained in §4.4.
7. p-adic families and eigenvarieties for G
In this section we construct d+1-dimensional families of Hecke eigenvalues of automorphic forms
over (B ⊗AF )×. As usual it is consequence of the spectral properties of the Up-operator acting on
the space of families of overconvergent modular forms.
7.1. Weight space for G. In §6.2 we studied the weight space for G′, denoted by W, which is the
formal spectrum of ΛF = Zp[[O×]]. For G we consider the algebras ΛGF := Zp[[O× × Z×p ]] and:
ΛG,0F = Λ
0
F ⊗ˆZp[[1 + pZp]] = Zp[[T1, · · · , Td, T ]] ΛGn := ΛGF
〈
T p
n
1
p
, · · · , T
pn
d
p
,
T p
n
p
〉
Similarly as in §6.2, we have a decomposition ΛGF = Zp[H ′]⊗ˆΛG,0F where H ′ is an abelian finite
group.
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Then we consider the formal schemes WG := Spf(ΛGF ) and W
G
n := Spf(Λ
G
n ). The scheme W
G is
called the weight space for G. Similarly as in §6.2, we have the moduli interpretation:
WG(R) = Homcont(O× × Z×p , R).
Consider O× → O××Z×p given by t 7−→ (t−2, N(t)), where N(t) means the norm of t. We obtain
a morphism of weight spaces:
(37) k : WG →W
In terms of characters, we have that if (r, ν) ∈WG(R) and t ∈ O× then k(r, ν)(t) = ν(N(t)) ·r(t)−2.
Lemma 7.1. The morphism k extends to a well defined morphism k : WGn →Wn.
Proof. By definition ΛF
〈
T p
n
1
p , · · · ,
T p
n
d
p
〉
is the completion of the continuous ΛF -algebra
ΛF
ϕ−→ ΛF
(
T p
n
1
p
, · · · , T
pn
d
p
)
⊆ ΛF
[
1
p
]
,
satisfying that
T p
n
i
p is power bounded for all i = 1, · · · , d, and the following universal property: For
any non-archimedean topological continuous ΛF -algebra f : ΛF → B such that f(p) is invertible in
B and f(Ti)f(p)
−1 is power bounded in B, then there exists a unique continuous homomorphism
g : ΛF
(
T p
n
1
p , · · · ,
T p
n
d
p
)
→ B with f = g ◦ ϕ.
Each variable Ti corresponds to a Zp-generator αi of Λ0F , and T corresponds to exp(p) ∈ 1+pZp.
Note that the corresponding algebra morphism k∗ : ΛF → ΛGF satisfies k∗(Ti+1) = (Ti+1)−2(T +
1)βi , where logp(NormF/Qαi) = pβi. Hence considering the composition
F : ΛF
k∗−→ ΛGF −→ ΛGF
(
T p
n
1
p
, · · · , T
pn
d
p
,
T p
n
p
)
,
we have that
F (T p
n
i ) =
(
(Ti + 1)
−2(T + 1)βi − 1
)pn
=
∑
n≥1
(
βi
n
)
T n +
∑
m≥1
(−2
m
)
Tmi
∑
n≥0
(
βi
n
)
T n
pn
= p
T pni
p
∑
m≥1
(−2
m
)
Tm−1i
pn∑
n≥0
(
βi
n
)
T n
pn + T pn
p
∑
n≥1
(
βi
n
)
T n−1
pn + λ
 ,
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for some λ ∈ ΛGF . This implies that p−1F (T p
n
i ) ∈ ΛGF
(
T p
n
1
p , · · · ,
T p
n
d
p ,
T p
n
p
)
and it is power bounded.
Thus, F factors through ϕ making the following diagram commutative
ΛF
ϕ

k∗ // ΛGF

ΛF
(
T p
n
1
p , · · · ,
T p
n
d
p
)
k′ // ΛGF
(
T p
n
1
p , · · · ,
T p
n
d
p ,
T p
n
p
)
.
The completion of the continuous morphism k′ provides the morphism we are looking for. 
7.2. Overconvergent descent from G′ to G. Recall the Shimura curve Xc for c ∈ Pic(OF )
introduced in remark 4.3. Repeating the constructions performed in §5 and §6 we obtain for r ≥ n
a formal scheme Xcr and a sheaf Ω
kn over Xcr × Wn. The irreducible components of Xc are in
correspondence with Pic(E/F, n) as well as for Xcr and we denote by X
c,0
r the irreducible component
corresponding to 1 ∈ Pic(E/F, n). We consider the universal character
(rn, νn) : O× × Z×p −→ ΛGF ⊂ ΛGn ,
and its image through k : WGn →Wn denoted kn := k(rn, νn) : O× −→ ΛGn . We put:
M rkn(Γ
c
1,1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) := H
0(Xc,0r ×WGn , (id, k)∗Ωkn)⊗Zp Qp .
In the same way as at the end of §4.5 we describe an action of ∆ on M r
kn
(Γc1,1(n, p),Λ
G
n ). For
t = (t0, t
0) ∈ O× = Z×p ×Oτ0× we put r′n(t) = rn(t0)νn(t0)rn(t−10 ). Now let µ ∈M rkn(Γc1,1(n, p),ΛGn )
and let (A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) over some R be as in §6.5 , then for s ∈ ∆ we put:
(s ∗ µ)(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) := r′n(s) · µ(A, ι, s−1θ, γ−1s αp0 , w),
where γs ∈ K1(n, p) and det(γs) = s. This action is well defined, in fact given η ∈ Un, the
isomorphism η : A ≃ A provides identifications
µ(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) = µ(A, ι, η−2θ, η−1αp0 , η−1w) = kn,τ0(η)k
τ0
n (η
−1) · µ(A, ι, η−2θ, η−1αp0 , w)
= r′n(η
2) · µ(A, ι, η−2θ, η−1αp0 , w),
where the third equality follows from the fact that NormF/Q(η) = 1. Hence we have the well
defined action of for any representative ǫ ∈ (OF )×+ of (ǫ) ∈ ∆.
Finally, this action is compatible with the action introduced in §4.5 under specialization to
classical weights.
In a compatible way with corollary 4.10 we define:
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Definition 7.2. The space of families of locally analytic overconvergent automorphic forms for G
with depth of overconvergence r is:
M rkn(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) :=
⊕
c∈Pic(OF )
M rkn(Γ
c
1,1(n, p),Λ
G
n )
∆ =
⊕
c∈Pic(OF )
(
H0(Xc,0r ×WGn , (id, k)∗Ωkn)⊗Zp Qp
)∆
.
7.3. Hecke operators. In this section we define the Hecke operators acting on M r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ).
7.3.1. Hecke operators Tg, with g ∈ G(Apf ). Given a point (A, ι, θ, αp0) ∈ (Xcr)0(R) (the connected
component of Xcr), and the double coset K
B
1 (n)gK
B
1 (n) =
⊔
i giK
B
1 (n) in G(A
p
f ), we can construct
the tuple (Agi , ιgi , θgi , (αgi)p0) ∈ (Xcicr )0(R) analogously as in §11, where ci = det(gi). In the way
as in Proposition 11.3, we define:
(Tgµ)c(A, ι, θ, α
p0 , w) =
∑
i
r′n(det(γi)) · µc′(Agi , ιgi ,det(γi)−1θgi, k−1i (αgi)p0 , w),
for any µ ∈M r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ), where c
′ is the class of cdet(g) = cci, the elements γi ∈ G(F )+ and
ki ∈ KB1 (n) satisfy bcgi = γ−1i bc′ki (We fix bc ∈ G(Apf ) with det(bc) = c), and the basis w in Ω1Agi
is the image of the basis w in Ω1A through the natural isogeny A→ Agi , that is an isomorphism in
tangent spaces. The fact that the expression is well defined follows from Remark 11.4.
7.3.2. Hecke operators Up, where p | p and p 6= p0. We define Up for any p 6= p0 dividing p by means
of the formula:
(Upµ)c(A, ι, θ, α
p0 , w) =
∑
i∈κp
(gi ∗ µc)(Ai, ιi,̟pθi, αp0i , wgi), gi =
 ̟p i
1
 ,
where Ai = A/Ci with Ci defined as in §11.3, following remark 4.5 the morphism αp0i is provided
by the subgroup A[p]−.1/Ci, and wgi is the basis of Ω1Ai given by w by means of the natural isogeny
A→ Ai as in remark 11.5. Moreover, the action of gi on Dk
τ0
n
n (Oτ0 , R) is given by:∫
Oτ0××Oτ0
φ d(gi ∗ µ) :=
∫
Oτ0××Oτ0
(̟pg
−1
i ∗ φ) dµ.
By §11.3 this definition is consistent with the classical definition up to constant.
7.3.3. Hecke operator Up0 . We define Up0 by means of the formula
(Up0µ)c(A, ι, θ, α
p0 , w) =
1
p
∑
i∈Fp
µc(Ai, ιi,̟p0θi, α
p0
i , w),
where the basis w are defined similarly as above, and Ai = A/Ci is characterized by the fact that
C−,1i := Ci ∩A[p0]−,1 has zero intersection with the canonical subgroup (see §11.3). By [7, lemma
7.5], (Ai, ιi,̟p0θi, α
p0
i ) ∈ Xcr, thus Up0 defines a well defined operator in M rkn(Γ1(n, p),ΛGn ).
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Remark 7.3. As noticed above, the specialization of the operators Up at classical weights and the
operator U of §3.3 coincide up to constant. Indeed by §11.3, for any classical weight x = (k, ν) ∈WGn
we have:
(Upµ)x =
 ̟
(ν+2)1+kp
2
p · Uµx, p 6= p0
p
ν+kτ0
2 · Uµx, p = p0.
This implies that the pair of eigenvalues αp and βp of Up satisfy the Hecke polynomials:
X2 − apX +̟kp+1p , p 6= p0, X2 − a0X + pkτ0−1, p = p0.
7.3.4. Hecke operator Vp0 . We analogously define Vp0 as follows:
(Vp0µ)c(A, ι, θ, α
p0 , w) = µc′(A∞, ι∞,̟p0θ∞, α
p0∞, w),
where the basis w are defined similarly as above, and A∞ = A/C∞ is characterized by the fact that
C−,1∞ := C∞ ∩A[p0]−,1 is the canonical subgroup. Since one can prove that (A∞, ι∞,̟p0θ∞, αp0∞) ∈
Xcr−1, one obtains that for r ≥ 1 Vp0 defines a well defined morphism
Vp0 :M
r−1
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) −→M rkn(Γ1(n, p),ΛGn ).
7.4. Banach space structure and compactness. Let us consider Y := Xr×WGn . Given a point
y = (z, (r, ν)) ∈ Yrig with residue field κ, let us consider the corresponding point y ∈ Y. By the
interpretation as Katz modular forms, we have an identification
H0(Spf(Oκ), y∗Ωk)⊗Qp ≃ Dk
τ0
n (Oτ0 ,Oκ)⊗Qp, k := k(r, ν) = (kτ0 , kτ0),
which is a Banach κ-module. We denote by | · |y the induced norm, which in fact does not depend
on the identification.
For any µ ∈M r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ), we define the supremum norm
|µ| = sup{|y∗µc|y; y ∈ Yrig,0, c ∈ Pic(OF )} , y∗µc ∈ H0(Spf(Oκ), y∗Ωk)⊗Q .
Lemma 7.4. |·| is a norm onM r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) which makes it into a potentially orthonormalizable
ΛGn ⊗Q-Banach module.
Proof. See [23, Lemma 2.2]. It is clear that | · | is an ultrametric norm. We have to prove that
it is finite, complete and separated. Let {Ui = Spf(Ai)}i∈I ⊂ Y be a finite trivialization of Ω by
affinoids. Thus, by Katz modular form interpretation H0(Ui,Ω
kn)
σi≃ Dkτ0nn (Oτ0 , Ai). The supremum
norm on Ai ⊗ Q induces a finite norm | · |i on Dk
τ0
n
n (Oτ0 , Ai) ⊗ Q. Moreover, we have that I is
finite and |µ| = max{|σiµc |Ui |i; i ∈ I, c ∈ Pic(OF )}, thus | · | is finite. Note that | · |i is complete
and separated on reduced affinoids. Since Y is reduced, | · | is separated. We deduce that | · | is
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also complete since every Cauchy sequence induce a Cauchy sequence in Dk
τ0
n
n (Oτ0 , Ai)⊗Q whose
limits can be used, via identifications σi, to produce a section in M
r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ). which lies in
the limit of the original Cauchy sequence.
Finally, the fact that |·| is potentially orthonormalizable follows from the results in [10, §A], since
L is discretely valued and Dk
τ0
n
n (Oτ0 , Ai) ≃ Dk
τ0
n
n (Oτ0 , k∗(Ai))⊗ˆZpΛGn , for any k ∈ ΛGn (OL). 
Remark 7.5. We have not worried about the ∆-invariance because it correspond to a unitary
continuous action.
Proposition 7.6. The composition Up :=
∏
p|pUp acting on M
r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) corresponds to a
compact operator of ΛGn ⊗Q-Banach spaces.
Proof. By the description of the norm | · | given in the proof of Lemma 7.4, it is enough to prove
compactness when restricted to the affinoid Ui = Spf(Ai) where Ω is trivialized. In this case,
H0(Ui,Ω
kn)⊗Q ≃ Dkτ0nn (Oτ0 , Ai)⊗Q ≃ (Ai ⊗Q)⊗ˆL
⊗ˆ
p6=p0
D
kn,p
n (Op,OL ⊗ ΛGn,p)⊗Q,
where C
kn,p
n (Op, ·) and Dkn,pn (Op, ·) are defined as in §6.5.1. The operator Up is composed by the
operator Up0 acting on Wp0 := Ai⊗Q, and the operators Up acting on Wp := Dkn,pn (Op,OL⊗ΛGn,p),
if p 6= p0, ∫
O×p ×Op
φ dUpµ :=
∑
i∈κp
∫
O×p ×Op
g¯i ∗ φ dµ; ̟pg−1i = g¯i =
 1 i
̟p
 .
It is enough to prove that each Up is compact in each (OL ⊗ ΛGn,p)-Banach module Wp.
By [7, Lemma 7.5], the action of Up0 factors through the restriction Xr+1 → Xr. Similarly as in
[24, Proposition 2.20], this implies that the action of Up0 on Wp0 is compact.
Notice that, for any locally analytic character k : O×p → R,
ı : Ckn(Op, R) ≃−→ Cn(Op, R); ıφ(a, b) = φ(b/a),
where Cn(Op, R) is the space of functions on Op that are analytic in any ball of radius n. Let us
consider Ckn,m(Op, R) := ı−1(Cm(Op, R)) ⊆ Ckn(Op, R), for any m ≤ n. An orthonormal basis for
Ckn,m(Op, R) is given by
φmr,f (x, y) = k(x) · f
( y
x − r
̟mP
) ∑
a∈(Op/pm)×
1Bm(a,ar)(x, y); r ∈ Op/pm,
for some f ∈ R〈T 〉. We compute that g¯i∗φmr,f = 0, if i 6= r mod p, and g¯i∗φmr,f = φm−1r′,f , if i ≡ r mod
p where r′ = ̟−1(r − i). This implies that the morphism Up is the composition of a continuous
morphism with the restriction morphism res : D
kn,p
n,m−1(Op,OL⊗ΛGn,p)⊗Q→ Dkn,pn,m (Op,OL⊗ΛGn,p)⊗
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Q, where Dkn,pn,m (Op,OL ⊗ ΛGn,p) := Ckn,pn,m (Op,OL ⊗ ΛGn,p)∨. An easy computation shows that res is
compact. Thus, the action of Up on Wp is compact and the result follows. 
7.5. Eigenvarieties. The following proposition allows the construction of the eigenvariety as
stated in the introduction.
Proposition 7.7. The ΛGn [1/p]-module of families of overconvergent forms M
r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) is
projective.
Proof. For each c the neighborhood of the ordinary locus X cr is an affinoid and we use Banach
sheaves over them, hence M r
kn
(Γc1,1(n, p),Λ
G
n )
∆ is projective. Thus M r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) is a finite
sum of projective spaces and then it is projective too. 
As M r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) is a projective Λ
G
n [1/p]-module and the Hecke operator Up acting on
M r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) is compact (see proposition 7.6) then from [3][§B.2.4] there exists the Fredholm
determinant of Up, which is denoted by FI(X) := det(1−XUp|M rkn(Γ1(n, p),ΛGn )) ∈ ΛGn [1/p]{{X}}.
We denote by WGn the corresponding adic weight space, and let Zn ⊂ A1WGn be the spectral variety
attached to Fn(X) (see [3][§B.3]), then the natural map Zn → WGn is locally finite and flat. By
construction Zn parametrizes reciprocals of the non-zero eigenvalues of Up. In order to parametrize
eigenvalues for the all Hecke operators we construct a finite cover of Zn as follows.
The operator Up is compact on M
r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) then using [3][Cor. B.1, Thm. B.2] we obtain
a natural coherent sheaf denoted Mn over Zn endowed with an action of the Hecke operators.
The image of the Hecke operators in EndOZn (Mn) generates a coherent OZn-algebra and the adic
space attached to it is denoted En, which by construction is equidimensional of dimension d+1 and
endowed with a natural weight map w : En →WGn which is locally free and without torsion. This
is the adic eigenvariety introduced in theorem 1.1 (ii) of the introduction.
7.6. Classicity. Let Xc(p0) be the Shimura curve obtained adding Γ0(p0)-level structure to the
curve Xc introduced in 4.3. Recall that by the definition of Xc the curve Xc(p0) has the full Γ0(p)-
level structure. Observe that its irreducible components are in bijection with Pic(E/F, n) and let
Xc(p0)
0 be the irreducible component corresponding to 1. If (k, ν) ∈ WGn (Q¯p) is a classical weight
i.e. k ∈ Ξν , then the space of classical forms of weight (k, ν) and level Γ1(n, p) is:
M(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p) =
⊕
c∈Pic(OF )
H0(X c(p0)0, ωk)∆,
where ωk is defined in the same way as in §4.2. Observe that by corollary 4.10 elements of
M(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p) which are defined over number fields determine automorphic forms for G.
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The space of locally analytic overconvergent automorphic forms for G with depth of overconver-
gence r which we denote by M r(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p) is defined as the specialization of the Λ
G
n [1/p]-
module M r
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) at (k, ν). Observe that a form µ ∈M r(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p) is overconvergent
in the sense that it is defined in some neighborhood of the ordinary locus and locally analytic in
the sense that it is a section of a Banach sheaf. Remark the contrast with the coherent modular
sheaves used to define classical modular forms.
We also define the space of overconvergent automorphic forms for G with depth of overconvergence
r as:
M r,alg(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p) =
⊕
c∈Pic(OF )
H0(X c,0r , ωk)∆,
Using the existence of the canonical subgroup in Xr we obtain a canonical section of the natural
morphism X(p0)
c → Xc over Xr, this implies the following diagram:
M r(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p)
α

M(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p)
H
h
βuu❧❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧
M r,alg(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p)
In the next result if we work with respect to the morphism β we consider the Hecke operator Up0
and moreover, for h ∈ R≥0 the superscript h means the generalized eigenspace for Up0 of slope
less than h. In the same way if we work with respect to the morphism α we consider the Hecke
operators Up for p 6= p0 and in this case we use superscripts h0 = (hp)p6=p0 ∈ R{p6=p0}≥0
Proposition 7.8. Let (h0, h
0) = (h0, hp)p6=p0 ∈ R≥0×R{p6=p0}≥0 .
(i) If for each p 6= p0 we have hp < min{kτ + 1 : τ ∈ Σp} then α induces an isomorphism:
M r(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p)
<h0 ∼ // M r,alg(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p)
<h0
(ii) If h0 < kτ0 − 1 then β induces an isomorphism:
M(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p)<h0
∼ // M r,alg(k,ν)(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p)
<h0 .
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of the locally analytic BGG-resolution and our the
description in §6.5. More precisely, we have seen in the proof of Proposition 7.6 that Up factors
through res : D
kp
n−1(Op, Z¯p) ⊗ Qp → D
kp
n (Op, Z¯p) ⊗ Qp, indeed since kp is analytic C
kp
n,m(Op, Q¯p) =
C
kp
m (Op, Q¯p). Repeating this for each p 6= p0 it is enough to consider analytic distributions instead
of locally analytic ones.
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We consider the three last terms of the BGG-resolution (see for example [21] or [32]), which form
a exact sequence:
⊕
σ∈ΣF−{τ0}
D
kτ0
0 (Op, Z¯p)⊗Qp
(Θ∨σ )σ−→
⊕
σ∈ΣF−{τ0}
D
kτ0
0 (Op, Z¯p)⊗Qp −→ Symk
τ0
(Q¯2p) −→ 0
here Θ∨σ is obtained from the morphism on the locally analytic functions given by applying
dkσ+1
dykσ+1σ
i.e. taking kσ + 1-derivatives in the variable yσ of the second coordinate. Remark that we have
̟kσ+1p Θ
∨
σ ◦Up = Up ◦Θ∨σ if σ ∈ Σp and Θ∨σ ◦Up = Up ◦Θ∨σ if not. Thus by the hypothesis on h0 we
obtain an isomorphism
D
kτ0
0 (Oτ0 , Z¯p)⊗Q<h
0
p ≃ Symk
τ0
(Q¯2p)
<h0 .
This directly implies the first claim by the Katz modular form interpretation. This argument is
used in an analogous way in [2, §7.2 and §7.3].
The second statement below to a general type of results generalizing the geometric approach to
classicity introduced by Kasseai in [23]. Our result is a consequence for example of the main results
of [6] . 
Part 3. p-adic L-functions
We construct ordinary triple product p-adic L-functions. For this purpose we introduce the space
of (classical and dual) p-adic modular forms for G′. We also introduce the q-expansion of a p-adic
modular by using Serre-Tate coordinates.
8. p-adic modular forms
8.1. Definitions. Let c ∈ Pic(OF ) and denote by Xcord the ordinary locus of Xc, namely, the (dense)
open subscheme of Xc obtained by removing the points specializing to supersingular points. Since
it can be also defined as the open formal subscheme where Hdg is invertible then Xcord ⊂ Xcr for
each r > 0. Note that Xcord classifies quadruples (A, ι, θ, α) where A has ordinary reduction. This
implies that the p-divisible group G0 := A[p∞0 ]−,1 → Xcord, attached to the universal abelian variety
over Xcord, lies in the exact sequence:
0 −→ Gm[p∞] −→ G0 −→ Qp /Zp −→ 0.
Since Hdg is invertible, we have that Ω0 |Xcord= ω0 |Xcord= ωGD0 |Xcord and then Ω |Xcord= ω |Xcord . Thus,
it does not cause any confusion to put ωkn := Ωkn |Xcord×Wn .
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Definition 8.1. The space of families of p-adic modular forms is:
Mp−adic
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ) :=
⊕
c∈Pic(OF )
H0(Xc,0ord ×WGn , ωkn)∆ ⊗Q .
8.2. q-expansions and Serre-Tate coordinates. Let W be the Witt vectors of F¯p and let us
consider X over W . Let Xord be the adic generic fiber of Xord. Thus, the universal abelian variety
A/Xord satisfies that the p-divisible group G = A[p∞]−,1 lies in an exact sequence:
0 −→ Gm[p∞] ι−→ G −→ Qp /Zp×
∏
p6=p0
(Fp/Op)2 −→ 0.
The image of ι is the canonical subgroup of G. As above, we have ωGD = ω0 ⊕
⊕
τ∈Σp,p6=p0 ωp,τ ,
over W since F is unramified at p.
Definition 8.2. Let X (n) be the adic space representing the functor classifyingOF /pnOF -equivariant
frames over Xord i.e. morphisms ı : Gm[pn]→ G[pn] and π : G[pn]→ p−n Zp /Zp×
∏
p6=p0(p
−nOp/Op)2
such that the following sequence is exact:
0 −→ Gm[pn] ı−→ G[pn] π−→ p−n Zp /Zp×
∏
p6=p0
(p−nOp/Op)2 −→ 0,
and (p−1, 0) ∈ (p−nOp/Op)2 generates Cp.
The space X (n) is finite e´tale over Xord. Let X(n)→ Xord be the normalization of X (n) in Xord
and consider the projective limit of Spf(W )-schemes X(∞) = lim←−nX(n) which is an affine formal
scheme over W . For each n ∈ N we introduce the following module (whose elements are called
Universal convergent modular forms in [27]):
M(∞,Λn) := H0(X(∞),OX(∞))⊗ˆΛn
Moreover, we put Dk
τ0
n
n (Oτ0 ,M(∞,Λn)) := HomΛn(Ck
τ0
n
n (Oτ0 ,Λn),M(∞,Λn)).
Over X(∞) we have a universal abelian variety with extra structures (A, ι, θ, αp0) and we keep
denoting G = A[p∞]−,1 to the p-divisible group attached to it which is equipped with a universal
frame:
0 −→ Gm[p∞] ı−→ G π−→ Qp /Zp×
∏
p6=p0
(Fp/Op)2 −→ 0,
We also have a canonical basis f0 := dlog0(1) and fτ = dlogp,τ (1, 0), eτ = dlogp,τ (0, 1) for each
p 6= p0 and τ ∈ Σp. Observe that ϕτ (fτ ∧ eτ ) = 1 and fτ generate ωCp . Finally we put w =
(f0, {(fτ , eτ )}τ 6=τ0).
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Definition 8.3. Using the notations introduced in 6.5, for each µ ∈ H0(Xord ×Wn, ωkn) we call
the q-expansion of µ to the following distribution:
µ(q) := µ(A, ι, θ, α,w) ∈ Dkτ0nn (Oτ0 ,M(∞,Λn)).
Repeating the construction for the curves Xc,0ord we obtain a q-expansion morphism:
(38) Mp−adic
kn
(Γ1(n),Λ
G
n )→ Dk
τ0
n
n (Oτ0 ,M(∞,Λn))Pic(OF)
Now we are going to introduce Serre-Tate coordinates and introduce fundamental notions which
will be crucial to construct p-adic L-functions. In the same way as in [27], we obtain a classifying
morphism:
c : X(∞) −→ Gm .
This morphism can be described as follows: Firstly observe that Gm /W classifies the extensions
of Gm[p∞] by Qp /Zp. In fact, let R be an Artinian ring with maximal ideal mR and suppose
mm+1R = 0 for some m > 0. For s ∈ Gm(R) = mR, we can construct the extension Es/R:
(39)
Es := (Gm,R[p∞]⊕Qp)/〈((1 + s)z,−z), z ∈ Zp〉, 0 −→ Gm,R[p∞] ı−→ Es πs−→ Qp /Zp −→ 0,
where ı(a) = (a, 0) and πs(a, b) = b. Indeed, ker(πs) = {(a, z) ∈ Es; z ∈ Zp} = Gm,R[p∞] because
(a, z) = (a(1 + s)z, 0). Reciprocally, given such an exact sequence over R,
0 −→ Gm,R[p∞] ≃ 1 +mR ı−→ E πE−→ Qp /Zp −→ 0,
we can define the corresponding point s = pmπ−1E
(
1
pm
)
− 1 ∈ mR = Gm(R), and this definition
does not depend on m.
Hence, given x ∈ X(∞) corresponding to a tuple (A, ι, θ, αp0), a morphism πp : Gp[p∞] ≃−→
(Fp/Op)2 for each p 6= p0, and an exact sequence
S0 : 0 −→ Gm[p∞] ı−→ G0[p∞] π0−→ Qp /Zp −→ 0,
where as above we use the notations A[p∞]−,1 = G = G0[p∞]⊕
⊕
p6=p0 Gp[p∞], the morphism c maps
x to the point classifying the extension S0. The local coordinates given by the morphism c are
called Serre-Tate coordinates.
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Proposition 8.4. There exists a morphism β : X(∞)×Spf(W )Gm −→ X(∞) such that the following
diagram is commutative:
X(∞) ×Spf(W ) Gm
(c×id)

β
// X(∞)
c

Gm×Spf(W )Gm // Gm,
where the bottom arrow is the formal group law. Moreover, for every closed point x ∈ X(∞)(κ¯), the
morphism c induces an isomorphism c |x: X(∞)x → Gm over W , where X(∞)x denotes the formal
completion of X(∞) at x.
Proof. The proof can be found essentially in [27, Prop. 2.3.4, Prop. 2.3.5]. Notice that, since
Fp0 = Qp, the Lubin-Tate p-divisible group is just Gm in this case. 
For the following definition see [27, Definition 2.3.10].
Definition 8.5. A function f ∈ M(∞,Λn) is stable if
∑p−1
i=0 f(β(x, ξ
i
p)) = 0 for each ξp ∈ Gm[p].
We write M(∞,Λn)♥ ⊆M(∞,Λn) for the subset of stable functions and we put:
Dk
τ0
n
n
(
Oτ0 ,M(∞,Λn)♥
)
:= HomΛn
(
Ck
τ0
n
n (Oτ0 ,Λn),M(∞,Λn)♥
)
.
We write H0(Xord × Wn, ωkn)♥ for the subset of elements µ ∈ H0(Xord × Wn, ωkn) such that
µ(q) ∈ Dkτ0nn
(Oτ0 ,M(∞,Λn)♥).
Remark that we can repeat the same constructions using X cord instead of Xord. Then we define
Mp−adic
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n )
♥ as the module of those p-adic modular forms µ whose sections µc lie in
H0(Xc,0ord ×Wn, ωkn)♥ ⊗Zp Qp for each c ∈ Pic(OF ).
8.3. Action of Up0. The previous description of the Serre-Tate coordinates allows us to compute
the Up0-operator in coordinates and to prove the following:
Lemma 8.6. Let µ ∈ Mp−adic
kn
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n ). Then µ ∈ Mp−adickn (Γ1(n, p),ΛGn )♥ if and only if
Up0µ = 0.
Proof. The description of Es given in equation (39) implies that, over a big enough extension of R,
Es[p] =
{(
ξip(1 + s)
j
p ,− j
p
)
i,j=0,··· ,p−1
}
,
where ξp is a primitive p-root of unity. The subgroup µp = {(ξjp, 0)j=0,··· ,p−1} is the canonical
subgroup. Thus, the subgroups that intersect trivially with µp are precisely
Ci =
{(
ξijp (1 + s)
j
p ,− j
p
)
j=0,··· ,p−1
}
, i = 0, · · · , p− 1.
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We compute that πi : Es/Ci −→ Qp /Zp is given by πi(a, b) = pb mod Zp, where
Es/Ci ≃ ((1 +mR)⊕Qp)/
〈(
ξinp (1 + s)
n
p ,−n
p
)
, n ∈ Zp
〉
.
Thus, Es/Ci corresponds to the point
ı−1
(
pmπ−1i
(
1
pm
))
− 1 = ı−1(pm(1, p−m−1))− 1 = ı−1(1, p−1)− 1 = (1 + s) 1p ξip − 1.
Hence Up0 acts on OGm =W [[q]] as follows
(40)
Up0f(q) =
1
qp0
∑
i∈OF /p0
f(ξip(1 + q)
1/p − 1) = 1
qp0
∑
i∈OF /p0
f(Gˆm((1 + q)1/p − 1, ξip)); f ∈W [[q]],
where Gˆm is the formal group law of the multiplicative group. The result follows directly from the
above computation together with Proposition 8.4. 
Remark 8.7. Notice that W [[q]] is topologically generated by fn := (1 + q)
n, with n ∈ Zp. The
above computation show that Up0fn = 0, if p ∤ n, and Up0fn = fn/p, if p | n.
Remark 8.8. In the same way we can describe the action of the operator Vp0 in coordinates. In
fact, remark that the quotient by the canonical subgroup is given by:
Gs/µp ≃ ((1 +mR)⊕Qp)/ 〈((1 + s)np,−n) , n ∈ Zp〉 .
Thus, Gs/µp corresponds to the point
ı−1
(
pmπ−1
(
1
pm
))
− 1 = ı−1(1, 1) − 1 = (1 + s)p − 1.
Hence Vp0 acts on f ∈ OGm = W [[q]] by Vp0f(q) = f((1 + q)p − 1). Thus, Vp0fn = fnp, where the
fn are defined as in the above remark. One obtain the classical relation Up0 ◦ Vp0 = Id.
9. Connections and Unit root splittings
9.1. Unit root splitting. Let H1 := H1GD denote the contravariant Dieudonne´ module attached
to GD → Xord, and remark that we have a decomposition H1 = H10 ⊕
⊕
τ∈Σp,p6=p0 ωp,τ . Hence the
Hodge filtration
0 −→ ω −→ H1 −→ ω∨G −→ 0,
restricts to the exact sequence
(41) 0 −→ ω0 −→ H10 ǫ−→ ω∨G −→ 0.
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Moreover, we have fixed an isomorphism ωG = ωG0 ≃ ω0, as expained in §4.3. Such isomorphism
together with the Gauss-Manin connection
▽ : H10 −→ H10 ⊗ Ω1Xord ,
provides the Kodaira-Spencer isomorphism
KS : ω0 →֒ H10
▽−→ H10 ⊗ Ω1Xord
ǫ−→ ω∨G0 ⊗Ω1Xord , KS : Ω1Xord ≃ ω0 ⊗ ωG0 ≃ ω⊗20 .
Lemma 9.1. [27, Lemma 2.3.1] There exists a unique morphism Φ : Xord −→ Xord lifting the
Frobenius morphism x 7→ xp on the special fiber such that Φ∗G ≃ G/G0[p], where G0 is the formal
part of G. In particular, Φ induces an endomorphism Φ∗ on H1G. Moreover, there exists a unique
Φ∗-stable splitting:
H1G = ω0 ⊕ L,
where L is an invertible quasi-coherent formal sheaf over Xord. In addition, L is horizontal with
respect to the Gauss-Manin connection, that is, ▽L ⊂ L⊗ Ω1Xord .
Remark 9.2. Since G0 ≃ Gm, we have a decomposition L ≃ L0 ⊕
⊕
τ∈Σp,p6=p0 ωp,τ and L0 defines
a Unit Root splitting H10 = ω0⊕L0. We denote by πL0 : H10 −→ ω0 the natural projection obtained
from such splitting.
9.2. The overconvergent projection. As in §4.6, for k and m ∈ Z we consider the sheaves:
ωk ⊆ Hkm := ωkτ0−mτ00 ⊗ SymmH10 ⊗
⊗
τ∈Σp,p6=p0
Symkτωp,τ .
The elements of of H0(Xr,Hkm) are called nearly overconvergent modular forms. Using the Unit
Root Splitting, we obtain a morphism:
γk,m : H
0(Xr,Hkm) −→ H0(Xord,Hkm) −→ H0(Xord, ωk).
Proposition 9.3. The map γk,m is injective.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to [33, Proposition 3.2.4] using [33, Proposition 3.1.3]. 
As in §4.6 we have the morphism ǫ : Hkm → Hk−2τ0m−1 , the Gauss-Manin connection induces
morphisms ▽k,m : Hkm → Hk+2τ0m+1 and for j ∈ N we put ▽jk := ▽k+2(j−1)τ0,j−1 ◦ · · · ◦ ▽k,0. The
following result is analogous to [33, Lemma 3.3.4]:
Lemma 9.4. For each f ∈ H0(Xr,Hkm) where 2m < kτ0 there exist gj ∈ H0(Xr, ωk−2jτ0) for
j = 0, ...,m such that we can write in a unique way:
f = g0 +▽k−2τ0(g1) +▽2k−4τ0(g2) + · · · +▽mk−2mτ0(gm).
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Proof. We prove this result by induction on m. If m = 0 the result is clear, then we suppose that
m > 0. Remark that gm := c
−1ǫmf ∈ H0(Xr, ωk−2mτ0) where c = m!(kτ0−m−1)!(kτ0−2m−1)! . From (28) we
deduce that ǫm▽mk−2mτ0 (gm) = c · gm = ǫmf . Then we obtain ǫm
(
f −▽mk−2mτ0gm
)
= 0. Thus we
deduce f −▽mk−2mτ0gm ∈ H0(Xr,H
k
m−1), and the result follows from a simple induction. 
Definition 9.5. Given f ∈ H0(Xr,Hkm) where 2m < kτ0 , we put Hr(f) := g0 which is called the
overconvergent projection of f .
The following result will be proved at the end of the §:
Lemma 9.6. Let eord = lim←−n U
n!
p be the standard ordinary operator, let f ∈ H0(Xr,Hkm) with
2m < kτ0 then we have eord(γk,m(f)) = eord(Hr(f)).
9.3. Connections on Formal Vector Bundles. Let us consider the formal vector bundle f :
V(H10)→ Xord. By [1, §2.4] the Gauss Manin connection extends to a connection:
▽ : f∗OV(H10) −→ f∗OV(H10)⊗ˆΩ
1
Xord
.
Using the Unit Root Splitting we have that V(H10) ≃ V(ω0)×V(L0), hence we can define the Serre
operator
Θ : f∗OV(ω0) →֒ f∗OV(H10)
▽−→ f∗OV(H10)⊗ˆΩ
1
Xord
−→ f∗OV(ω0)⊗ˆΩ1Xord
Lemma 9.7. The Serre operator can be extended to (gn ◦ f0)∗OV0(ω0,s0), namely, there exist a
morphism (also denoted by Θ) making the following diagram commutative
f∗OV(ω0)

Θ // f∗OV(ω0)⊗ˆΩ1Xord

(gn ◦ f0)∗OV0(ω0,s0)
Θ // (gn ◦ f0)∗OV0(ω0,s0)⊗ˆΩ1Xord
Proof. Let us check this locally. Let IGn be the formal scheme over Xord defined analogously as
IGr,n. Let ρ
∗ : S = Spf(R) −→ IGn be a neighborhood such that H10 |S= Rf0⊕Re0, with f0 ∈ ω0
congruent to s0 modulo p
n, and e0 ∈ L0. Let D ve a derivation dual to a generator of Ω1Xord . Write
▽(D)f0 = a0f0 + b0e0; ▽(D)e0 = c0f0 + d0e0.
The key point is that, since s0 ∈ dlog0(Tp(G0)), we have that ▽(D)s0 ∈ L0. Indeed, if we denote
by σ the Frobenius morphism acting on W , denote by Σ : (GD0 )σ = GD0 ×W,σ W → GD0 the natural
projection, denote by V : Gσ0 → G0 the Verschiebung morphism, and we write ϕ = D(V D) ◦D(Σ)
acting on the Dieudonne module H1G0 = H10, by [27, Lemma B.3.5] the image of dlog0 : Tp(G0) →
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ω0 ⊂ H10 can be identified with the elements ξ ∈ H10 such that ϕξ = pξ. By [27, Lemma B.3.6], we
have that pϕ▽ (D)ξ = ▽(D)ϕξ = p▽ (D)ξ. Thus, ϕ▽ (D)ξ = ▽(D)ξ, and again by [27, Lemma
B.3.5] this implies that ▽(D)ξ ∈ L0. Choosing ξ to be any pre-image of s0, the claim follows.
Hence, this implies that a0 ∈ pnR.
Let X and Y be the variables of ρ∗OV(H10) corresponding to f0 and e0, respectively. Thus, for
any P (X) ∈ ρ∗OV(ω0) ⊂ ρ∗OV(H10) = R〈X,Y 〉, we have
▽(D)P = DP + (a0X + b0Y ) ∂
∂X
P.
Hence, Θ(D)P = DP + a0X
∂
∂XP . Since we have
R〈X〉 = ρ∗OV(ω0) −→ ρ∗OV(ω0,s0) = R〈Z〉; X 7−→ 1 + pnZ,
we conclude that the morphism
Θ(D) : R〈Z〉 = ρ∗OV(ω0,s0) −→ ρ∗OV(ω0,s0) = R〈Z〉; Θ(D)Q = DQ+
a0
pn
(1 + pnZ)
∂
∂Z
Q,
satisfies the desired property. 
Notice that Katz interpretation of the sheaves implies that ωk
0
n = ω
k0n,τ0
0 ⊗ ωk
0,τ0
n where:
ωk
0,τ0
n :=
(
(gn ◦ f0)∗OVˆ(ω,s0)⊗ˆΛn
)
[k0,τ0n ]
∨, ω
k
0
n,τ0
0 =
(
(gn ◦ f0)∗OV0(ω0,s0)⊗ˆΛn
)
[k0n,τ0 ].
Hence the connection Θ gives rise to a connection:
(42) Θ : ωk
0
n −→ ωk0n ⊗ Ω1Xord .
Notice that the covering IG1 → Xord is e´tale, hence the derivation on OIG1 induces a connection
on ωkf = (g1,∗(OIG1)⊗ˆΛn)[k−1f ]:
(43) ▽ : ωkf −→ ωkf ⊗ Ω1Xord,
From the connections (42) and (43) we obtain the Serre operator:
Θ : ωkn −→ ωkn ⊗ Ω1Xord
KS≃ ωkn ⊗ ω⊗20 =: ωkn+2τ0 .
where kn + 2τ0 : O× −→ Λn ⊗Zp Oˆ is given by (kn + 2τ0)(x) = (τ0x)2 · kn(x).
Remark 9.8. Let U = Spf(R) be a trivialization of ω, and let w = (f0, (fτ , eτ )τ ) be a basis such
that ▽(fτ ) = 0, ▽(eτ ) = 0 and fτ generate ωCp . Let A/R is the corresponding universal abelian
variety, hence a modular form is given by a distribution µ(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) ∈ Dkτ0nn (Oτ0 , R). Given
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such Katz modular form interpretation, we have that Θµ evaluated at a function φ ∈ Ckτ0nn (Oτ0 ,Λn)
is given by∫
Oτ0××Oτ0
φ d(Θ(D)µ)(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) = Θ(D)
(∫
Oτ0××Oτ0
φ dµ(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w)
)
,
for any derivation D.
Theorem 9.9. Let µ ∈ H0(Xord ×Wn, ωkn)♥. There exists:
M(µ)(q) ∈ Dkτ0nn
(Oτ0 ,M(∞,Λn⊗ˆWΛτ0)) ,
such that, for any classical weight k : Λτ0 −→W we have:
(id⊗ k)(M(µ)(q)) = (Θkµ)(q) ∈ Dkτ0nn (Oτ0 ,M(∞,Λn)) ,
where Θkµ =
(
Θ◦ k· · · ◦Θ
)
µ ∈ H0(Xord ×Wn, ωkn+2kτ0), and (kn + 2kτ0)(x) = (τ0x)2k · kn(x).
Proof. The morphism β of Proposition 8.4 provides a morphism
β∗ :M(∞,Λn) −→M(∞,Λn)⊗ˆWH0(Gm,OGm).
We can identify H0(Gm,OGm) ≃ W [[q]] ≃ W [[Zp]]. By [27, Lemma 2.1.6 and Remark 2.3.11], β∗
restricts to a morphism:
β∗ :M(∞,Λn)♥ −→M(∞,Λn)♥⊗ˆWW [[Z×p ]] =M(∞,Λn⊗ˆZpΛτ0)♥ ⊂M(∞,Λn⊗ˆZpΛτ0).
We define M(µ)(q) through the following equation:∫
Oτ0××Oτ0
f(a, b) dM(µ)(q) := β∗
(∫
Oτ0××Oτ0
f(a, b) dµ(q)
)
∈ M(∞,Λn⊗ˆZpΛτ0)♥,
for any f ∈ Ckτ0nn (Oτ0 ,Λn). Now we have to check it satisfies the desired properties.
For every closed point x ∈ X(∞)(κ¯) let us consider the restriction map
resx :M(∞,Λn) −→M(∞,Λn)x ≃ H0(Gm,OGm)⊗ˆWΛn ≃W [[q]]⊗ˆWΛn,
induced by the morphism c |x of Proposition 8.4. I claim that
(44) resx
∫
Oτ0××Oτ0
f(a, b) dΘµ(q) = (q + 1)
d
dq
(
resx
∫
Oτ0××Oτ0
f(a, b) dµ(q)
)
.
Let f0 = dlog0(1) and let (q+1)
d
dq be the natural derivation inW [[q]]. We write η0 := ▽
(
(q + 1) ddq
)
f0.
Write ϕ = D(V D) ◦D(Σ) acting on H10 as in the proof of Lemma 9.7. By [27, Lemma B.3.6],
(45) ▽
(
(q + 1)
d
dq
)
ϕξ = pϕ▽
(
(q + 1)
d
dq
)
ξ, for all ξ ∈ H10.
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Moreover, ϕf0 = pf0 by [27, Lemma B.3.5]. This implies that ϕη0 = η0 by (45). Applying (45)
again, we deduce
(46) pϕ▽
(
(q + 1)
d
dq
)
η0 = ▽
(
(q + 1)
d
dq
)
η0.
By [27, Lemma B.3.5] there exists basis {α, β} of H10 satisfying ϕα = pα (α = f0 for example)
and ϕβ = β. The property (46) implies ▽
(
(q + 1) ddq
)
η0 = f1α + f2β with f1 = p
2nϕnf1 and
f2 = p
nϕnf2, for all n ∈ N. Thus, ▽
(
(q + 1) ddq
)
η0 = 0. By [27, Theorem B.2.3] we have that
f20 = KS(
dq
q+1). Hence, we have that ▽f0 = η0f20 and ▽η0 = 0, implying that
Θ(f(q)f0) = πL0
(
(q + 1)
d
dq
f(q)f30 + f(q)η0f
2
0
)
= (q + 1)
d
dq
f(q)f30 .
This implies that, under the isomorphism
H0(Xord ×Wn, ωkn)x ≃−→ Dk
τ0
n
n (Oτ0 ,Λn)⊗ˆWW [[q]]; µ 7−→ µ(x, (f0, (fτ , eτ )τ )),
the Serre operator acts on µ ⊗ f ∈ Dkτ0nn (Oτ0 ,Λn)⊗ˆWW [[q]] by Θ(µ ⊗ f) = µ ⊗ (q + 1) ddq f . Hence
the claim (44) follows.
Note that Zp[[q]] ≃ Zp[[Zp]] is topologically generated by fα(q) = (1 + q)α, with α ∈ Zp, and
Zp[[Z×p ]] is topologically generated by fα with α ∈ Z×p . Hence, if we write Θ : Gm = Zp[[q]] →
Gm = Zp[[q]], Θf = (q + 1) ddq f ,
Θkfα(q) = α
kfα(q) = k
∗ ((1 + T )α) fα(q) = k∗
(
fα(Gˆm(T, q))
)
, α ∈ Z×p .
This implies that resx(id ⊗ k)(M(µ)(q)) = resx(Θkµ)(q), by Proposition 8.4. Hence the result
follows. 
Proof of Lemma 9.6. We have computed that the Serre operator Θ acts on the Serre-Tate coordi-
nates as Θf = (q + 1) ddq f . By remark 8.7, this implies that Up0Θf = pΘUp0f (see [11, Lemma
2.7]). The result follows from Lemma 9.4, since γk,m(▽kg) = Θg. 
Remark 9.10. Observe that the results of subsections 9.1, 9.3 and 9.2 are equally valid if we use
X cord instead of Xord.
10. Triple product p-adic L-functions
In this section we put together the constructions performed in the text in order to produce triple
product p-adic L-functions. Firstly using the results from §9 we perform a p-adic interpolation of
the trilinear products introduced in 3.2, which leads to triple product p-adic L-functions. These
products are related to L-values via proposition 3.10 which imply the interpolation property satisfied
for these p-adic L-functions.
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10.1. Preliminaries. We define the corresponding action of the operator Up on the spaces of
distributions (and a dual version of it) where our q-expansions live.
Let R be a Λn-algebra and k
τ0 : Oτ0 → R× be a character. Firstly observe that Up0 acts
naturally on M(∞, R) through the moduli interpretation of the unitary Shimura curves. Now for
p 6= p0 the Hecke operator Up : Dkτ0n (Oτ0 ,M(∞, R))→ Dk
τ0
n (Oτ0 ,M(∞, R)) is given as follows: Let
µ ∈ Dkτ0n (Oτ0 ,M(∞, R)), for each i ∈ κp we denote gi∗µ the distribution given by
∫
Oτ0××Oτ0 φ d(gi∗
µ) =
∫
Oτ0××Oτ0 (̟pg
−1
i ∗ φ) dµ. Then we have
Upµ =
∑
i∈κp
γi(gi ∗ µ),
where γi :M(∞, R)→M(∞, R) is the morphism corresponding to the (bijective) map that sends
(A, ι, θ, αp0 , w) to (Ai, ιi,̟pθi, α
p0
i , wgi). Recall that
Up :=
∏
p
Up : D
kτ0
n (Oτ0 ,M(∞, R))→ Dk
τ0
n (Oτ0 ,M(∞, R)).
Define D¯k
τ0
n (Oτ0 , R) as the kτ0-homogeneous distributions of functions on pOτ0×Oτ0×. We define
the operator Up acting on HomR
(
D¯k
τ0
n (Oτ0 , R),M(∞, R)
)
by Upϕ(µ) = ϕ(U
∗
p µ);
U∗pµ =
∑
i∈κp
γi(g¯i ∗ µ);
∫
pOτ0×Oτ0×
φ d(g¯i ∗ µ) =
∫
pOτ0×Oτ0×
(gi ∗ φ) dµ.
Then as before we put:
Up :=
∏
p
Up : HomR(D¯
kτ0
n (Oτ0 , R),M(∞, R))→ HomR(D¯k
τ0
n (Oτ0 , R),M(∞, R)).
One checks that we have a well defined morphism of R[Up]-modules:
Dk
τ0
n (Oτ0 ,M(∞, R)) −→ HomR
(
D¯k
τ0
n (Oτ0 , R) ,M(∞, R)
)
(47)
which sends µ1 ∈ Dkτ0n (Oτ0 ,M(∞, R)) to the morphism:
µ2 7→
∫
Oτ0××Oτ0
∫
pOτ0×Oτ0×
kτ0(xY −Xy)dµ1(x, y)dµ2(X,Y ).
Definition 10.1. Considering the standard ordinary operator eord := limn U
n!
p we define:
Dk
τ0
n (Oτ0 ,M(∞, R))ord := eord
(
Dk
τ0
n (Oτ0 ,M(∞, R))
)
,
HomR
(
D¯k
τ0
n (Oτ0 , R) ,M(∞, R)
)ord
:= eord
(
HomR
(
D¯k
τ0
n (Oτ0 , R) ,M(∞, R)
))
,
the spaces where Up is invertible.
Lemma 10.2. The morphism (47) induces an isomorphism of R[Up]-modules:
Dk
τ0
n (Oτ0 ,M(∞, R))ord −→ HomR
(
D¯k
τ0
n (Oτ0 , R) ,M(∞, R)
)ord
.
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Proof. Since the morphism is continuous, it is enough to prove that the specialization of any
classical weight k ∈ N[ΣF ] is an isomorphism, since such classical weights form a dense set. Write
A =M(∞, Rk). The same arguments in the proof of proposition 7.8 show that the ordinary parts of
D
kτ0
n (Oτ0 , A) and Symkτ0 (A2)∨ are naturally isomorphic. Similarly, one can proof that the ordinary
parts of HomRk
(
D¯
kτ0
n
(Oτ0 , Rk) , A) and Symkτ0 (A2) also agree. Thus taking specialization at k
we obtain the natural map between Symk
τ0
(A2)∨ and Symk
τ0
(A2) which is an isomorphism. 
10.2. p-adic families of trilinear products. We fix integers r ≥ n3 ≥ n1, n2 ≥ 1. For i = 1, 2, 3
we denote by (rni , νni) : O× × Z×p → ΛGni the universal characters of WGni and k : WGni → Wni as
introduced in (37). Then we put kn3 := k(rn3 , νn1 + νn2) and kni := k(rni , νni) for i = 1, 2.
We put R := ΛGn1⊗ˆΛGn2⊗ˆνn3=νn1+νn2ΛGn3 ≃ ΛGn1⊗ˆΛGn2⊗ˆΛn3 and consider the characters:
mτ01 := r
τ0
n1 − rτ0n3 − rτ0n2 + νn2 ◦N : Oτ0× −→ R,
mτ02 := r
τ0
n2 − rτ0n1 − rτ0n3 + νn1 ◦N : Oτ0× −→ R,
mτ03 := r
τ0
n3 − rτ0n1 − rτ0n2 : Oτ0× −→ R,
m3,τ0 := rn1,τ0 + rn2,τ0 − rn3,τ0 : Z×p −→ R,
where N : Oτ0× → Z×p denotes the norm map. In the same way as in (17) we denote ∆τ0 ∈
C
k
τ0
n1
n1 (Oτ0 ,R)⊗R Ck
τ0
n2
n2 (Oτ0 ,R)⊗R C¯k
τ0
n3
n3 (Oτ0 ,R) the function defined by:
∆τ0((x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3)) := m
τ0
1 (x3y2 − x2y3) ·mτ02 (x3y1 − x1y3) ·mτ03 (x1y2 − x2y1),
where C¯k
τ0
n (Oτ0 , ·) denote the kτ0-homogeneous locally analytic functions on pOτ0 ×Oτ0×, and the
function is extended by 0 where mτ03 is not defined.
Now we take µ1 ∈M rkn1 (Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n1) and µ2 ∈M rkn2 (Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n2) be overconvergent modular
forms. By the definition (see definition 7.2) if i = 1, 2 and c ∈ Pic(OF ), we have the components
µi,c ∈ M rkn(Γc1,1(n, p),ΛGni)∆ and we denote by µi,c(q) ∈ D
k
τ0
ni
ni
(Oτ0 ,M(∞,ΛGni)) their q-expansions
(see §8.2). By the proof of proposition 8.6 (more precisely equation (40)) and the fact that Up0◦Vp0 =
Id one checks that:
µ
[p]
1,c(q) := (1− Vp0Up0) µ1,c(q) ∈ D
k
τ0
n1
n1
(
Oτ0 ,M(∞,ΛGn1)♥
)
.
Using theorem 9.9 and remark 9.10 we obtain M(µ
[p]
1,c)(q) ∈ D
k
τ0
n1
n1 (Oτ0 ,M(∞,ΛGn1 ⊗Λτ0)♥) and we
put Θm3,τ0µ
[p]
1,c := (m3,τ0)
∗M(µ[p]1,c) ∈ D
k
τ0
n1
n1 (Oτ0 ,M(∞,R
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We define the families of trilinear products t(µ1,c, µ2,c) ∈ HomR(D¯k
τ0
n3
n3 (Oτ0 ,R),M(∞,R)) as
follows:
t(µ1,c, µ2,c)(µ) :=
∫
Oτ0××Oτ0
∫
Oτ0××Oτ0
∫
pOτ0×Oτ0×
∆τ0(v1, v2, v3) d
(
Θm3,τ0µ
[p]
1,c
)
(v1)dµ2,c(v2)dµ(v3).
From lemma 10.2 we obtain:
(eordt(µ1,c, µ2,c))c ∈
⊕
c∈Pic(OF )
(
D
k
τ0
n3
n3 (Oτ0 ,M(∞,R)) ⊗Qp
)ord
=:Mp−adic
kn3
(Γ1(n, p),R)ord.
Note that the space Mp−adic
kn
(Γ1(n, p),R)ord is endowed with the action of Hecke operators.
10.3. Construction. Let µ1 ∈M rkn1 (Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n1) and µ2 ∈M rkn2 (Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n2) be as before and
moreover we take µ3 ∈ M rkn3 (Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n3) such that is eigenvector for the Hecke operators and
such that Upµ3 = α
p
3µ3 for some α
p
3 ∈ (ΛGn3)× and all p | p. Assume that there exists µ¯3 ∈
M r
kn3
(Γ1(n0, p),Λ
G
n3) for some n0 | n such that µ3 is an element of the space:
Mp−adic
kn3
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n3)
ord[µ¯3] := {µ ∈Mp−adickn3 (Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
n3)
ord; Upµ = α
p
3µ; Tℓµ = aℓµ, ℓ ∤ n},
where ℓ are prime ideals of F , Tℓ = Tg for any g ∈ G(Apf ) of norm ℓ and aℓ is the eigenvalue of µ¯3.
Let R′ = ΛGn1⊗ˆΛGn2⊗ˆΛ′n3 , where Λ′n3 is the fraction field of Λn3 , thus R′ can be viewed as rational
functions on WGn1 ×WGn2 ×Wn3 with poles at finitely many weights in Wn3 .
In the rest we use the following notation: If (x, y, z) ∈WGn1 ×WGn2 ×Wn3 we denote by µx, µy,
µz and µ¯z the specializations of the families µ1 at x, µ2 at y, and µ3 and µ¯3 at z respectively. By
proposition 7.8, if z ∈ Wn3 is a classical weight then the specialization µz is a classical modular
form in Mkz(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p)
ord, where kz is the specialization of kn3 at z. Let us denote by µ¯
∗
z ∈
Mkz(Γ1(n0, p), Q¯p) the eigenvector for the adjoint of the Up operators associated with µ¯z as in
equation (12). The following result is analogous to [11, Lemma 2.19].
Lemma 10.3. There exists Lp(µ1, µ2, µ3) ∈ R′ such that for each classical point (x, y, z) ∈WGn1 ×
WGn2 ×Wn3, we have:
Lp(µ1, µ2, µ3)(x, y, z) =
〈
µ∗z, (eordt(µ1,c, µ2,c))c(x,y,z)
〉
〈µ∗z, µz〉
where 〈·, ·〉 is the Petersson inner product defined in §3.4, and µ∗z ∈ Mkz(Γ1(n, p), Q¯p)[µ¯∗z] defines
the dual basis of µz.
Proof. Notice that Mp−adic
kn3
(Γ1(n, p),Λ
′
n3)
ord[µ¯3] is a finite dimensional Λ
′
n3-vector space generated
by the oldforms µ¯d3, for any d | D with n = n0D, where
(µ¯3)
d
c (A, ι, θ, α
p0 , w) = r′n(det(γd)) · (µ¯3)c′(Agd , ιgd ,det(γd)−1θgd, k−1(αgd)p0 , w).
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as in equation (52) in §11.4 of the Appendix. The family µ¯3 corresponds to an idempotent of the
Hecke algebra, which induces a projection ofMp−adic
kn3
(Γ1(n, p),R)ord toMp−adickn3 (Γ1(n, p),R
′)ord[µ¯3].
The projection of eordt(µ1,c, µ2,c) to the line defined by µ3 is a R′-linear combination of the forms
µ¯d3. It is therefore enough to show that, for all divisors d1, d2,〈
µ¯∗z, µ¯
d2
z
〉
= ̺(z) · 〈µ¯∗z, µ¯z〉 ; for some ̺ ∈ R⊗Q .
By lemma 3.5, we have that
̺ = ̺ ((−νn1 − νn2)(qd)x,ax)d|d1d2 ̺(Xd, Yd)d|d1d2 ∈ Q¯[Xd, Yd]d|d1d2 ,
where qd := NormK/Q(d) and a ∈ R is the eigenvalue for Td. Hence the result follows since qd is
prime to p. 
Definition 10.4. Let µ1, µ2, µ3, where µi ∈ M rkni (Γ1(n, p),Λ
G
ni), be test vectors for three fami-
lies of eigenvectors such that Upµ3 = α
p
3µ3 for some α
p
3 ∈ (ΛGn3)× and all p | p. The functions
Lp(µ1, µ2, µ3) ∈ R′ introduced in 10.3 is called the triple product p-adic L-function of µ1, µ2, µ3.
10.4. Interpolation property. Let (r1, ν1) ∈ WGn1 , (r2, ν2) ∈ WGn2 and r ∈ Wn3 be classical
weights and put k1 = k(r1, ν1), k2 = k(r2, ν2) and k3 = k(r3, ν1 + ν2) where k is the map (37).
We suppose that (k1, k2, k3) is unbalanced at τ0 with dominant weight k3, and kτ,i ∈ Z>0 for each
τ ∈ ΣF and i = 1, 2, 3.
We write (x, y, z) ∈WGn1 ×WGn2 ×Wn3 for the point corresponding to the triple (k1, ν1), (k2, ν2)
and (k3, ν1 + ν2). As µ3 is ordinary then from proposition 7.8 and corollary 4.10 we deduce that
its specialization at µz correspond to an automorphic form of weight (k3, ν1+ ν2). If k1 and k2 are
big enough the the same is true for µx and µy, obtaining automorphic forms of weights (k1, ν1) and
(k2, ν2) respectively. We denote by πx, πy and πz the automorphic representations of (B ⊗ AF )×
generated by these automorphic forms, and Πx, Πy and Πz the corresponding cuspidal automorphic
representations of GL2(AF ).
Assume that µi are eigenvectors for all the Up operators, namely Upµi = α
p
i · µi, and write αpx,
αpy and α
p
z for the corresponding specializations at x, y and z. Moreover, we assume that µ¯x is the
p-stabilization of the newform µ¯◦x for each p | p. Write βpi for the other eigenvalue of Up as usual,
and write βpx, β
p
y and β
p
z for the corresponding specializations.
The following result justify the name given to Lp(µ1, µ2, µ3).
Theorem 10.5. With the notations above we have:
Lp(µ1, µ2, µ3)(x, y, z) = K(µ◦x, µ◦y, µ◦z) ·
∏
p|p
Ep(x, y, z)
Ep,1(z)
 · L (1−ν1−ν2−ν32 ,Πx ⊗Πy ⊗Πz) 12〈µ¯◦z, µ¯◦z〉
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here K(µ◦1, µ
◦
2, µ
◦
3) is a non-zero constant, Ep(x, y, z) = (1− βpxβpyαpz̟
−m
p
−2
p )(1− αpxβpyβpz̟
−m
p
−2
p )(1− βpxαpyβpz̟
−m
p
−2
p )(1 − βpxβpyβpz̟
−m
p
−2
p ), p 6= p0
(1− αp0
x
αp0
y
βp0
z
p1−m0)(1 − αp0
x
βp0
y
βp0
z
p1−m0)(1 − βp0
x
αp0
y
βp0
z
p1−m0)(1 − βp0
x
βp0
y
βp0
z
p1−m0), p = p0
,
Ep,1(z) :=
 (1− (β
p
z)2̟
−k3,p−2
p ) · (1− (βpz)2̟
−k3,p−1
p ), p 6= p0,
(1− (βp0z )2p−k3,τ0 ) · (1− (βp0z )2p1−k3,τ0 ), p = p0,
m0 =
k1,τ0+k2,τ0+k3,τ0
2 ≥ 0, and mp =
k1,p+k2,p+k3,p
2 ∈ Z[Σp].
Proof. By construction we have:
(48) Lp(µ1, µ2, µ3)(x, y, z) =
〈
µ∗z, eord(Θm3,τ0µ
[p]
x,c · µy,c(∆τ0(x,y,z)))c
〉
〈µ∗z, µz〉
.
Observe first that ∆τ0(x,y,z) differs from ∆
τ0 of equation (17). Indeed, ∆τ0(x,y,z)((x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3))
is extended by zero whether (x1y2 − x2y1) 6∈ Oτ0×. Thus if we denote µx,y = Θm3,τ0µ[p]x,c · µy,c then
we obtain:
ε :=
∫
∆τ0
(x,y,z)
dµx,ydµz −
∫
∆τ0dµx,ydµz =
∫
D
∫
pOτ0×Oτ0×
∆τ0(v1, v2, v3)dµx,y(v1, v2)dµz(v3),
where D =
∏
p6=p0 Dp and
Dp = {((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) ∈ (O×p ×Op)2 : (x1y2 − x2y1) 6∈ O×p } =
⋃
i∈κp
(Di ×Di),
with Di =
⋃
a∈κ×p (a+pOp)×(ai+pOp). Since µi are Up-eigenvectors, a calculation similar to that of
proof of Proposition 7.6 shows that the corresponding p-component εp :=
∫
Dp
∫
pOp×O×p ∆
τ0dµx,ydµz
satisfies
εp =
1
αpxα
p
y
∑
i∈κp
∫
Di
∫
Di
∫
pOp×O×p
∆τ0dUpµx,ydµz
=
1
αpxα
p
y
∑
i∈κp
γi
∫
O×p ×Op
∫
O×p ×Op
∫
pOp×O×p
∆τ0(v1̟pg
−1
i , v2̟pg
−1
i , v3)dµx,y(v1, v2)dµz(v3)
=
̟
m3,p
p
αpxα
p
y
∑
i∈κp
γi
∫
O×p ×Op
∫
O×p ×Op
∫
pOp×O×p
∆τ0(v1, v2, v3gi)dµx,y(v1, v2)dµz(v3)
=
̟
m3,p
p
αpxα
p
y
∫
O×p ×Op
∫
O×p ×Op
∫
pOp×O×p
∆τ0(v1, v2, v3)dµx,y(v1, v2)U
∗
p dµz(v3)
since ̟pg
−1
j ∗ 1Di = 0 if i 6= j and ̟pg−1i ∗ 1Di = 1O×p ×Op . By remark 7.3, α
p
xβ
p
x = ̟
k1,p+1
p if p 6= p0
and αp0x β
p0
x = p
k1,τ0−1. This implies that
Lp(µ1, µ2, µ3)(x, y, z) =
∏
p6=p0
(
1− βpxβpyαpz̟
−mp−2
p
) ·
〈
µ∗z, eord(Θm3,τ0µ
[p]
x,c · µy,c(∆τ0))c
〉
〈µ∗z, µz〉
.
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As ▽m3,τ0k1 µ
[p]
x,cµy,c(∆
τ0) ∈ H0(X cr ,Hk3m3,τ0 ) and 0 ≤ 2m3,τ0 < kτ0,3 from lemmas 9.4, 9.6 and
remark 9.10 we obtain eord(Θ
m3,τ0µ
[p]
x,cµy,c(∆
τ0)) =
(49) eord(γk3,m3,τ0 ▽m3,τ0 µ
[p]
x,cµy,c(∆
τ0)) = eord(Hr(▽m3,τ0µ[p]x,cµy,c(∆τ0))).
A laborious but straightforward computation shows that
▽m3,τ0µ[p]x,cµy,c(∆τ0)) =
= (−1)m3,τ0
(
k3,τ0 − 2
m3,τ0 + k2,τ0 − 1
)−1
t(µ
[p]
x,c, µy,c) +▽
m3,τ0−1∑
i=0
ai▽i µ[p]x,c▽m3,τ0−1−i µy,c(∆τ0))
 ,
where t(µ
[p]
x,c, µy,c) is defined as in Theorem 4.11 and
ai = (−1)i+m3,τ0+1
(
k3,τ0 − 2
m3,τ0 + k2,τ0 − 1
)−1 i∑
j=0
(
m3,τ0
j
)(
m3,τ0 + k1,τ0 + k2,τ0 − 2
k1,τ0 + j − 1
) .
This relation above implies:
(50) Hr(▽m3,τ0µ[p]x,cµy,c(∆τ0)) = (−1)m3,τ0
(
k3,τ0 − 2
m3,τ0 + k2,τ0 − 1
)−1
· t(µ[p]x,c, µy,c).
Since µz is ordinary, we obtain from (48), (49) and (50):
Lp(µ1, µ2, µ3)(x, y, z) = (−1)m3,τ0
(
k3,τ0 − 2
m3,τ0 + k2,τ0 − 1
)−1
·
〈
µ∗z, t(µ
[p]
x , µy)
〉
〈µ∗z, µz〉
·
∏
p6=p0
(
1− βpxβpyαpz̟
−mp−2
p
)
.
Thus, the result follows by theorem 4.11, proposition 3.10, remark 7.3 and proposition 3.6. Notice
that K(µ◦x, µ◦y, µ◦z) = (C ·C(µ◦x, µ◦y, µ◦z))1/2 · 2−2+m3,τ0 , where the constants C and C(µ◦x, µ◦y, µ◦z) are
as given in proposition 3.10. 
Part 4. Appendix
11. ∆-action and Hecke operators
In this section we verify that the two actions of ∆ introduced in §4.5 are compatible with the
morphism introduced in lemma 4.8. Moreover, we describe the action of the Hecke operators on
the space of quaternionic automorphic forms in terms of the associated moduli description of the
unitary Shimura curves.
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11.1. Compatibility of the ∆-action. In §4.5 we defined Mk(Γc1,1(n),C) to be the C-vector
space of holomorphic functions f : H→⊗τ 6=τ0 Pτ (kτ )∨ such that f(γz) = (cz + d)kτ0γf(z) for all
γ ∈ Γc1,1(n). This space is endowed with an action of ∆ = (OF )×+/U2n given by
s ∗ν f(z) := s
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 (cz + d)−kτ0γ−1s f(γsz), s ∈ ∆,
for any γs ∈ Γc1(n) with det γs = s. By Lemma 4.8 and Remark 4.3, we can interpret elements in
Mk(Γ
c
1,1(n),C) as sections of ω
k at a connected component of certain Shimura curve Xc. Given
f ∈Mk(Γc1,1(n),C) the corresponding section is
f(z)
∏
τ 6=τ0
∣∣∣∣∣∣ dxτ dyτxτ Yτ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
kτ
 dxkτ0τ0 ∈ H0(Xc, ωk),
where w = (dxτ0 , (dxτ , dyτ )τ ) is a basis of
(
Ω1
A/Xc
)+,2
. Seen as a Katz modular form f(z) =
f(Az, ιz, θz, αz, w), whereAz := V/Λz , where V :=
(
(C2⊗F,τ0E)×M2(C)ΣF \{τ0}
)
, Λz = {vz(β); β ∈
Jc := Oˆmb−1c ∩D} and
vz(m⊗ e) :=
τ0(m)
 z
1
⊗ e, (τ˜ (m⊗ e))τ 6=τ0
 ∈ V, m ∈ B, e ∈ E.
The polarization θz is given by the paring
Θz : Λz × Λz −→ Jc × Jc Θ−→ Z, (vz(β1), vz(β1)) 7−→ Θ(β1, β2),
and αz is the isomorphism (see Remark 4.3) αz : (Λz ⊗ Zˆ ≃ Oˆmb−1c ,Θz) → (Oˆm, c−1Θ) given by
αz(β) = βbc.
Proposition 11.1. For any s ∈ ∆ and any f ∈Mk(Γc1,1(n),C),
(s ∗ f)(Az, ιz, θz, αz, w) = s
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 · f(Az, ιz, s−1θz, ksαz, w),
where ks = b
−1
c γ
−1
s bc.
Remark 11.2. Notice that γ−1s αz provides an isomorphism between (TˆAz, θz) and (Oˆm, sc−1Θ),
thus an isomorphism between (TˆAz, s
−1θz) and (Oˆm, c−1Θ).
Proof. We have an isomorphism, τ0(γs) =
 a b
c d
,
ϕs : (Aγsz, ιγsz) −→ (Az, ιz) : V ∋ (v, (Mτ )τ 6=τ0) 7−→ ((cz + d) · v, (Mτ τ˜(γs))τ 6=τ0).
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Indeed, given vγsz(m⊗ s) ∈ Λγsz,
ϕs(vγsz(m⊗ s)) = ((cz + d) · τ0(m)
 γsz
1
⊗ s, (τ˜(m⊗ s)τ˜(γs))τ 6=τ0) = vz(mγs ⊗ s) ∈ Λz.
The isomorphism ϕs sends θγsz to s
−1θz, since the corresponding pairing is given by
Λz × Λz −→ Λγsz × Λγsz −→ Jc × Jc Θ−→ Z
(vz(β), vz(β
′)) 7−→ (vγsz(βγ−1s ), vγsz(β′γ−1s )) 7−→ (βγ−1s , β′γ−1s )
Moreover, ϕs sends αγsz to (b
−1
c γ
−1
s bc)αz, and w to ((cz + d)
−1dxτ0 , ((dxτ , dyτ )τ˜(γs)−1)τ 6=τ0) :=
(cz + d)−1wγ−1s . We conclude that
(s ∗ f)(Az, ιz, θz, α, w) = (s ∗ f)(z) = s
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 (cz + d)−kτ0γ−1s f(γsz)
= s
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 · (cz + d)−kτ0γ−1s f(Aγsz, ιγsz, θγsz, αz , w)
(B1)
= s
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 · (cz + d)−kτ0γ−1s f(Az, ιz , s−1θz, ksαz, (cz + d)−1wγ−1s )
(B4)
= s
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 · f(Az, ιz, s−1θz, ksαz, w),
and the result follows. 
11.2. Moduli description of Hecke operators. Let (A, ι, θ, α) ∈ Xc(R) and fix a representative
α¯ : (Tˆ (A), θ)→ (Oˆm, c−1Θ) of α. For any g ∈ G(Af ), we consider the double coset KB1 (n)gKB1 (n) =⊔
i giK
B
1 (n). The preimage α¯
−1(n−1Oˆmg−1i ), where n ∈ Z is big enough so that ngi ∈ Oˆm, provides
a Om-submodule Ci ⊂ Ator isomorphic to n−1Oˆmg−1i /Oˆm. We define Agi := A/Ci together with an
isogeny ψgi : (A
gi , ιgi)→ (A, ι). We have a polarization given by the composition
θgi : Agi
ψgi−→ A θ−→ A∨ ψ
∨
gi−→ (Agi)∨.
Moreover, if det(gi) = ci, the abelian variety A
gi comes equipped with an isomorphism
α¯gi : (Tˆ (Agi), θgi)
α¯−→ (n−1Oˆmg−1i , c−1Θ)
·gi−→ (Oˆm, c−1i c−1Θ),
providing a point (Agi , ιgi , θgi, αgi) ∈ Xcci(R), where αgi denotes the class of α¯gi modulo KB1,1(n).
By abuse of notation, write also w = (dxτ0 , (dxτ , dyτ )τ ) ⊂ Ω1Agi/R for the pull-back of the basis
w ⊂ Ω1A/R by means of ψ∗gi .
By Proposition 4.9, any f ∈ H0(G(Q),A(k, ν))KB1 (n) can be seen as a vector
(fc)c ∈
⊕
c∈Pic(OK)
Mk(Γ
c
1,1(n),C)
∆ =
⊕
c∈Pic(OK)
H0(Xc,0, ωk)∆.
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Thus, this last space inherits the action of the Hecke operator Tg attached to the double coset
KB1 (n)gK
B
1 (n). Recall that the isomorphism of Proposition 4.9 depends on the choice of elements
bc ∈ G(Af ) whose norm is a representative of the class c.
Proposition 11.3. Assume that bcgi = γ
−1
i bc′ki, for some γi ∈ G(Q)+ and ki ∈ KB1 (n). Then,
(51) (Tgf)c(A, ι, θ, α,w) =
∑
i
det(γi)
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 fc′(A
gi , ιgi ,det(γi)
−1θgi, k−1i α
gi , w),
where c′ is the class cdet(g).
Remark 11.4. We have the following remarks:
• Note that αgi provides an isomorphism between (TˆAgi , θgi) and (Oˆm, c−1c−1i Θ), hence
k−1i α
gi identifies (TˆAgi , θgi) and (Oˆm,det(ki)c−1c−1i Θ) = (Oˆm,det(γi)(c′)−1Θ). We conclude
that k−1i α
gi provides an isomorphism between (TˆAgi ,det(γi)
−1θgi) and (Oˆm, (c′)−1Θ).
• The construction of Agi depends on the representative α¯, but the expression in (51) does
not. Indeed, for any γ ∈ KB1,1(n), we have Agiγ = Aγgi , where Agiγ is the correspond-
ing abelian variety constructed by means of γα¯. But γgi = gjk0 for some j and k0 ∈
KB1 (n). Hence, (A
gi
γ , ι
gi
γ ,det(γi)
−1θgiγ , k−1i (γα¯)
gi) = (Agj , ιgj ,det(γi)
−1θgj , k−1i k0α¯
gj ), since
(Agjk0 , ιgjk0 , θgjk0) = (Agj , ιgj , θgj) and (γα¯)gi = k0α¯
gj . Notice that we have
γ−1j bc′kjk0 = bcgjk0 = bcγgi = (bcγb
−1
c )bcgi = (bcγb
−1
c )γ
−1
i bc′ki,
hence we can choose γi and γj such that det(γi) = det(γj), and ki = kjk0. Thus, we have
(Agiγ , ι
gi
γ ,det(γi)
−1θgiγ , k−1i (γα¯)
gi) = (Agj , ιgj ,det(γj)
−1θgj , k−1j α¯
gj ) and the claim follows.
• The expression (51) does not depend on the choice of γi: If we have another decomposition
bcgi = γ¯
−1
i bc′ k¯i, then β = γ¯iγ
−1
i ∈ G(Q)+ ∩ bc′K1(n)b−1c′ = Γc
′
1 (n), k¯i = b
−1
c′ βbc′ki, and, if we
write s = det(β) and ks = b
−1
c′ β
−1bc′ , we obtain
det(γ¯i)
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 fc′(A
gi , ιgi ,det(γ¯i)
−1θgi, k¯−1i α
gi , w)
= (s det(γi))
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 fc′(A
gi , ιgi ,det(γi)
−1s−1θgi , k−1i ksα
gi , w)
= det(γi)
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 fc′(A
gi , ιgi ,det(γi)
−1θgi, k−1i α
gi , w),
by ∆-invariance of fc′ .
• The tuple (Agi , ιgi ,det(γi)−1θgi, k−1i αgi) depend only on the class giKB1 (n). Indeed, if we
replace gi by gik, for some k ∈ KB1 (n), we have trivially (Agik, ιgik, θgik) = (Agi , ιgi , θgi).
Moreover, αgik = kαgi , hence the claim easily follows.
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• If we assume the claim of the proposition, then (Tgf)c is ∆-invariant. Indeed, given s ∈ ∆
and ks ∈ KB1 (n) with det(ks) = s−1, we have
s ∗ (Tgf)c(A, ι, θ, α,w) = s
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 · (Tgf)c(A, ι, s−1θ, ksα,w)
=
∑
i
(s det(γi))
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 fc′(A
gi , ιgi , s−1 det(γi)−1θgi, ksk−1i α
gi , w)
= (Tgf)c(A, ι, θ, α,w),
by ∆-invariance of fc′ .
Proof of Proposition 11.3. As above Jc = Oˆmb−1c ∩D, hence we have that
(Tgf)c(Az, ιz , θz, αz, w) = (Tgf)(z, bc) =
∑
i
f(z, bcgi) =
∑
i
f(z, γ−1i bc′)
=
∑
i
det(γi)
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 (cz + d)−kτ0γ−1i f(γiz, bc′)
=
∑
i
det(γi)
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 (cz + d)−kτ0γ−1i fc′(Aγiz, ιγiz, θγiz, αγiz, w).
where Az = V/Λ
c
z , with Λ
c
z := {vz(β); β ∈ Jc}. Notice that we have an isomorphism
ψi : Aγiz = V/Λ
c′
γiz −→ Agiz = V/Λc,giz ; ψi(v, (Mτ )τ 6=τ0) = ((cz + d)v, (Mτ τ˜(γi))τ 6=τ0) ,
where Λc,giz := {vz(λ); λ ∈ Jgic := Oˆmg−1i b−1c ∩D}. Notice that ψi is well defined since ψi(vγiz(β)) =
vz(βγi), for all β ∈ Jc′ , and βγi ∈ Oˆmb−1c′ γi ∩D = Oˆmkig−1i b−1c ∩D = Jgic . Similarly as in the proof
of Proposition 11.1, we have that ψi sends θγiz to det(γi)
−1θgiz , it sends αγiz to
k−1i α
gi
z : Tˆ (A
gi
z ) ≃ Oˆmg−1i b−1c
bc
))❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
γ−1i // Oˆmb−1c′
bc′ // Oˆm,
Oˆmg−1i
gi // Oˆm
k−1i
OO
and it sends w to (cz+d)−1wγ−1i := ((cz+d)
−1dxτ0 , (dxτ , dyτ )τ˜(γi)−1). We obtain (Tgf)c(Az , ιz, θz, αz, w) =
(B1)
=
∑
i
det(γi)
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 (cz + d)−kτ0γ−1i fc′(A
gi
z , ι
gi
z ,det(γi)
−1θgiz , k
−1
i α
gi
z , (cz + d)
−1wγ−1i )
(B4)
=
∑
i
det(γi)
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 fc′(A
gi
z , ι
gi
z ,det(γi)
−1θgiz , k
−1
i α
gi
z , w),
hence the result follows. 
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11.3. The Up-operator. Assume that f has Iwahori level at p | p, and let g =
 ̟
1
, where
̟ is a uniformizer at p. We denote by Up the Hecke operator Tg as defined above. In this case the
corresponding coset has a distinguished decomposition
KB0 (p)gK
B
0 (p) =
⊔
i∈OF /p
 ̟ i
1
KB0 (p) ⊂ G(Fp).
For any c ∈ Pic(OF ), assume that cp lies in the class c′, this implies that cp = c′(γp), for some
γp ∈ OF . Assuming that c and c′ are coprime to p, γp generates p in Op. Assuming that bc and bc′
have identity components in G(Fp), we have that
bc
 ̟ i
1
 =
 γp i
1
 bc′ki, ki ∈ KB1 (n).
By the previous computations,
(Upf)c(A, ι, θ, α,w) = γ
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2
p
∑
i∈OF /p
 γp i
1
 ∗ fc′
Ai, ιi, γpθi, k−1i αi, w
 γp i
1
 ,
where Ai = A/Ci (and ιi, θi, αi are also obtained from Ci) with
Ci
α≃ Oˆm
 ̟ i
1
−1 /Oˆm =
M2(Op)
 ̟ i
1
−1 /M2(Op)
×
M2(Op)
 ̟ i
1
−1 /M2(Op)
 .
Thus Ci is characterized by its subgroup C
−,1
i := Ci ∩ A[p]−,1. Moreover, the subgroups C−,1i
correspond to the cyclic subgroups of A[p]−,1 not intersecting with the canonical subgroup C ⊂
A[p]−,1 that characterizes αp after Remark 4.5.
Remark 11.5. Notice that, given a basis B of TpA, the isogeny A → Ai identifies B
 ̟ i
1

with a basis of Tp(Ai). Moreover, if dlog(B) = w, we have dlog
B
 ̟ i
1
 = w
 ̟ i
1
.
11.4. Oldforms. Given a newform φ ∈ H0(G(Q),A(k, ν))K1(n0), we can construct the oldform
φd ∈ H0(G(F ),A(k, ν))K1(n); φd(f)(g) := φ(f)(ggd); gd :=
 1
̟d
 ∈ G(Qd),
where n = n0D, d | D, Qd =
∏
v|NormK/Q(d)Qv and ̟d is the product of uniformizers of v | d.
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We now give a new description of the oldform φd in terms of the Katz modular form interpreta-
tion. Recall that φ can be seen as a vector (Proposition 4.9)
f = (fc)c ∈
⊕
c∈Pic(OK)
Mk(Γ
c
1,1(n0),C)
∆n0 =
⊕
c∈Pic(OK)
H0(Xc,0n0 , ω
k)∆n0 , ∆n0 = (OF )×+/U2n0 .
Hence, if bcgd = γ
−1
d bc′k, for some γd ∈ G(Q)+ and k ∈ KB1 (n0),
fdc (Az, ιz, θz, αz, w) = f
d(z, bc) = f(z, bcgd) = det(γd)
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 (cz + d)−kτ0γ−1d f(γdz, bc′)
= det(γd)
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 (cz + d)−kτ0γ−1d fc′(Aγdz, ιγdz, θγdz, αγdz, w).
We conclude by an analogous computation as above that
(52) fdc (A, ι, θ, α,w) = det(γd)
−k+2kτ0τ0+ν1
2 fc′(A
gd , ιgd ,det(γd)
−1θgd, k−1αgd , w).
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